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I.

JI.iDaE. FULD:

the Conimissionl

.

'Ladies and gentlemen; MembqrS of

. .

'During the course of this, our ninth Commissidh

,ftleeting., we will shift our.attention from the impact of

cotnputet tecAkpology.on private rights and on.public access, and
.

c

works of awthorshipo as,exemplified by-Computer Prograffib and

Data Bases, to photocopying.

Since list we met', both the Senate and the House

.

of Representatives passed the Conference-approved version o
A

the'Copyright RevieiOn Bill, which the President signed ,into

law on Altsday.,

The guidelines on.inter-library phcktocopying hav

been.agreed upon by the concernad parties,arid adopted in the

Cohference Report accompanying the RevisiOn kill -- largely.
00

through the efforts of this Commission. It is but a fore-

',"

-runner to dir present task.'
.

,./. ..
Today and tomorrow, we shall address the broader

\
..

issues presented by the impact of photo-duplication' of works

0
of authorship upori authors' and publishers' rights, ind upon'

the Information requirements of the general iDublic.
-

We are fortunaeb to have.with us, these next two

days, representatives of major resource libraries, whose

funittion entails the nationwide -- indeed, world-wide --

dissemination of\materials and their collections.
. . .

We will hea', also, om representatives of,research
. ,

-Irma



/ ,

organizations currently engaged in cartfully modeled economic

of library reAdidg andl)bot 6-dopying practices and, i one case, a

study'of the feasibility of a royalty payment system for photo-cppying

which ocurs in large,resource centex0.
,:

We look forward to gathering from:their preientationfthe

r ( .

information we need to formulaie the 'Commission's Tecommendations in

. this 1e -
.

f-7
We are privileged.ta. have, as our first speaker, thelegister

-

of.Copyrighti, who will talk to us on the implications,ofthe law that
.-

haapiust beenIpassed.

M Ringer.

IMPLICATIONS OF THE FINAL PROVISIQNS OF.THE
COPYRIGHT BILL.FOlt THrWORR OF THE COMMISSION

BY
MS. BARBARA RINGER

REGISTER OF.COPYRIGH S

. .

MS. SINGER: Thank you.,- Judge Fuld.

I don't have any thing very formal prepared and, dbiiously,

.

weiare stIll bouncing a bii Irom the last week or tim. But I thoughl

I would give you some very preliminary)un-down on what is immediately
4 t .

facinkkus, and then leave what -time remains to.questions. I am sure

. you have some questions. MaThe someeof the.thing.s that I say-will
. - ( - ,.

,'prompt some questions' and, if_you(hive others,,don't hesitate to isk

44

them.

N`7

-
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/

do think that

i
0.

I should,say at the beginning that I dOn't

V

'

think final action on revisron would have been Poiiible -- at least

'not without-a great deal more difficuLty,-- without the efforts

of&thisIumission. The refAlts were not on11%. positi ve ut, perhaps
. -...x.

.
r

even, deciskre. And I,am not sure that'the legisl,ators are fully
.

. ,

,,

aware of whit went into it.

If
s.0$.

A
will try to get this across, and;-,I think others

4

shbuld do the same,'because this was something that just did

not arrive out of thin air. The guidelines on photocopying were

carefully Worked out,'and as a result I believe they will have

)
lasting,importance including the laying out of the basis for practices

that Will go on perhaps,°towards the end 9f the century.

In any case; ihe Bill wai sig- n ed on TueidaY'night., October 19,
.

a0 about 10:00 o'clock; I amtold, and it bears the effectivelaXe\\
4

of ;October 19, 1978:--There are certain provisions that, theoretically,-

atyleast,:come.into effect immediately; they are now in elfeCt. They

are idtntified in the new law expressly and inclu4e the Copyrigh .

Royalty Tribunal. In.other words, the potentiality of the Tribunal

xflsts. As soon as the Congress or the Senate confirms it, it will

be in existence; And its presence is nlkwith us.

Moreover, the extentions of copyrights -- subsisting colpyrights

are now in effece and, theoretically, the provisions of tection118 on

-

Public Broadcaitimg are also in effect,.

Then there are actions that people can be preiaring for that'

will take effect immediately on January 1, 1978 1-.which is theictual

effective date of the law.



We, in effect, have 4.1ittle over 14 months to get ready

for these enormous changes. The "we", I refer to includes.the Copyright

..)0°

Bar and all of the interests add individuall affeited by the Copyright

4' Law, suth As copyriit eht owners, author, uaers, as well as a-Copyright'.
7

Office. I am,, at the'moment, 110Vy much predoCcupied with what the
.

Copyright Office, j.taelf, is going to have to do, to implemevt thia law.

' If you will bearlwith me, I will try.to talk a little bit

.'about thief, because it is upper-Most in my mind. I may tell you more

than you want to know on'this-particular subject.

.0

JUpGE FULD: I am sure you will not.

MS..RINGER: Wart and see.

In any case, I think that we are noW finding ourselves in

the position wheje, suddenly, peopke are looking at the provisions'

of the new law closely for the first tine, and are finding all sorts

of ihings that they did not,know were there. They have been there

all-along, but people have been concerned with the.lirge. controversial

issues, and, actually, many people clodely, involved with this new

legialation have not read it from cover to cover in quite.some time

anda lot of questions.are going to be askedand aie being asked now.
- a

amiloping that this process is already under icsy and will be carried
1

forwar'd by this meeting this morning,
0

The law, of coubise,.is a general revision it the,sense that

it-toUches eNery aipect of Copyrighl Law; and it is also a-complete

revisiOn\in the 'sense that it changes praccically every aspect of the

Copyright Law. In ceitain important ways, these changeol%re fundamental..

I know that moat of 'mu know all of tilisbut let me just Fun



V'

4401

down some of the-majorchanges.

0,

The most important chah-ges, I would-say, lie in tbe concept
, .

of a 'single FedefAl Sysiim- the term oe cop

. .
ht, the

.
. .

of copyright, the rights of termimatidn, ng the formalities. 1
!

-would say that, irithose five Areas, :i.he most fundamental changes
.

.. . .-

have been. made.%

We will have a wingle Federal System'of Copyriqht. It is
4

no longer.teChhicalry correct to speak about "copyrighting something' ,
.

.

.. .

or "something being,copyrighted," because, as of the effective date
.. ,

-..

of the law, everything is going to.be under'Copyright that i's potenYially
.

N 4 4.

copyrightable. This means that tlfe created product ii a work of,an "....
.. .

,

\author, a work of authorship, amOriginal workkokauthOrship that is
. ,.'

fixed in some:land oPtangible form: Tte'minute this work comes inpo

existence it will be protected without any formalities. The extenp
%

f protection depends on other factorsbut the &tt remains that

. the work will be protected -- from the EiMe of its creation.
-

. This, I think, is something that the people have accepted

intellectually, but have'not yet really adapted thelzselves to -- we may

have many questions from puzzled people, such as "What do I. do to secdre

a copyright under this new law?"
, , .

The 'point is one doesn't have to do anything. One simply creates '

the work. What is done then'to enhance one's rights--or protect them

in some respects--depends on other fSctors.

The protection Will be for the life of the author,.plus fifty

years, in most cases, Although this has many qualifications. The works
.

made for hire will have a different term; anonymous and psellcionymous
,

e'

.



,

works wilk have a different terov.-unless the authorship is revealed.

1

This will apply oral, to wOks that Are neither presently
.

copyrighted, nor presently created.. or -- let me see if,I am saying

,thip right -- "presently in,the public domain." In ofher words,

;

Norks in the public domain will not be resurrected- They will still

...remain in the public domain. The,new law has no retroactive-effect.
.40

Worki that are,created after January 1,.1978, will be

protected'for the life of the author plus fifty years--unless they

fall into these coriorate or anomalous categories. Works that.are

AP

'
created bui not yet under topyrithtrand/not yet in the public domairi.

will also receive the life--plus 50,years -- or variaUt terms -=

Unless those terms woUld have expired.
/

There areo gigantic quantity --millions and millions,

'perhaps billions -- of works odt therekthat are'potentially capable

of*beinkprotected- by copiright. But, if life-plus-fifty, or. a 100-

year-from-creation term is attached to them; they would fall into
-

. °
,the publid domain the,minute the new'Act same.into efrect. What the

I

new Act does is to give.those works a minimum term.=- in effect,

25 yeats from the effective date, plus an sadditionsl 25 years if'they

are published within that 25 years. "There is an inducement to publish

them. This isklane for reasons of due proceas, One doesn't want a \

blood bath where everything falls.into the publit domain the minute

the law comes into-effect.

Copyright under the/new law is cbmpletely divisible, ind this

0

is something shai.is going to t.:16:4* a lot of getting used to. Already, .

we are getting que'stions.about, "What does this mean" in individual

;
'cases. What ii means.is that you candivide copyright ownerships

4
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\ . ..

. . ...
4 oo .

0 ' -that this ii alreddy begiahing to worry somepeople. This -la now, !
. . . /

-.

9

indefinitely. Everyone who Was exclusive rights is anownler to the
-r- . .'\_extent of-that exclus..ive right; 'but tbe autAr -1- the individual author --

retaina any rights. that he-or she does not teansfer. .And I think
,

.something'-of ' a 41Kereit4bal1 game.. c...

, rhats rights in the indillidual authorship from the
r

amment_of yi\\ is not.necessary to do anything. Or to go

to ,anyone. These.righti are coispletely divisible, and one doesn't
-4-

. . r
have to sell all ofthe rights tine can'ilicain any 1-ighta that Fre or

she doesn't want to sell.
,

In addition, there* is a right of termination Assignments
,

that are .pade by an individual author of, rights of any sort can be

terminated after 35 years, with varying Aualificatione. Teemi:nology
.4

le optional but, once it takes place, then the rights that are terminated .

reVekt-- I won't get into the complicatiOns of this. These are many,
f and varied andf I think that this will become a very 'important factor

J

in years to come. fi

The basic provision applies only to transferirmade after the effective

date of the new law, BO 'T'would suspect that, withi# the next year,

peOple will start doing Inds of studies of their contracts, on

'both sides adthors d publishers1 and other users. But immediately --
- -

now, iit-effect 17,amtritegiifs, a te'rmination- rignt .that c'an be exercised

in fututco- Thiv.ti th-respect.-tothe remaining 1eais, or less,
....-, A

,

of subsisting foiyright,0*-- the last 19 years that are being added
. 0'44' , ..4.1iiY... ' orrsi

. under this nei. law. This'is complicated, I know, but I iit* trying to

give a general idea oL the framework of the new law. Then I .hope 'you



.

10 '

can ask me queations, ifiitou are puzzled about annhing.

The new law adds to subsisting copyrights,. 191years,, in general:"

Let me rup this down:

For works -- subsisting copyiights-in
their first term -- one

)

hatto renew. There is- still the 28-year first term and the renewal,
%

'requirement. (If you went to know thereasons'for. any of this, I

A

will tell you later what the reasonX were, but I 911 just tell you

what the law says at this point.)

If one renews, he or she gets, at the'proper time -- which

s the last year .of the original term an additional term whiCh,

under the present law, is 28 years -- the second term is 28 years.

Under the new law, iwi1l be 47 years, thus bringing the total.term.

up,to 75 years.

If the zopyright, on the effective date of the new law, is in

its secohd term, and it has already been renewed,'one gets the 47 years

without any additional renewaL -- the additional 19 years are added .,
11i.

op to the,term that yoU already have.

Now, in both of those cases, the author or certain of the

author's heigs -- reclaims Ole last 19 years. The framework is

-

very similar to the teivination provisions that apply in the future.

There are certain time limits'and
requirements al7to how one goes

abou't claiming thia but, as I read the new law, notices can be filed

right now iith respect to
reclaiming what is left of that 19 years.

Now, there is a wrinkle.here, which I won't go into much

J ,

detail on: Theoretically, what you are claiming is anything more than

56 years but, since 1962, Congress ha's been extending, regularly,

14



expiring renewals. SO there are some works that go back to 1906.

.

Those dre.not goimt to get 19 years. They.are only going to get-five

71years adaitional, But you can reclaim that five years, if/t is worth

the bother, and
you'can-reclaim anything up. to 19 for aniqhine,

that is more rece'nC Oat 190.6...
.

,4

.
Lam sure I have left you all in great doubt. 'But let me say,

- i

wittiout any-qualification, that this s.very, very, importagyto some

A . ,
\

people in the music,industry. -They have-very valuable copyrights,

and they are very onscious of this.A-I think they are already\prLpa;ed '7

.

.

to file these term/

mofe about this.

nations. .1 think we are going to hea a goo' eal

Tinally, the formalities of copyrighp notice, dep sit, an-

registration: These are retained, but 0.eatly liberalize . I will

go into a Little more detail on this because this is, obv ously,

the daytoday'work in the copyright area -- at 1eaat, v avis

the Copyright Office:

The provisions that I have mentioned thus lar are

heart of the new law, apd many of them -- as many-.of you

were extremely controversial at one time, but they were pr tty

1

eally, the

re know --

settled by the time the bill was introduced in 1964. Ther

very little change in substance in these provisions since hen.

Far the last 12
years,the'controversies have raga over

the scope of exclusive rights -- the big publishingrelated issues,

euch a; the one you have been wrestling with, and the big money

.issues such as cable television, jüke boxes, and the royalties for

making sound recAlings. I don't see uuch point in going through,

has been

these in 'detail here% I wijl'answer any question8 abourthein, but



it doSsn't seem profitable to go through the nuts-and-bolts of the cable

television comOulsorT license for our purposes here.

It.is 'mportaht, as I have ihdicated earfier,,that the search

%
for an acceptab e solution to the eSucational and librarY photocopying

issues cadsed e interests involved to sit down togetherand try to

Work out some s t of accommodaticin that could, bs translaeed into

writing and proy de guidance for the filture. This;wai true4pot only

in the $rea with which the Commi$sion been pre-occupied but alsb.

'in theclaSsrobm lind music areas

I am gett ne a kind of an eciiivocaIreaction. .disCussine

this with various proups. In some ways, 'it is a tribute, to what

-
had,come out of all of- this--that people are uncertain whether they,

ought ,to be happy about it or not. I have gotten this very reaction.

.
from educators and from librarians -- within the 1.1.tst day, aCtually..

Wodld say that a major effort will have to be made by professional

people in-thes'eyarious areas, not necessarily to "sell" these gui elines,

but to explain hem, an'd make clear what they mean and what:theY don't \

meanend why p onle should not be afraid of them.

P-, There hs been, obviously, a lot of scare talk - alld there,

are still some ho are dissatisfied with what came opt of this. However,

I believe .that ujost people are fairly content with what came outtf it.

They, recognize that it is far better than anything,that had been discuseed

' earlier. They r cognize that none of this is eneravedin stve, to coin

a phrase, and th t there wih be oversight both of this Office and by..

Colktess'over how ,this is all working. It seems to me that thit is

a very healthy thine, but'it is, also apparent to me that we have tO

16

;.
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go out and tal people about all of this. The library community .

-

and this Commi sion, if possible, together with,publishers and authors,

aie going to hive to engage in a constant dialogue on this, and there

/

7

-

are, obviously,
otheirthings going on in this wholefield that bear

on this -'Tlere are talks ahoueliliaet licensing that are.beginning

to emerge n puhfic broadcasting, among' other .thirigs. I think- all

/

of. this need_ s t be tied together.

The accommodations:that
have been

0 worked outon tha money.
..---

,
A

issues.are really-\quite remarkable. I still drayymy breath when

I think about what came out of "cable"- I Could not have imagined.

it *a year ago.

/ gness these things - as I said elsewhere -- have a rhythm

of their Own, and that, somehow, the time had just com 1
for an agreement'

i

to emerge on this, although it was not that simple. The time.jitat

had not been ripe within the legal and economic
framework until now.

f

But a lot of effort had to go into this, and there,are some people

in'both the cable and the motion picture indusEry -- and I might add,
: -

the broadcasting
industry -- that deserve real credit for statesmanship.

In any case, what we have in the law in these "rights" areas

.is a complicqed skein of the,exclusive-rights
exemptions, compulsory

licensing, and something else that has not been given much attentiOn .

1but of which I am very conscious:
mandates for the opyrighi Office to

make studies on various issues. This really amounts to provisions for

handling unfinished business -- requirements for the Copyright Office

to make studies at specific
intervals or on specific dates--of some

of these more problematical issues.

One of. them, /la you know, is library photocopying, and,that
.1

1 7
c
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study will h/fve to'take place five years after the lawicomes in o

effect but, addition to this:the Register of Copyrights is
isk

:

required in rther short time limits-, to make studies. and reconmendations

with respect Ly performing rights in reCords, public broadcastiniz, and,
l

.

'

'
WM-dramatic literary works. And recently, as i result of varions

'0,' ,: i

,
pressures, I was asked ti haVe the Copyright Office --make.a-repdrt

e
/

As to how the i onootè situitiom looks otethe date ofthe Ohs e-ouC .-

/
1

of the Manufact ring 'Clause:

1/4

I am a Fittle-puzdied by this since this clause will

expire.on thatltate and there will npt be time to rescue anboay but,

. -

nevertheless, this is something that we have to do.

.d
There ard four comOulsory lihensing schemes: The old, traditional,'

o

mechanical royalty for m ing sound reCordings of music, which has
4

been changed in its procedulthough, in its basic framework it iS

about,the same, and which did manage to get the royalty up from two

cents to two-and-three-quarter cente--or a half cent per minute of
,

playing time, whichever isls6re. .It was certainly clear from 0 long

eay back that we were/not goinvto get rid of that compulsory lieense.

Second was ,Cable Television -- tn extraordinarily complicated

provision. It rdhs 20 paged in the'Committee print.. I would say that

it will work. It.is,very, very difficult for'anybOdy to understand,

but it seems to me that it holds water. and that is, I think, about as
1

much As you can say fOr something which Is as much Communications LaW

as it is Copyright L.

Then there is the juke box $8.00 royalty fee, with extraordinarily

,difficult recording requimments, and public broadcasting, which no

longer contains the non dramatic literary work requirement,-but doe

18
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mandate the.Copyright Royalty Tribunal under certain provisions ta

establish not only the rates but,.also, the terms and.the rates de

novo of public broadcasting rights in music and graphic works. This

coneerns the use of pictures, photographsi and graphics on public° .

television. The hope there -- and'I am rather optimistic about it --

is that the parties.will be able to work out not only for literary

. warkii,' which are pot included in the%Royalty Tribunalrequirement,

but also in the area of music and graphics, some sot of volUntary \

. i...,
.

.

arrangemenh, so that the role of the Tribunal would not be the
. .

.

.

4

be-all.and end-all. The Tribunal would rather endorse agreements, 1
r

rather than establish rates. This remains to be seen, and it is

going to be difficult,.

Those are the four compulsOry liceniing provisions. All

four are differen . All four are tied in, in one'way or another,

the Royalty ribunal or commission: It'was celled "Commission"

in ihe House version, and the'Members are going to-be called -

J
Commissioners, althouehAitame went back to "Tribunal.' in varying

.situations in all four cases, the Tribunal would review thtes at

future times and re7stabli8h rates, either higher or lower, depending

ongwhat is found. :In two instances -- 'cable and juke boi -:- the

Tribunal would settle disputes over payments to copyright ownerd.

My guess is that there would, not be Many disputes in "juke box'

.among the owners., but I-am suipectinig that the TribUnal will.

have a lot of work to do in distributing the fees on "cable".

All of thia, obviously, is a major departure in American copyright

law, and it is certain to lead in new directions. I think you

all see the: imOlictions of this.

^
1 9.,
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Now, people have bee4so bemused by the glamoUrbus issues --

these big public and money issues -- that they are only now beginning

to look at how this is going to.affect them on a day-to-day basis.'

It ia fair to say that only a handful of people, so far, have any

notion of the revolutionary changes that are going to have to be

made, 'ln the way copyright business io conducted in music firms,

in record companies; and in publishinefirms and the way individual

-

authors deal-with their contracts, and so forth.'

.
I can perhaps appro"ach this best -- at,leost, certainli from

mrpoint of view by trying to see what the Copy ight.Office is

going to try to do in the next yeai. Obviously, we are going.to

ha* to try to handle our present work load, which is very substantial

and which is increasing, and,siat
the same time, we ore going to have

to prepare to change every single thing we do* 'and to change all of

the ways in which we do j.t. 'There is really nothing in this Office

ehat is going to ,be
untouched by this Bill. To do this, we are

going to hove to educate ourselves,' first. This is a piocess we

have started and'we are goineto have to continue vigorously. Then

. .

we are going to have to educate"the public,
including all of the interests

that we deal with, in a way that minimizei the confusion that is certain

to occur and that avoids any catkatrophe on January 1978, of a procedural

and administrative nature'.

There are traps in all of this, add I.think.ft is incumbent .on

us to try to minimize the dangers of people falling into these,traps.

This is going to yen a maseive educational effort.

Under the law, the mechanics, in a number of respects, are left

to COpyright Office regulations,
and, after or concurrent with this

2 0
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educiational'process, we are going,to.have toptart, right away, writing

regn

We are now, under the new law, subject to the Administrative.

Procedures Act, and I am Very happy About that. It seems to me .a.very

40.
healthy-development. But it doei'meán -- and I think We Would'have

done' it anymay. 7- but it is certain now'that we are going to have to have

consultations. I think this'would go beyond a formal procedure but

would" include in'formill coUtraCts-io the exi,ent,thatAge:hive.tiMA and

can arrange for them. My determination is to do everything as openly"

.al it is possible to do:it, although.I am Well aware that we 'don't have

%

a lot of time, and,thitt what I am describing is going to be time-

,
,

consuming.-
,

. j
,

.

.

I

Part of this, obviousiy is an adjunct or cor lary.td the regdlations -- '

our Compendium of Copyright Office Practices, dur examining manual, so

to speak. This will have to be reVised from stetto stermo ' It is not

N.
111V

\yet complete and I think ial th'e proces0, we should Com lete it. We
..

y haye consultatioRs of some sort'on that, too. 6f course, ifl

. .

4

are going,Co do thi-s, we hive to do it all'sooein order that we
*

ca go through thiE;',refining 'process that.will be'required. It may-be

tha certain draft statements can pe published for comment before we

find ty, issue tbenl.''

ere wil44be,loe couriA, majoi changes in our w&rk.flOw procedute's'

1

- and ou examining procedures. E'vet,y form.that we ude -- not juat our

Appfica ion fotmdi butliery general farm fhat we use -- will have to

be chang . I would say'that probdbly one of the most immediate

and drama lc chankes will involve the tegistrsation f r unpublished works.'.

Under the 90-9 law we ate liMited with respect to th classes, of-unpublished

`:.)i.



works that we can register in unpublished form. The Urges; is music. me

ratio b etween publishedand
unpublished in music is ten-tO-one. About ten .

0

unpublisfied compositions are registered for every published composition

registered. /

Of course toy taking any restrictions off of the classes of unpublished

works that we can register, we are not going to be, potentially, registeting

a great mass of unpublished, non-dramatic literary works Which

'course, thi form most.peoplemsgto express thelmselVes, i.e. written prose,

or poetry. 'We'Will be registering great masses of unpublishe'd poetry,
0*

articles, short stories, monographs, what-have-you -- fiction,
non-ficdi

tion,

f. qll sorts' .and it is very unpredictable just what thework load

11..be here, either inxnediatelyr or in the future. It takes 'a while'

for this sort of thing to catch up with people.-"I don't expect that the

Wave will crest rightoway. iut I would suspect that the ten-to-one rgtio

or,,probably.grester, ratia--- will probably prevail shete: eventually., and

.

this will be a very major workload item.. ;

-
We will, obYiously, have to redesign our application forms; arid this

is a'difficult ares.to.talk abbut, because we are so far fronyanyreal

hard decisions. It seems clear that we have toe-call on automation to help

us but,mat the same Eicite, I am very anxious not to leCtrhat dictate the form

-of the-aiplication ---,sir
the way to handle it. I would like --.it is-a

truism, 'Iasi it ia
certainly something I feel very strongly -- I would like

automation to help us-, but-I don't want it to be the master rather than

the slave. I am not prepared to make decisions on the basis of machin,o'

requirements. I sm going to make decisions -- to the extent that it is"

...

...huliply possible to do so -- on,the basisof substantive consideratns

. I 0

jpd
not.technical considerations, andj foresee some problems about.this.

r coulego on 'in this vein, but'I think that is enough and, if there ore

.2 2



people here from the _Copyright Offiee, I hope tiley are sufficiently scared..

Let me tilk &little bit about the changes'in forTalities that

, will affect the Copyright,Office and those who deal with tha Copyright Office.
1-

A8 I said, a ll works will.be registerable, whether published or unpublished..

Registration for both published and unpublished works will be voluntary,

/

but fairfy strong* induCed and, perhaps, more strongly inducedthan unde'r..

the present law. EverYthing will be under e Federal Copyright./At the
,

,

'Present time, a large number of 'works are uhpublished works': They were

previously protected under State common law.

Under the new law'one still W1ll have to ge &rgistration in

. order to bring'en infringement suit, and in a infiing ent suit, unless

you have Tegisiered, you cannol'obtain statutory da ages, or attorney's

-"-..fees. So that unless one Can prove actua damages in profits, e6ich is

uspaily very difficult if not impossible to prove in a copyright infrTngement

suit; one would only be getting an injunction, really, against future

A
uses, unless one registers. Thiip is a strong inducement. It Is not

that much of a change fVom the present law, because it is the same situation

that one has now dnder Ihe common law'of t fate. You cannot pet

.atatutory damages', Or attorneys' fees, in inffingment actions\involving\

Common law copyright, now.'
%.

,
There are other inducements under the new law._ Unlesa you have

registered within five years after publidation tor a publiahed work; the

.
Certificate of R iegistration is not necessarily prma fetie eiridence tt.f .

..

. I,.

.'-eI . . . .

..... A-
.

.

. ..' anything. It is only suth evidence as the Court chooset to make
.

.

, .

.
.

.

Up to fiveiYears, yite Certificate chves one prima facie proof. In' other

1

words.in.bringing an action, ope doeS not haVe toprove anything that

. .

.

\ the.Certificate says; and the law.also adds'something that the' Copfts ha've
.

,

,
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established under the present lawr" that,the Certificate isprima facie..

eftdence -- refutable evidence -- of the validity of the copyright itself

and, thus, the Certificate is a valuable document. It-is not only

passport to-get one.intO Court but it will provide for statutory damages,,

and attorneys' fees, if infringement is ploved- .:11here are other Advsntages,
A

too,.but I won't get into them now.

The Bill no longer makes copyfight notice an apsolute-requirement

for copyright'in published works. As yeti know; under the present law; '

.

the presence or absence of the copyloight noticcon published'works determines-
.- "

-

whether'or notit is protected.by the statutory copyright_- or is or is not in
.

A 4

the public domain. Ife liottce is omitted, even inadvertently, of a copyright --

a.whrole edition of a copyrigh;ed-work 7- the Copyright is lost. The work
,

4
it

enters the public domain, andthe copyright Cannot be retrieved.
. .

Under the new lee -- and I iish it were written a little better, but

1

I will give you my interpretation of it -91,- the notice reqUirement-still
r\

.exists, but for errOrs.or even for a deliberate omission under ceitain

*

circumstances, there are things-one can do to correct the ern); W'ith

e

prOtectlfn*for innocent infringefrs.who are misled by the omfssion, oi error.'

If a notice is so fouled up that.it ts considered "no'notici"; or ifit-is

omitted entirely from, A few copies from just occasional copies -- you .

don't need to worry at all. Thelaw will protect you. If Au leave. it
"N\

-off pf more tha la few copies, you kave five years in'which to register

, ..,

.

.
,

. . .

a claim, If you register within the five,thri -- aubject to the rights

----.,
t

.-

of innocent infringers who have been misled -- you are protected as long

1 -

as you idd notice tb fCture copies.
.

.

,

Now,,the new law seems.to adopt a'kind of snbjective standard.

It says, As long as you have added notice to al copies -- made a

2 4 . 4
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reasonable effort to add notice.to copies after the omission, or error Was

discovered... Now, I would interpret this to mean that is is a,

case that a Coort would have to decide. This is not something tha t tbe.

Copyright Office would, 'ever,. iiidge. t
**'

We will, be registering, in the Copyright Office, claims based,bn
4

elve deposit of copies that do not have any nOtice on them. I think Oval is

... , '
. '

pretty clear. What We would try to do, in t'hat situatfon, is lay out' to_
1

- 1 .1 .

.

the Claimant what he has to do in order tO .coriect his error affd then, .if ile.
. -., i .

...

* . . . .

es not, then it is up4o a Courtito decide..whether

d the requirement.

. does it,
,

fine. If he

or not he has satis

."Deposit" and "registration" ire two separate requirements under this

new law., The Register ofcQpyri,ghts is given the responsibility of insuring

"that the Library of Congress receives all of the copies of gublished works --

works published in the Unit ed States -- with the copyrightnotice that it 6

wisbes. This is one of the first things aboilt'which we are going to have

to start consulting With the.Librvy of &ingress officials: what types of '_

work they don't want at all. What types of work they.don't want everything

'of;,nd what types of work they do want everything of. .,And then, we will

,atte/pt to write regulations that will give gu,idance to the public.

. - 1

Now, theoretically, within cateltories wher our regulations say,

;
.

'Thefribrary wants everything% there is an obli ion to deposit within

three Inonths after publication-with the Copyright Notice in the Unite'd

States, .(and this is /i/nsluding the first U.S.,publication of .foreign works

if they bear a Copiright Notice) the Library is entitled, as a general

rule, t o two copies.

All sorts ofrexceptions and adjusfmtnts for individual cases,can

be made and, if the deposit is not made, the copyrightwkis not lost; but



the Register oisCopyrights entitled to make a fdrmal dem/1Oct and, 'if the

demand is not complied with, then the is i schedule of fines which can

be increased if there is simply a "acoff-law"
attitude-I-if ptple juit

deliberately, and willfully do hot AepoSit:

'I would aasume -- and this is one of the big indticements'for'relgr.

4
tration -- that in the bun( Of ordinary day-to-day copyright business,

people will,mike.regisitation
and-deposit together, because ihe mandatdry

deppsit rehuiremente c n.be used-bo fulii11 the voluntary registration

requiremanta which incl de the same deposit requirements in mos;vases:

two copies of a publishe ork, or one copy of an Nmpublished work.

If registration is not made at the 'time of deposit, the. diposit

iL

. A
'''11..

copies cannot be .,selit-if -that purpoa One would have to.make an addi-
...,

.

tional depoait later. think most.people would regard pis as a.nuisance

and would: probably, nd try to divide the two. But we'will in the Office,

have to iet up separate procedures for handling separate deposits where

there is no registration with them.

There are a number of other record-keeping duties imposed11617!the

Copyright Office; ar;d I will.only mention a few. We have, now, & fairly

Substantial operation, aimilar to the activity of a Register of Deeds,

whereby. we record a range of documents, primarily copyright assignments,

but also any other docuient beering on the ownerstap oi the-status of

the copyright. I think that the provision& is the new law are better

than those of the old law end will., I think-, give the public a much

better idea of what illey have to. record and what they do not have to'

record,,and of theconsequences of-failure to record within 'certain time

limits,

2 6
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There is another rather 'interesting.record, which I might merition:

We are now keeping
bio-bibliographical records of authore as part of our

; Reference/Search oiieretan

----Under the new law, we are obliged to continue doing this and to

expand it. We are,.really, keePing obituary records; 4e are to record any

documents concerning whether an author is alive or dead at a particular

time that anyone chooses to send in.such inforthation, so that we are going

to have to evolve forMs for this pdrpose.

There ere other retor4s that we have to keep in.connection.with the

Manufacturing Clause, but I won't get into them,now.

I think I shodld mention, however, two rather major operations that

*

'are completely new. ,Tbey are tied in with these compulsorYlicenses"for

juke box and cable. Under the' Juke-Box section of the new law, it is

required that, duriig the.Monthi.of January, all juke box operators in the

.

country have to record themselves in the Copyright Office, togethefr with

44.
.04

the filing of an application for a license for each juke box Oat they own

with a fee of $8.00 to accompany this application. I don't remember,

exactly,.what the time limits'are here, but I think that within 20 dye,

after we receive the application.for each individual juke box, we have

to issue a license. And these all have to beyosted annually on March

fifst and, if an employee of, for example, ASCAP or.BMI:goes into a cife

on ?feral second, and finds there is no current license and that they are

playing ASCAP or BMI musit, then,Aheoretically, there is clear-cut cpuse

of action for copyright infringement -- full liability.-- $250 or what-

evei. The infdrmation that has to be included in the application for the

license is modest. I don't thipk it*, is going to be very complicated. It

is very conjettural as to just how.much of a work load this will be.

27
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We really don't knot how many juke boxes'there are in-the United States.

The figures that we.hehrd ten years ago were "around 500,000." Apparently,

it is considerably less than that now. And it haa even been predicted that

we will get even 1,ess than 100,000 applications during the first go-around.

At that point, obviously, you-are not going to have everyone licensed--and

t.there will have to be litigation.

We are not going tp be policing thi; in the Copyri/ht Office. This '

is nOt'Our function. This is done-by the individual copyright owners or

their representatives -- primarily, the Performing Rights Societies. And,

yet, we have to hold up our end,and we are going to have to give as 'much

public information to.the juke box industry as poss4ble, so they don't

inadvertently get caught in a trap where they are completely liable.

The cable operat.ion involves substantially fewer numbers." There

are, I would say, abOut 3,800 cable systems in the United States, but

they are going to_have to provide a great deal more complex information

than the juke box industry -- infinitely more complex. They are . going

to have to diyide up-the channels they are carrying by categories, and

give very full information and then make a payment into the Copyright

Office based on the information they provide. Our role here has not yet

been fully defined.

The Copyright Tribunal is going to determine whether the amounts

that were paid in were adequate and, presumably, divide them ui). The

Copyright Office will have no responsibilities in that area. All we do

is pay into the Treasury, but we are required to make an accounting --

a very ,full, detailed accounting'-- to the Treasury, of what we pay in

,and, presumably, this has to match the inforMation given. And, if the

,
information does not match, it is not yet clear justewhat we do. I assuni4
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we have to write, but pis remains to be seen. We are going to have to

work this -out with the industry. The iuke boi operation is annual. The

cable operation is semi-annual.

Then I mentioned the studies that we are going tdhave to make:

. I have just skimped the surface;. and I am perfectly aware that we are
.

going to be starting all of this just at the time the Commission

-.
finishes its work.

,

I would be very interested in any comments or thdughes that any ;

of you have as to ways in which the Copyright,Office and the Commission

could interact during this coming year. As you can/see, we\arle,going

.to be very'much preoccupied.

On the Other hand, in areas -- particularli in the inforniation

transfer area -- where some of Whe we'ire.talking ahout will have some'

iripact, it would seem to me that the Commission can definitely have

.

.

'

some impact into our consultations and revision oft regulations. Beyond

c)
t

,

that, I think I had better stop and.ret you ask any questions that you,

-.

. .
.

have.

MR. RIMER:, I have lots of substantive questions: but I will

put them off for another time. What is your target date for the comple-

tion of the rekulations?
6

MS: RINGER: I would say that there is no one single target date.

I thiek -- as best as I have beermable to thinic it through -- we are going

to have to divide the subject matter up into areas, and perhaps have a

series-of hearings.

It would seem to me that some things'are more urgent than.others.

Some things are going to require more education, and getting used to, than

others. I don't see how we could possibly avoid having the regulations

2 9



in all of thr,areas in fairly final form later then next year. I would
-

hope_that we can have a lot of them welr in hand before that.

JUDGE FULD: -Do you envisage calling for a larger Copyright Office?

MS. RINGER: We have rather extensive budgetary and,staffing planning

already under way and, fortunately--I think this is a tribute to some of

the planning and technical people in the Office -- the Congress approved

a budget, contingent on the President signing the Bill. As of now, I don't*

remelber the monetary amount, but

did not have a week ago. I think

ve 47 positions as of now that we

I be starting to use those soon.

That is for the planning work. Additional'positions -- around 55 -- will

be needed when implementation occurs in 1978.

JUDGE FULD: Will you need a larger building?

MS. RINGER: We are supposed to go back to the Hill when the Library

of Congress James Madison Building ia completed, but it is not, yet, and,

meanwhile we will have to find some place.

JUDGE FULD: Do you think a good many of the proVisions call for

judicial decision and construction?

MS. RINGER: Oh, yes. AbsolUtely.

JUDGE FULD: Before you get the regulations done, or after?

MS. RINGER: The regulations are really the nuts-and-bolts provisions,

and I don't think there is, necessarily, that much interrelationship between
4

the two. There will be court involvement in relation to these "use" pro-

viaions where one will be dealing with actual charges of infringement.

MR. NIMMER: Let me try one that will be, I think, a subject of

judicial interpretation, but will have to be faced in_the regulations:

The provisions for regitistry for the life or death of an author and, also,

3 0



on 'identifying an author of a psuedoanonymous or anonymous work. The

Bill reads, "Any interested person may...". Do you interpret that to

mean anyone, regardless of how, on ite face, absurd the statement may

be, as recorded?

MS. RINGER: I think, in terms of our recording function, we would

have to accept someone's statement that he had an interest-without evalu-

ating it. This, obviously, won't arise until 25 years after the new law

coies into effect. I don't think anybody here will be, necessarilk, around"--'

to be litigated against. What I am answering is: The question you are ask-

ing will be tested in an infringement suit, and the question would not arise

until after 2002.

JUDGE FULD: This Commission won't be in existence then!

MR. WEDGEWORTN: We don't know!! =

MR. LEVINE: When the Senate passed the Revision Bill, it was under-

stood that the exemptions in Section 108 applied only to not-for-profit

libraries.

Subsequent to the Senate Report -- the Senate passed the Bill Judge ,

Fuld, on behalf of the Commission, received a letter from Senator McClellan,

which I will read:
L-

A,.

"Senate Report 94-473 in its analysA of Section 168 states

in part: Concerning Library photocopying practices not

authorized by this Legislation, the "Committee recommends

that workable clearance and licensing procedures be devel-

oped. I believe that it is important that there be no

disruption in the use of copyrighted materials by the

patrons of libraries following the coming ini10 effect-of
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S-22, because of the absence of apTropriate clearance and

licensing procedures for the types of photocopying prac-

tices not included within tli....,mmumplimea.df S-22. .

"I therefore request, in accordance with the recommenda

, ,

tions of the Senate Committee of the Judiciary, that the

Commission; in conjunction with Ihe formulation of guide-

lines, take appropriate initiatives in coordinating the

establishment of necessary clearance and licensing .

mechinisms."-

."

Then the House Report in September really expanded the number of

libraries that come within Section 108.

I em just saying this lor the record, thit the-House report ex-
,

panded this to photocopying that was done in forprofit organizations,

but not done directly for profit, purposes (re-sale of copies); and the

Conference Report adopted, in effect, the House interpretation of.

$ection 108.

I wonder whether you still believe that there is a necessity for

developing clearance and licensiog procedures whether there remains,

.,

out there, a vast body of photocopying that would require that kind of
_

.
, .

_clearance and licensing.

MS. 'RINGER: Let me say several things. 'First, I don't think the

House expanded what was intended by the Senate. I think that What the

House did was pretty.much what was intended. But that is something that
)c

Teople can argue about.

Second, I am not sure that Benator McClellanunder the present

,
situation--would hold the Commission to this if it did not want to do it. ,k
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On the other hand, I would answer your basic question affirMatively. It

seems to me that it is something that needa to be'done, and I think, from

what I hear, it has already started. There are probably othet people in

om who can say more about this% But I gather that there was a

meeting.this week on this very topic, involving publishers and librarians

and that, presumably, this 'process is alreadyunder way.

I think it is a very valibquestion for the Commission: as to,

1,6

just exactly what it does in relation to that; and in relation to Senator.

McClellan's letter. It does seem to me it would be a legitimate thing

for the Commission to do.

MR. LEVINE: Thank you.

MR. LACY: Many of us, I think -- while the Copyright Bill had been

ibefore Congress idtended to see it in terms of our own interest. I know

that sOmre people who honestly believed that the Reviiion Bill was s Bill to

repeal the Juke Box Amendment were astonishea'to find it had other provi-

4

sipns; and thousands oE people have thought of itoimply as a means of

dealing with library photocopying or eduLational.copying.
r

think the Register's talk this morning.has renewed in us the

realization that this is an enormOusly complex'and elaborate bOdy of legis-

lation touching nearly every aspect of American life.

We have all known that it has been before Congress for over 12 years.

I think, sometimes, we forget that anoeher dozen years preceded that. A

quarter of a century ago, I was a member of the Librarian's Conference in

the Library of Congress. We were having sessions concerned with planning

a strategy for getting a Utiversal Copyright Conyention drafted and adopted,

and then moving to Copyright Revision. The actual studies preparatory to
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drafting a revision bill began, as I remember it, in 1959. e fact that

so Much work was being done for so many years on this, I think, reminds

, us how much the whoke Copyright community owes to,14s.. Ringer and her

three predecessors who were involved. It was a long, patient, difficult,

complex, intellectually demanding,,job that they did! I think Ms. Ringer,

herself, has carried'this on to a fruitful conclusion.. Iwould like to

:express my sentiments, with whicit I inn sure everyone-here is in agreement,

of admiration and congratulations to her and her colleagues.

JUDGE FULD: Amen!

MS. RINGER: /Thank yOu very much.

JUDGE JULD: Are there any other questions?

(No further questions)

JUDGE-FULD: Thank you very much, Ms. Ringer. It has been most

enlightening.

NCLIS 'study of a national periodicals sysem, for

the United.States; and Up-date of a study on rela-

tive costs of securing periodical articles through

interlibrary loan versus maintaining subscriptions

for periodicals .

r_

By :

MR. VERNON E. PALMOUR

JUDGE FULD: Mr. Vernon E. Palmonr ilur next speaker. In 1968,

he participated in'a study to aseess the costs of securing periodital arti-

.tles through interlibrary loan as compared to subscribing to.the titles.

.

Affiliated at that time with a research firm, Westat, nc., he is

now adsociated mith thel'ublic Research Institute of the U versity of

Rochester in Arlington, which is the non-military researc division of the

.Center for-Naval Analyses. He has received a $20,000 tract, I understand,
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from our National Commies on in,order to update his 1968 study and re-assess

the'cost benefits of libra y photocopying.

He will discuss this on-going study:
. .

MR. PALMOUR: Thank It is a,pleasure to he here this motning and

tetalk With you regarding me of my past research efforts andsurrent aceiy- A

. e

ities.

Adtually, this orning, I am going to talk about tOo current activities,

one of which you just mentione which has to do with the updating Of the 1968

study. The other activity that I wene'to discuss with you is another current

involvement as a private consult nt with the,National Commission on Libraries

and Information Science. I am wo king with a task force whose purpose is to

design a national periodicals 8)93 em. The two projects are iinked; but I

want to talk, first, about the tas foree and the work regarding a'netional'

periodicals system. Then I wikl c ndlude hy reporting briefly about the

update of the earlier study.

In 1970, tht Aisoc.iation of Research Libraries (ARL) launched a study.

of the interlibrary.loan activities f academic libraries. I was involved

in that, study wteh Westat, Inc. The'lpurpoSe of the study was.to look at the .

\

characteristics, magnitude, and cost of_Anterlibrary loans in 'academic lib-

raries.

The stud found that 48% of th interlibra y loan 'requests received

bracidemic libra Les were for period cals. Itowas estimated that in the

year 1969-70 academic libraries receiv d about 2.1 million loan requests.

:This vas probably a.very4onservatille estimate. Roughly 85% of,the peri-

odical rq,quests were filled by photocopying.



Over allt we found that the magnitude of interlibrary loans --

the actual volume of requests received by academic libraries- had

doubled in the last five years. Somie mere recent data indicated that

this growth has continued at about the sameirate or, perhaps, even
.

faster. There was a pause in about 1972,,where the volume of inter-
.

1

library loans tended to -look as if it was leveling off. After a couple

bf ydirs,.it now appears to be growing rapidly again. I am now sure'

the forecastsj made in71969-70 were low estimates.

We found that large academic libraries-- litiraries with collec-
.

°
tions of 500,000 volumes or more -- received, on the avetage about

three4loan requests fqr every, one borrowing request that they'sent oui. .

/t was also quite common to find, from ths very large academic liOraries,

that the lending/bor owing ratio was around 10:1 or more-7which meant
- --

that thiy lend ten or more items'for every one that they borrow., These

findings clearly indicate diet the idea of "keciprocal" lending:and bor-_

rowing was not the case at these large academic institutions.

, .

Pr-second study wap planned by the Associition of.Research Libraries

to address means for improving

ARL conducted three studies at

tion.

the interlibrary loan system. Actuaily,

that time, only One of which I will. men-

The:investigation considered'alternative ways to establish S.- -:

t

national periodical& system for handling interlibrary loan requests,for

periodicals. This stu4 originated not,only because of ths high vro-'

vortion of interlibrary loan traffic found to be for periodicals, but

during the same period, the subscription codes and the number of jour-

nals published, were also escalating. Due to all of ihese factors, the
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,Association of Research Libraries felt that something needed to be done

with egard to relieving member libraries of some of the interlibrary

loan urden.

"re

The study of a national 'periodicals system investigated three

approachbs to handling the lending of periodicaii. The first approaeh'

10A8 that of a single eew facility with a comprehensive colleotion pat-
.

terned aqer the British model. -- the British Library Lending,Division

at Boston Spa: (We will be hearingabout the BLLD tomorrow from Mr.

MiuriceLine.). The single-center would attetpt to subscribe to all of

.
the world's worthwhile periodiCals. Based upon the British experience

at-that lime, this was roughly 40:000 current ti,tles. By "current",

I mean thoie that are currently being published.

The second apinoacil was that of a single comprehensive-center

serving.as 4 back-up library for a number of small satellite collections

that,would be scattered geographically 'about the country. These dedicated

satellite collectipns would contain the most.heavily-used titles, perhaps

2,000 Journals., They would certainly meet the,bulk of the requests af

the regional 1-evel.

.
A third approach'considered was a regional reAource network

,4sed on designated existing research libraries.
, .

Basedon Ehe analysis of cost and other factors we recommended

.

alltngle national center--i.e:, the first alternative: This study was

finished in late 1973.4'

During the ARL study on periodicals, Westae was awarded a con-
. .

,tract with the Nationaj. Commission on Libraries and Information Science

(NCLIS) to look at the role of resource and bibliographic centers in a
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national netw9rk for all materials. A hierarchical network was recommended

with state, zonal and regional resources at the multistate level, and

national components. A single comprehensive peritolicals center was rec-

ommended at the national level.

As part ofthe review process by NCLIS on this study, a two-day

.conference was hell in April'1975 in Washington, D.-C., Representatives

from the libramcommunity were invited to assist the-NCLIS in deciding

on next steps to take in liiht of the study recommendations. The group

,iagreed oR the need for a national periodicals system, and that the NCLIS

should take action to bring about such a system. The NCLIS'appointed a

Task Feirce to prepare a specific.plaa for the establishment of a national

periodicals'system. The-Task Force began its work in JanuNg 1976 and

should complete its actiriltiesillim January 1977.

11.

The Task Force is made up of sixteen individuals that represent

large academic libraries, public library systemslliate-wide _library

systems, the National libraries, other library organizations involVed

in lending of periodicals, and the commercial information sector.

As a task-force, we have concentrated on specifying the goals and

objectives of a national periodicals system;.the services and products that

should be offeredl criteria for adempting.to choose the'best approach; and

1
.

alternative structures of the system.

First, on the goals of a nationaçl periodicals system, the Task'

Force .has put together a list of specific goala that are being considered:
... .-

,i,

.

You have to keep in mind that
,

much of-what I am going to iay is stle tenta-
.

tive. At our tafr4Corce meetings, we re-do some of the things that we have

agreed upon prey sly.
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As far as specific go411s, the first-nne is the improved biblio-

graphic and physical access to-Periodical ;materials for all'users., By.that,

we simply mean being able to identify what you are looking for, and find

the location of it and actually get it id hand..

Secondly, the improved delivery of periodical materials is a specific

goal. The bdelief of the Tasic Force is that the activities in.the bibliographic

areas have outstripped that of document deliVery. The on-line searching caps-

bility that,is coming into play nNrimakes it easier tn find citations 'or eVen;

to some degree, the locations of where they are held. But the actual sdcuring

of the documeqt is still quite a hassle in the informal, interlibrary loan

system that we have in this Country.

The third specific goal under consideration is that of reducing the

burden on large net lenders. I have alluded to this in the first study of the

-

Association of Research Libraries.

The,fourth.specific goal is mo,Fe effective use of library'funds in

46
.

the provision of periodkcal materials.

Fifth: Effective swareness and promotion to insure wide knowledge'

of the availabi/ity,of the system and its services.

And thenlthe last specific goal is-that of improved access to the

contents of the periodicals. Of course, this implies the improvement of the

.various steps in the preparation, pubcshing, abstracting, indexing, biblio-

Agraphic identification, and control, as wel as the distribution of materials.

Here we have to be aware of the various coáionents, both in the private and

the public sectors involved in this Process.

Next, I will speak briefly on theyrvices and products. For the

most,part, we are talking in terms -of a system that, to a large degree, would
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depend upon photocopies for the immediate future. The following design fea-

c/

tures have been considered for.this system:

.
(1) The collectOns -- I emphasize the plural there, "collections"

should be comprehensive in subject coverage..

(2) All worthwhile journals should be collected and made available.

(3) Heavily used, moderately uSed,.and little,used titles .should

ed in the collections.

) (4) Valme'of content, rather than language, should be the;criterion

for selection of a title.
-

(5) Materials acquired for dedicated collections should:initially,

build forward from's' specified date and add baci -files later.

,

(6) In the immediate future, most of the requests will be trana-

mitted by mail and teletype. PhotoCopies and.loans"would be dispatched by

mail. In the future, a computer-based communication system will be important.

Telefacsimile is being considered as a possible means of transmission of

urgent requests.

(.7) As the system develops, there would be other services- and pro-7

ducts added.

I should makee.just one comment on copyriiht.

The Task Force is very much aware that any periodicals system has

to operate under the copyright laws that exist. The feeling of the Task

Force is that, with an-organized system -- the kind of system that we are

-

talking about -- it would be much eaiier to handle the problem of accounting

A

for copyright purOoses.

A nober'of alternative structures of a national perioditals system

have been conceptualized and reviewed. By itructure, I mean, an approach to

0
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pulling together the various components into a national system. I will first

eve a couple of examples of the alternative structures. Then I will go back

- and talk a little more on, planning factors, and criteria for evaluating and

comparing,structures.

The Task Force has agreed from the outset that the bulk of inter-

library loans shoUld be handlVocally. The idea wa,lnot to drain everything

,

off tO the National level, but to continue the encouragement.of local collec

tions at the local library. After all, most of us will agree that the

majority of patron needs should be met in the,local library.

+ft%

The first approach was one that had three le*els. At the first

level -- local% state, and regional (m ti-state) -- we envisioned a number

of small dinters that' would house the 060 most heavily used titles. These.
1

centers, perhaps 10-20 in number, would be responsible for filling the bulk

.of requests a't the local, state, ahd regional level. Pow, we realize thiq .

not every state would be willing, or even have the assets', to set up such a

center, so, clearly, there would be some sharing between the states.

At the second level in the system, four:dedicated national centers

would be created to handle demand for the so-cp4ed "moderately used" titles,

roughly; 8,000 titlesbout.of 40 or 50 thousand totarcurrently published

titles.

We aie talking in ter* of 40 to 50 thousand worthwhile titles for

current subscriptions. The 2,000 most used titres should satisfy ahout 50%

.of the overall demand for interlibrary"loan? -- based on U.S. and.British

data. You can see that the demand is heavily concentrated over a few titles.

A
Nuierous studiex have shown this. =



The four centers at the second level might include components such

as the Center for Research Libraries) Universal Serials and Book Exchange,

'and other exiiting systems that could be converted into dedicated 'centers.

All of these st least, the ones I mentioned - the Center for Research

Libraries, which you will hear more about, and the Universal Serials and

Book Exchange, are in fact in the business of providing access to periodicals.

For therremaining little-used titles (about 35,900), the system

would .depend upon the existing national libraries and a few designatea strong

collections in universities and research organizations.' The key here, at

getting to the periodicals held by these existing collections, would be a

bibliographic apparatus which, for the most part in our thinking, if; the

CONSER file.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: I am sorry to interrupt.

Would you just repeat that?

Which category are you speaking of.now?

MR. PALMOUR: The third level.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: 45,000 in the third level?

MR. PALMOUR: .35,000.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: 35,000.

MR. PALMOUR: These are just planning figures--as far as numbers

of currently pAlished titles. It is the little used materials, the fequests

that would not have been filtered off at the first and second levels.

A second approach in the way of another example; is that of relying'

upon the local, state, and regional level to fill a high proportion of the inter-

library loan activity. At the o-called national level, a single center would

handle the Tequests for little used titles. This would be a two-level system.
1,
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Many other alternatives have been considered as alternative designs

fot-m national periodicals system. One'such approach consists of nothing more

than a computerized file which would identify where all titles /ire located.

Such a system, to be effective, would require that the awning libraries agrei

to mAke these titles available. It could not depend ofi'the informal approach

, that we now have.

Before I give the general structure of the system as now recommended

by ihe Task Force, I would like to discuss the criteria for evaluating and

comparing vaiious alteinatives. Certain planning factors will also be men-

tioned.

The follawing,criteria have been developed:

(1) Acceptabi;ity to Community. "Community" includes librarians,

users, publishers, and the other informa
,

and private sectors.

(2) Legal Basis. Due to the fund g problems of a national system,

-

the systeitis going to interact with vari.ous
fypes of agencies -- State systems,

n components in both the public

individual libraries, other National libraries. There could be legal problems

here, with regard to the structure of the system. 1

(3) Governance. What kind of organization will a national periodicals

system require? Should there be a Board of Directors at the top? Should the

management be incorporated into one of the existing Federal agencies? We must

distinguish between the management-and the actual operation oe the system. The'

management might be vested in one group which would not actually operate any af

the components in the system.

(4) Performandie.
Clearly\l'he suc.cess of any kind of national periodi-

,

calp system is gOing to depend upon being able to fill tecidests qbickly. Probably
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requests.

(5). Start-up Potentisl. There is a feeling On the Task Force

that something needs to happen reasonably quick. Consequently, in com-

paring the various mixtures components, the start-up potential is

important.

(6) Funding Potential. The recommended syStem will require

start-up and operational funds. So, again, the structure has some'bear-

ing on .the ease or difficulty with regard to future funding.

(7) Costs.

(8) Overall Impact.

(9) Growth Flexibility. One thing is obvious in the business

of trying to estimate the nuMber of current interlibrary loans and fore-\

casting the future demand: it depends on the system you'have. If you

have a good system, the demand is going to grow. Therefore, the system

has to be flexible in order to absorb whatever growth takes taace in the

future.

.

Now, a few planning factors that we have been using:

We have talked about 1977 for establishing the system'organiza-

tion with actual lending services beginning sometime in 1978.

I have already alluded to the difference between the so-called

little used titles; the moderately used titles; and the heavily used

titles. Past studies, for the most partall report about the same find-
P

ing. That is that something less than 2,000 titles should Satisfy about

half of the expected annual demand. Based on the English experie e,

about 7 fif,5% of the total annual demand is for currently-published iodical
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titles. About 10,000 titles -- in rank order. of use -- would satisfy

about 90% of thilo expected annual demand for current titles. Overall,,

about 45,000 current titles are assumed as worthwhile for planning

responses. The percentages of demand given assume that all back files

are available. In other words, if a journal has been available for 20

years, it assumes that 20 years of back issues are available tO meet

those levels of demand.

We are estimating, for the first year of operation, a potential

of about.one million l.n requests. The structure of the system will in-

fluence how many these requests could be handled. Different approaches

to designing a System wodld make available mor or less titles for meeting

demand.

I would like to conclJ4 g this Oiscussion about the Task Force

activities.by summarizing wh/refiv are today with regard to the system

structure.

The Task Force hbis r ached a consensus. on a three-level system.

At the local, state, and regional level, we are not recommending.any new

centers. We are no suggestihg that States 4eyelop new centets, or any-

thing liie that. We are attempting to describe whaCis.going on at,that

level and offering some encouragement for continued clilection develop-

ment.

At the secon level, the Task Force.believes there should be &

major cforitorehensive periodicals collection. The recommended approach is

to start with a sinele center and based upon experience decide if a single

center is sufficient. The initial sirigle center would be patterned after

the British Library Lending Division.
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At the third level,-the system would depend upon being able to

tap capacities that now exist in the strong collections of National librar-

ies and other academic and research collections. It will take the single

cenfbr at the second level a number of years to build the back fpes in'

order to fill the majority of requests. -Consequently, there will be an

important requirement for the existing strong collections to provide back-

up. 4 computerized file would be used to identify the periodical titles,

the owning libraries and the specific issues held. This development i

now.under way in the Library of Congress, called CONSER. Within this

general framework, the Task Force is now specifying the three-level system:

In closing, I will comment on the update of the 1968 study that

was mentioned 'in the introduction. The principal investigator was Gordon

Williams, who isIlere, and will be *peaking later.

A giant wee made by the National Science Foundation to the Center

for. Research Libiaries (CRL) of Chicago. Mr involvement came about through

a sub-contract given to Westat, Inc. Two of us concentrated on developing

the mathematical model.

The original study was broader than it may. appear from the 'few

comments I am going to make concerning the update of the model. The

model"was just one part of the study. In fact, the study addressed

some of the issues of a ,national lending librarylor perVdicais. The

model,that is to be updated with CONTI] funds is a decision model which

,

attempted to help libarians in making the decision as to whether they

should subscribe to a journal, or whether they should borrow it through ,

the interlibrary loan system. The model takes into account the various

cost components of owning a periodical title and maintaining it. Those



costs include: subscription cost; initial cost of acquiring and caea-

loging a new title; annual maintenance cost (check-in,Claiming, bind-

ing, marking and bindery costs); storage costs; disposal costs; (cost

to circulate items, reshelving, and shelf maintenance); borrowing cost

from external sources; and finally the model treated the residual value

or salvage value of the volumes held by.the library at the end of the

planning period. ,

The model considers all of the costs from an econonftic point

of view. It is what is called a "present value model". It accumulates

the costs -over a planning period, assumed to represent the life of a

periodical. We used,both 25 and 50-year planning periods in the pre-

vious anaylsis. 4

.% An inflation factor is included to-annually inflate the speci-

fied cost elements. The present value concept also considers a discounting

factor which allows,you to iispect the future cost in terms of.present dol-

e

lar values. When comparing.two alternatives with quite different future

expenditure patterns, it is important to compare the total life-time ccists

on somwomparable 'basis. The computerized model does-thisvvery."easily.

Jest to mention again: The key question that the model seeks
,

to answer is, "At what frequency of use for a given periodical title, is

less costly for a libiarY to borrow the requested title, or receive

a photocopy, rather than,msintain its,own copy?"

Based on a set of earlier inputs -- one of which was a $25.00

a year subscription -- it appeared that if the 'library had six requesti

or more annually for the title, then they were bettet off from a cosi

1.
4;int of view to subscribe and maintain the title on its shelves.
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One of,the problems mn,using such a model is that it requires
-

some estimate of expected demand. For'those of you who have experience

in librariee, ybu kno4 it is difficult to try to estimate demand on these

items. I cannot say that the model was used that often by librarians.

I knoll/ of a few cases where it was applied by indivi l libraries.

The results used in the first study-wer based on a surveY of

four large academic libraries. So eli'e first repOit dealt atrictly with

se

the cost to,acadeiic libraries. c-

Our aiproach in updating the moded,will be to fpull together

existing data from different kinds of libraries -- pot just academic

libraries, but special libraries as well as public libraries -- relying,

for the most part, on existing costLdata. There have been numerous cost

studies done over the last few years, and I think.we will be able to rel

on this secondary cost data, rathei than doing new surveys. The int4nt
r

is not to do another survey of costs in libraries.

Th output, again, will be essentially that of exercising the

model under different sets of assumptions; to kook at how Ihis cut-off

.point,between owning and borrowing c&ges for different kinds of librar-.

ies. It ia all predicated on cost. A few changes may be incorporated

into the model. In the original model, we really were not able to

handle anything verys7histicated or useful from the point of view o

taking account of the value of the users! time. There is.always a fee

ing that the library'user,values the time taken to satisfy the request.'

Some evidence suggests that not many users are willing to pay a very

)4hi/h price for getting materia quickly, as compared to the usual 2-3

weeks for.interlibrary loan. .
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. I will try to answer amy questions that you may have on what

ftio

I discussed:

Again, I thank you.

MR. CARY: Mr. Palmour, do you have any reason to believe that

the cost fictors will be different, to any great extent, for public

libraries and other libraries as opposed to t4e academic libraries?

MR. PALMOUR: Yes. In fact, size alone.makes a significant

difference. I am aware of one special library that used the model with

its cost figure's. They discov red that, unless they had about ien or

more requests per year it was cheaper to borrow through Interlibrary loan.

MR. LACY: Mr. Palmbur, I gather from your presentation and froin

some written documents that the study assumes the present structure of

periodical publishing, anl for any difference in the fututhe national

. periodical system Will adapt later.

,'it seems to me that if the national periodical system is as
A

efficient as it might become, and with the American technology that it

might develop, it might, in fact, operate substantially to alter, in bOth

the neDtive and positive ways, what the publhffing system itself, is

adopting.

Now, negatively, in the sense that if it does.become extremely

efficient, ic will alter substantially this cost ratio 'that you are talk-

ing about Pn con ection with the more efficient use of acquisition,furids,

and it might be a-means of libraries discontinuing subscriptions to many

less-demanded journals, and using those to subscribe to more demanded

journals; to buy books with; ot xovide other library services.
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So that t e less emanded journals would either need to cease

publication, or to raise their smbscription costs very substantially,

or to derive a considerable part of their income fmm the users who

used it via the system, rfther than using it by subscription.

On a positive side, if it were efficient.enough, it might make

it possible to dittribute some types of publication -- make viable sort .

of a publication on highly specialized journalsthaCc not be made

available by just publishing tables of cOntents, or abstr cts, with the

full documentik deposited iA the CentralCollection System nd, indeed,

it might give access to journallike documents -- reaearçl imblication

of, say, two to five thousand words -- withotit,howev J ever introducing

them into any form of journal publicationsimply:entering the article in

the bibliographic system.'
4

It seems to me that these are tremendously important akpects f

a national periodical system. 1

I am a little distuibed that consideration of them seems to be

"absent from the work.

Secondly, I note what you said, and this is a very minor point,

really. There are all sorts of wAys other than having people in the Task

Force involved in it.

Xou spoke of the Task Force representing private and commircial

activities. In point of fact: of the siiteen members, one represents p

commercial photocopying and bibliographic service, and one represents a

private but noncomMercial publisher. There is no commeritai publi.sheT
4 '

involved in the Task Porce. It seems to me we merely glossed over that
. I

expertise.



But, much more secious, I think, is the fact that this is so

Jimportant.a factor that we-ought not to think,oi the'great periodical

publishingVng, here, and of building an ancillary service around it.

You ought to realize tbat the' anCillary service is'so 'important that it

- .

!nay transform the character -- perhaps, quite desirably -- of the base

system and sensitivity. That is very important to the'Whole problem

of dissemination of.information-

MR. PALMOUR: Yes! I would like tb respond to the first part of .

that. One of-the more difficult areas that we ha3.;e wrestled.with is that

of'the changing-technology iiieh regardeo the veiy foillat of periodicals.

We realize; as a Task Porde, ,that ,there is anintetiction here between

(-

the present-publiahing format, and, What we are attemptipg to set up here.

As far as the technology% we h4).e conalbered th fact that the

.

periodical, as we-now know,it, is,sutiject to change; that many things

are kaking place; anethat thip Center could, it fact, play *key role

in sothe of these other kinds (7.:f publications, either as we know them

todayi--.e.g.,Oreprints .-- easentially-making available materials
,

4
that have Trot been put into a formal periodicfl ormat:

. I

The use of microform is /owner Area we have talked about.

Today,'only a very few of'the 40T5O thousand current titles are actually

e published in microform version iimediately. Many of them, as you well

know, are'available later. But we halm:looked at different approaches.

as to how.we might use microform.r- e/g., at the heavily used end,

c .

.

where-we are talking about many fewer titles. I hasupe; fOr instInce,
I

A

-;------------that-Univer.s.ity Microfilms, Xerox, are purting'many of these into micro-

-

form. They must be choosing those titles that, from a commeicial point
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of view, are the more heavily used, so it may well be that, for the more

heavily-used titleb that putting them either in fiche -- that is one of

the areaa that we are looking at particularly -- or film would be a

feasible way to go.

But, again, I did want to e;ihisize the netd for flexhility;

and thai need for flexibility, to a large degree, is based on two aspects:

(1) Our inability to estimate demana; and

(2) The technology, and what is bting done there.

r-,. You are correct in the
fact diet thete is, really, only one

4

individual on the task force who is involved in commercial photocopying.

We hope that we are able to take into account the views of all components,

and we fully realize that this is a very complex issue here.

MR. LACY: I just wanted to emphasize that'what I said is, in

no way whatever, negative about the creation of the-system.

MR. PALMOUR: No.

Mr. LACY: I am all for if, in fact; but I think.it is even more

,important than some of the proponentaihave realized; and is likely to

became an important aspect--not only in use and access to data--but in

I.

publication and dissemination of data, and that you shouldlive a thought

6 the sensitivity and importance of this sort of process.

JUDGE FULD: Mr.,Wedgeworth?

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Mr. Palmour, I have a couple of questions, here,

about both of the two projects that you reported oti this mOrning.

As you know, the American library community has, been quite interested

in seeing.the development of some kind of,national systeia for some years, but

.one of the things'ehat concerns me is that there seems,to be some curiosity
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in the conclusions that you have drawn from the data that you developed.

To'give a simple.illustration, Or example, in a major study that you did

for ARL, you concluded that one of the significant problems was that there*,

were these net lenders who were lending an enormous amount of material over

that which they borrowedfrom other lrimaries. At the time this study

was reported, I believe I suggested to you that this was sort of a self-

generated problem, since they controlled the bi liographical apparatus

whieh identified the locations of those items.

But what.I would really like,you to address is, that, having

developed the data which shows roll have a problem because you'have these

-

net lenders that need,to be relieved, the conclusion that you drew from

that was thet, if you reduced -- fet's assume, for example, that- we.are

talking about 75 net lenders -- that number of 75 to 20, with the special-

ized collections, that you are, in fact, going to reach a resolution of'

this problem. I would like for you really to comment upon that, because

the logic of its escapes me.

MR. PALMOUR: Part of the logic with regard to the concern of

the ARL members had to do with the fact that at that time there were a

number of them preParing to start chargir'g fees for interlibriry loans.

rthink the concern that ARL had at t at time was that it could be very

disrupting if everyone went off
,

on their own and started charging dif-

ferent fees. As you well know, some of them have staite4 chSrging since

that timg, and we have seen the pattern shift. As soon as one large

library starts charging-six to ten dollare for a filled request, many

of the requests that they were receiving shift to, in many cases, another

nearby l,arge collection.



Right now, I don't know the exact number, but there'are sev7
o

eral -- less than ten, I think -- of the ARL librhriett that,are'charging,

and it is growing. The concern for relieving the burden was not just

the idea of reducing 75 -- it was less than 75 -- but, aY, the leading

.40

fifty or so lending libraries, down to some smaller number -- ten or s.

J
The real concern was that these fifty not take some action to, ehsentitlly,

,

relieye themselves of this burden that could injure the interlibrari loan

system as we know it.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: In effect, then, what yOU are siyihg is that,

they can be more specialized, and Can render the service efficiehtly,

through the Center. ..-

MR: PALMOUR: The idea wai essentially one of how'best could'

you subbidize -- an(I....use the word "subsidize!' loosely, because I don't

mean sttictly throu Federal funds -- the interlibrazw,loan syetlm on
.

, -

.

.
.

a more equi 1 basis, The ARL libraries were --;, and still i'ke/-.
rrie

, 0

essentially serving as facto notional libraries. When you take a:
. .

large academic collecti n that is filling some thirty to.fifty ihousand

.

loan requests, that is a real burden.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: That is, true! But, if you accept iny c ntention

that this problem is partly self-induced; whot have you done tp really_

6

investigate the alte)Inative of the non-directed networkothat haVe,been-
\ .

developing in various parts,of the Country, some of-Aich are state-Eyed,
,

that have really become effective systems for
A

handling-this triffic,

tributing it over a larger humber of librariet at what we consider to be

a smaller cost than the propoaal\ that you presented this morning?:
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MR. PALMOUR: We,are very Much aware of these systems. I per-

sonally have looked it a number of the local, state.and reiional systems

anC,in fact, we inow that in, say; roughly 4e states, they do quite \

"-
,a good job of filling the interlibrary loan requests for periodicals --

Minnesota, New York, and Illinois being good examples.

.Yet, when you kook at the unfilled requests, say, costing out
,

of the'State of New York, given their strong collections, they tend to

he highly specialized research kinds of requests, as you wouldexpect

since they filtered through the research libraries.

Now, theiconcern that these groups have, as well as the indi-

vidual lending libraries that are the resources.in the state systeths, is

the economic crunch on subscriptions. I think,'when we did the original-
*

ARL study back in '70, there was probably less concern than today for the

fact that as large academic libraries drop 'subscriptions, they may all be

dropping the same ones. Consequently, those titles may no longer be

available in the United States. To a large degree, I think that concequi

has shifted the interest of a number of the ARL directors towards the

-
ide-a-of a single national center.

When we tinished the ARL study on periodicals, I don't think

there was a consenius on the part of the large academic librarians that

a single center was thei_best yay to go. The thinking was much more

towards looking to gather the existing libraries into some kind of a

regional setup. Where today -- and this is strictly on an informal

basis, from my contact with,the same community -- I have the feeling

,there is much more of an appreciation for the need of a.single coUlter

;

that, over the lo term, can varantee that these titles are.going

s.

to. be there-

1A00

-
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MR. WEDGEWORTH: "WIlich category of titlet are you referring to?

MR. PALMOUR: All-of the so-called "worthwhile" titles.

M1U WEDGEWORTH: What, to ydu, would suggest that this would be-
-

'a possibility, given the major libraries, such as the Library of Congress; .

the National Libiary'ot,mediclnes Ehe National Agricultural Library; and

the Other major research libraries inqhfs Country? They have been unable

, to reach anywhere near this kind of comprehensiveness.

. -

Mr. PALMOUR: If T understand your question right --

.MR. WEDGEWORTH: I am saying: 'What would suggest to you that

you could build a single center thit would reach that level of compre-

hensiveness?

Mk. PALMOUR: There would be no attempt fOr a'single center to

reach the_full comprehensiveness required. In fact,'is I mentioned, the

third level would still be a back-up, calling on the Library of Gon'gress,

ihe other national
libraries, at well as the many strong collections that

exist in the library\communitiet today. The single center would be,

primarily, one-geared to fact turn-around, starting out witn only the

current titles.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: But we would still be required to physically

deliver that item somewhere?

MR. PALMOUR: Yes! The photocdpies .assuming that is the

primary format going out would be sent to the requesting libraries.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Accepting that Center, then, let's go to the

next stage of the problem:. .

Given the way'in which we distribute materials today, what would

iuggest to you that a tingle center -r or 'even a small number of centers --
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would be more effective than thenocion ot gouu

around the Country, and the promotion of more participation into what would

form this national network?

I am speakinr, specifically, of the mail service.

MR. PALMOUR: 'Yes% That, of course, is one of the.possible flaws

,in the idea,of a spaem -- relying n-pon rite maill

Surprisinaly enough, based on -- aghin, I believe this was.in
-

1974 -- filures..1 wa to get from the Postal Service --

MR. PALMOUR: their stated average deliiiery times, indicated

that a,single enter located centrally in the Cou ry would only lose, on

4- the average, about one day,- as cOmpare4 to'having four or'five regional

centers. The problem with the U.S. mail.is one of uncertsintys: rather

than just time.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Right!

Having toured the large Chicago Post Offices and seen all of the

lost books and damaged packages and items, I- am nzt impressed!

Lee'me just state for the record that 'I am in no way trying to

denigrate the work you have chine, andiphat Our colleagues in Great Britain

have done, but to suggest that the complexities in this Country are unique

in our exp rience.

just have one other question about the second study that you

w rked on.

DOei the model that you haveAlem working on make any as.snmption

about the rate-of use in the future?

m,



For example, does it take into consideration the essential

.
ephemerality of journal literature, such.thgt there.might be a built-in

time delay?

For example, you

published and, in the firs year, you may have,a fairly heavy demand, but

we know that there is no extremely high mortality rate for journals.

Does it take that into consideration?

MR. PALMOUR: The model, actally, handlea titles on ah indi-

Ividual basis. In other words, the assumptions put in for a Single tiale

ay have a new journal that would begin to be

may well attempt to characterize the demand.

The modef,,itself, does take into accoUnt the ected fall-off

in demand, based on age. On the average, based on empirical data, we

specified how demand drops off as a function of age. And that is built

in. In other words, it looks at an individual issue -- say the one com-

ing ou,t this quarter --
anethenit actually tracks that issue and,

essentially, averages out the expected future demand.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: You can take both into consideration.

MR. PALMOUR: Only the distribution of the demand, not the.

-actual demand. We ite only concerned about the shape ofthe distribu-

tionlbecause,the model tells you what the Ictual demand needs to be for .

you to make it decision on ownership. We do not have actual demand, only

a characterization of the diltfibution of demand?

MR. FRASE: Gene, on some of the questions, like: -What-is the

cost of this national
periodiCal syitem; or how ii related to competition

- between the-public and private sector; whether it is a monopoly operation;

whether the prices are goipg to be subsidized; or actual cos -- is your

final report in January going to try to deal with-these toug l questions?
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MR. PALMOUR: The.best we can. But realizing that there-are

some issues here thAt, i the end, the Task ForCe may not be able to agree

hardlo predict. Certain ,
from the point of view of trying

to specify this three-level system, and cost the,components ihvolved, we

will do that. I have already done that to a limited degree. It is a vexy

expensive operarion. We are talking about A comprehensive centei starting

out with an Operafion costing $3 million ahd 'increasing to $13 or $15 mil-

'lion at the end,of five years.. That is not including any fees that)thight

be p(id to the.backup libraries at.the thira level.

Yes. We are.aware of theeough Questions.

JUDGE FULD:) That is a good place to.adjourn. I would say. Thank

you very nmch.

We will adjourn until 1:45.

AFTERNOON SESSION

JUDGE FULD: On,the 'record.'

MR. Donald King of King Research% which is locatea in Rockville,

Maryland; has had beventeen years of experience in survey research, market-,

-

ing research,'and ihformationrrelated fields. ancidentally, bOth' Mr. King

Palmour, who addresAed us this morning, received a BS degree, and an,

MS degree in Statistics,'fiom theLUniveraityof Wyoping.

King Research. was recinly AwAraed a cont-ract-,,-funded by the

National4Science Foundation and the-National Commission on Libraries and

Informafion Science'sto test thR feasibility of establishink a royeaty

, A .

.payment Tnechanism for library photocopying.-



CONTU has provided additional funds to supplement this study,

*

enabling the inclusion of;analysis of data from MINITEX.

Mr.,King will speak to ul about this project. Welcome to qur
4

midst 1

NCLIS PHOTOCOPYING STUDY i

By

MR. DONALD KING
KING RESEARCH, INC.

6.

4

MR. KING: Thank you, Judge Fuld) other members of the Commission.

I certainly consider itila pleasure to be here and I thank you for
1

.

inviting me, particularly after our dinner meeting last Spring that turned

Out to be such a spirited meeting -- and a very enjoyable one for me, by'

the way.

I would like to talk abOuf the study that we doing under the

sponsorship of the National Commission on Libraries and Information Science,

and which is also partially funded hy the National Science Foundation.

My discussion today will be lArgely a progress report--rather,
_

than a report on esults since we have not progressed to the point' where

I feel that we could present results. However.,4,1 will-give some prelimi-

nary results that may be of inteiest to you.

The first thing I would like to do is to give you some background
-

concerning,what it is that we are doing in this particular study. Actually,

it invoIVes two studies, rather than one.

Tqe first stddy is to determine the amount.of photocopyisng that

is taking place in the libraries, nyld th'e second study is to design a

royalty payment mechanism based on Ihe information that we obtain in the

first part of this study.

I
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In_the first study.-- which is to determine the amount of photo-

copying -- we will observe the amount of photocopying that is performed
.

in libraries throughout the Country; both for its own patrons, as well as

.for other libraries, in the form of interlibrary loans.

There is a major problem with deterthining the amount of photo
.

copying of journals for individual
articles, issues, or journal titles,

and this problem amounts to being able to determine.the amount of photo

copyingthat takes place over time, as well ai the frequency distribution

of photocopying
fordndividual articles, or transactions from issues or

journafs. Mr. Wedgeworth this moping asked 'some questions, of Mr.

5 7

Palmour, which address tkis issue and whiCil point out the importance of '"---

.
$

.

knowihg exactly what those distributions are.

Also, photocopying for an individual
article is likely to take

place over a long period of time. As a matter of fact, in some of the

,
studies that we have done for the National Science Foundaiion with

scientific
and'teChnical articles, we h found that the halflife of

a cited articie can be as high,as ten years,' By "halfLife" I mean that

half of the uses take place prior to that tim

7
, and half of the use)3 eake

place after that time.

As far -as other uses of articles are
concerned -- that is,. hon

citation use -- there is evidence tn the literature that the half life is

about three
years--which is well within the time limitations ihdicatedby

the law that has just been passed.

Anothe-r problem is that we must determine the amount of use for

an article, or an issue, oi a journal title, not only nationally in the

0

'way, that Mr. Palmour mentioned this morning, but also by indiyidual
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libraries, because it is the individual libraries that are to be involved

in any royalty payment mechantsm.

.We find that the amount of use in individual libraries is not

nearly as large as one would like in order to obtain information for mak-

ing a systems design of the royalty liayment mechanism.

Because Of this, we nee'd to'get very,-very large number of

observations from each orthe libriK4es in th sample. Our stud); is

ft

proposed to obtain in the neighborhood of 76,000 individtial photocopies

1

for a total of 370 libraries. This seeMs like a large number, but we

'do not think that it is large enough to provide a the enti're picture. -

.
.

b

'Because of this, we.have supplemented our data ith a additional study

1 , -

involving 130,000 interlibrary loan trans ITEX.

We are, I think,-vexy
fortunate:to have such a data base iVail-

,

able to° work with. t

The *6,000 observations that should be obtained from the sample

of libraries include only the amount of phOtocopying that takee place.

We.are also taking a subsample of 18,000 observations to determine the

characteristics of the photocopying that is taking place.

For example, we will find out for each-transaction the type of

-items that are involved; the title of those items; the publisher of those

items; the date of publication; the year of copyright; the type of trans-

act,ion that takes place; the source of request -- (be it by interlibrary

los or within the library); whether it is an individual or an institu-

I-Pti nal request; and what the purpose of that request is. Thus, we will

have a substantiai number of observations that give the characterkstics
,

f.
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of the photocopying, as
w;ll as just an overall gross number of photocopying

-
that is taking pldce,

We will, ultimately, complement this information with data from

1 another survey to obtain information about the library operations and,

particularly, those operations that have to do with photocopying. We

will also.obtain
information that can 6e incorporated info cosr models

of photocopying.

. I should point out that in measuring the photOcopying costs for,

the clearinghouse design, we..need not only to identifvost parameters

,for the opiration of a clearinghouse,,but we also need to determine the
1W

hidden costs tha re incurrea. For 'example, those costs that are incurred

11. '

Dy libraries, and those costs that are incurred by publishers should be.

measured as well since they may b.e
substantial enough to be con idered in

the design of a system. Thus, we can consider all costs even. ough,some

may not be directly j the operation of a clearinghouse.

To give you an example of what I mean: One possible royalty

payment mechanism might be.to have a bar code on an article, or the front

page of anisue, or on a journal, that could be xeroxed to send into

the clearinghouse. The bar code would be read at the clearinghouse to

_

record the transaction identified by th publisher, the publication issue,

and other information that could be use1 for making royalty paYmentS.

However, even one photocopy in a library is not necessarily a

!mall cost, since it can run anywhere in the neighborhood of five cents

to twentyfive cents. We want to measure that cost; sO we know what erd

of burden would be place'd upon the libraries in order to.accommodate sdch

a system.



The same thing holds true for the publishers. To print a bar code

on a journal will require additional costs for the publisher; and we want

to determine that, as well.
t.

Now, I would like to,describe in more detail how we are conducting

the study and where we stand at the present time.

Thesurvey of the 370 cooperating libraries was taken from a ran-

dom sample Of public libraries, academic libraries, special libraries, and

Federal-libraries -- which are also included as "special libraries".

Mr. Frase informed us in our July AdVisory Committee meeting of

*the possibility of special treatment for profit libraries (i.e., libraries

located in profit organizations). Therefore, we drew a larger sample of

those kinds of special libraries, so that we provide,statistically valid

estimates for that segment of the library population.

The sample was stratified not only by the type of library but,

also, by geographic location and, more importantly,

library. Larger libraries' were chosen with greater probability, so

h4vlize of the

ehat the sample is a dispropolitionate sample.
Weighting factors Will be

used to bring the sample back into focus in order to make statistically

accurate estimates for the total population.

We mailed out a total of 542 screening questionnaires to libraries

found in these strata to determine their eligibility to participate. Some

of the libraries are not eligible because of the amount of photOcopying

they do, or_for some.othe reason. We also must decermine. number of

,

. .

photocopying machines t y have, and the approximate amount of photocopying

4 that they are now,doing. Ihe reason for this is that we will follow up with

..

'r ,
'-log rorms so that the amount of photocopying that is taking place o each

cila
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.
.

of the machines-can be recorded over a specified period of time. We also

. f
4 .

.... .

send "characteristics" forms to obtain the infotmation that I mentioned

r

before.- The screening form was used to tell us how many.of each form to ,

send to sampled librewies.

It is important to_mention that our survey does not include coin

machines. The observations include only those machine& thet are under tne

direct operation of the library'staff.

Now, I would like to indicate, as part of this progress report,

what has happened thus far.

We mailed out the screening forms between September 14 to SePtem-

ber 20,-and 14; received back, from,those 542 forms, a total of 235 thuS far.

Four percent of the total population has refused to participate.

Approximately,one percent was found to be ineligible, and Wo percent did

no photocopying., *

We are &omewhat cYncerned by the lack of response thus far., and

have taken steps to follow up with a second letter. Two follow-up letters

include one from(Mr. Trezza of NCLIS and a joint letter from the-Executive

Directors of ALA, SLA, and ARL. The latter letter endorses the study,

encourages the librarians to participate, and indicates the importance

of this'particular study to the future of the copyright issue.

We have also gotten some indications that there is a concern on

the part of the libraries that, if they submit these data to us, they

coilld be used &gainst them in a possible we have attempted to

indicate to these respondents that their data,are strictly confidential.

As a matter ot fact, we-have taken si&ps to lock upl,the.responses. We

hive arso indicated to the concerned respondents that the copyright raw

-('
s
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does not become effective until January 1978. A number of librarians did

not realize this.

We are also contacting each non-responding library by telephone.

TG'telephone lines at NCLIS are used to contact ihese libraries. We

should be able to increase the number of cooperative libraries, within

the.dext two Weeks, to a total of 370 libraries.

Now, I would like to indicate briefly how we stand on the MINITEX

data.

We have incorporated approximately a third of the data into cod-
, A

ing and keypunching, and have actually made some computer runs to get some

indication of what is to be expected.

I was going to show some alfdes on these data but they_did not

project very well. Thefore, I will indicate very quickly what kinds of
411

I

results we got.

We took a sub-sasiple of en of the libraries that participate in

the-KNIT Systemand got some in matiOn concerning the amount of usage;

ether the journals that they borrowed copies from were held by the library,

and hor the diwibution occurred Over time%

We found, foi the.period of Jartuary-through May of J.21, approxi-

mately 10,000 requesti, of Which 96% were filled by MINITEX.

About 13% of the periodicals that had requests were actually,

held by the requesting libraries and 98% of those were fulfil-led by photo-

copy from MINITEX.

-We sub-divided transactions into those'involvingrpublication

that were greater than five years old and less than five years old.. We

found that 5,800 of the requests came from publications that were less

()
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than five years old and that 4,500 came from requests that were greater

than five years old. '1411111\

Studying the year of publiation (1975, 1974, down to 1971) we

found Elle number of requests for 1975 wis 1,600 and the number dropped

very rapidly, down to 1971. The number of requests in 1971 was a little

under ..500.

We tried to determine how many.of those journals had more than
-

five requests because we anticipated thatithis would be a requirement of

the new law. We found that of the 5,600 requests apprOxiMately 1,330

4N:
were f journals. involving more thin five requests from them. Thus,

only 1,330 request's from the original 10,000 tiould.be subject to royalty.

4

payment.

We did the same thing for jourhals photocopied ten or more t

times and we found that that did not increase the number greatly. As a

matter of fact, there,Were 10,000 requests and of tpose, only 1,373

had ten or iore requests.
.\

MR. FRASE:, Excuse.me .

t

thI
e/

total MINITEX figure? It was not the borrowing institution but the

MR. KING: Yes.

MR. FRASE: Do you want interjections here?

That figure you just gave for theyfiveor'more was based on

f,.._;Ailding institution?

MR. KING: I am not sure that I answered your question correctly,

sir. Thedata were obtained frOm one lending institution -- MINITEX. We

then observed transactions for the bOrrowing institutions. The number of

transactions in which more than five photocopies per journal were observed

refers to the borrLing library.

67.
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In other words, we have ten institutions broken out individually,

andswe.counted.only--for those
institutions--that more than five times Tequests

came from a single journal.

I answered your question incorrectly, the first ,time .

'KR. CARY: May I interject something?

41A.. KING: Yes', sir.

MR. CARy: You mentioned five-or-more times; and I gathef that you

Were referring to this as being something that is "involved" in the 4w law--

-,

as you put it.

I thinx, maybe, the record should show that it is not in the law,

4

per se 1 It is merely a guideline which the Committee has put in there.
s's;

Miy I ask you this?

The guidelines, themselves, speak of six or more.

MR. K4NG: Yes, sir.

MR. CARY: Does that make a difference in your figures?

MR. KING: It certainly would!

We us%14. "five or more" because this calculation was done, I.think,

in the first week of Septemper, prior to the passage of the legislation; and

we merely wanted eo begin to get a feel as to what is happening.

Please keep in mind that this id only from ten institutions who

. ,

are using the MINITEX iystem.

All we are trying to do-at this timi is to get a notion of what

was cappening. The results should not be considered final,by any.means since

the observations are for a. short period o.f time. We will'do it for the eniire

year; and All of our projections will be for an entire'year, because that is

part of the legielation, as well.

tiS



HR. CARY:Would it be advisable, or necestiary in your futUre

work, to use the figure six or more?

MR. KING:. Oh, yes. Absolutely' ;Yes, sir! Ab'solutely!

Ne%are haO.ng
anAdvisory.CommitteeMeeting tomorrow at ilhich

4

"

time we should clpt,ify
all4ssues:that willenter into Our data collection

.
,

. 4...

activ,ities;' as well,as olganalysis and recommendations. Therefore our

results
shouldrcoincj.ciemtcldsely as possible with the new legislttion.

, '

. : ,-

At the 'time these data were calculated, we just did not know
.

...

.

..

,

.

what the legislation was really going io bezrfor sure..r

MR. CARi: One.other item.

We have just received some cOfilmunication from the Xerox Company,

which points out that-.Xerox is a trademark, and they are very much afraid

that if people keep saying "We Xeroxed this", that they are going to.lose

their Crademark. Other trademarkehave been lost.

.

I nofice at one point, you didr,lay "XerOx."

Just for the record, I thought we ought to indicate that.

(R. KING: .To the Xerox Corporation, I apologize!

It is something that, frankly, we have to be careful of; and I

think it is a'valid point, and.an important point)

MR. MILLER: I don't see why we have to be careful of it. The

Xerox Corporation has.to be careful!

Frankly, for the record, I resent the Xerox Corporation telling

, me how I should exercise my right of free speech!

ti 9



am usually compensated for my services. If the Xerox Coipora-

ir

tion would like to compensate me in protecting their "roprietary'name, I

am receptive to any offer!

66

JUDGE FULD: Photocopying covers that situation.

MR. tEVINE: I think the re'cord should also reflect thatwhenever

we do use the word "Xerox" to mean "Photocopying"--we always speak with a

capital "X".

MR.. MILLER: And put in an "R" in a circle.

MR. LEVINE: Yes. The unspoken "R"t

MR. KING: I certainly would not mind, for all good studies that

are done, if they would refer to them as King Research Studies.

Let me 'continue on to some of the functions that we are studying

for Royalty Paymeht Mechanism.

There are six funCtions that we are studying.

One-is that the Royalty Payment Mechanism will give photocopying

permission in return for royalty payment.

Another is that the. RPM will collect data describing the volume
-or

and characteristics of photocopying;

ithr RPM will determine what individual libraries or library systems

-
shall be charged.for photocopying;

It will collect payments from libraries, and library systems, based

r
o

qn their volume of photocoliying;

It will distribute royalty payments to copyright holders;

7 0
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And it will-encouragei or enforce, participation by libraries

with the Royalty Payment Mechanism.

I should point out that this is a listof six functions that we

are presentirl to our Advisory'Committee tomorrow, and those Rix functions
,

may very well .ehange as a result of,that meeting.

Also, we listed 18 different criteria by which the Ifoyalty Payment

Mechanism must be judged, and we are'looking for some guidelines from our

Committee, tomorrow; to indicate whether these criteria are, in fact, valid

ones.

,MR. NIMMER: Does that,mean 'that you have mot,really staried. on

your'design?

MR. KING: We have TVA begun on the design. In the design, we

have gone to the point where we have tried to outline what we think is ,

necessary. We want to get some broad guidelines from our Commiitee tomorrow,

,
to make sure that we are staying within the proper framework.

MR. RIMIER: What is your time table,on,the mechanism?

MR. KING: The mechanism design is scheduled for,Jnid-Spring of

next year, including the recommendations for the Royal7ealayment Mechanism.

-

Our survey should be completed by January. The results shotild be.out by

February. We should be able to make our recommendations.frOmlhose results.

One of the reasons.that we deed to collect so much data is that

there are three possible ways that the data might be collected.

One is,that it could be a complete census,of all libraries, and

all photocopying,that takes place.
1

Another is that all libraries Might send to the clearinghouse a

sample of every nth photocopying that takes place -- every tenth, or every

hundreth, or whateveT.

7 1
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Another is that one m4ht.take a sample of libraries, and use

that as a basis for judging the amount of photocopying that takes place for

libraries that have similar kinds of characteristics; in which case, one

might rotate that sample to different librafies every year.
t

/
/
/ i'he amount ofiphotocopying and the amount of use of journals and

,

,

journal articles tendiUto be highly skewed (that is, a small number of

journals account for a great number of the use for photocopying). This

means that there may be a different kind of mechanism for different kinds

of journali, based upon their amount of photocopying, or the amount of use.

Whether or not this is a possibility, I am not sure. I, personally,
r .

feel that it is something that should be seriously considered.

I want,to reiterate thattre feel that the survey is going-Ailong

quite satisfactorily, thus far. We are coneerned that we get the fulX 370

libraries into the sample, because this is so important from a 'statistical

standpoint. We are making every ,effort we can to make sure that this hap-

pens. Thus far, we seem to be getting very good cooperation from most of

the libraries and, pdrticularly, the large libraries that are more familiar

with what we are doing.

Thattql all I have to give you on the progress that we have made

tfius far,'and I would certainly welcome any questitins that you may have.

JUDGE *ULD:, Are there any questions or comments?

MR. LEVINE: What do you see.dao the completion date of the project?

MR. KING: The survey will be completed in January, 1977, and the

.recommendation for the Royalty Payment Mechanism is due in April, 1977.

JUDGE FULD: Thank you very much, Mr. King.

7 2
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We will fecees foi'a few minutes to rearrange OUT seats.

(Brief recess)

JUDGE FULD: We can noW hear from Mr. Melville Day, Deputy Director

of the National Library of Medicine, who, I note, addressed ps injour Fkbruary

meeting at that library; and from Dr. Schoolman, who is the Assistant Deputy

Director.

They Will describe the National Library's photocopying distribiition

system, of medicll and scientific information, throughout its regional network.

As well as hear from 'you, we will see what you have to offer.

lqATIOghL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE

At,

The provision of photocopies by the

'National Library of Medicine

and its regional medical libraries

By

MP. Melville Day
And

Dr; H. Sthoolman

DR. SPO4NPAN: Thank yOu, Mr. Chairman.

We are pleased to have the opportunity to describe

./

the document delivery component of the Regional Medical

Library Program to the Commission.

The National'Library of Medicine is committed to

73,
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the development of a Bio-medical
Communicattons'NetWork to.

elrve Health Services, DeAverir, Education, and ,Research.

The Regional Medical.Library
Program is one

aspect of the development of that;Bio-Medical Communications

Network. It is a critically important aspe", because

it is built upon existing products and every-day use of

unqUestionablevalue,
and requires the develokent of a

network ot cooperating institutions, each having its own

prime constituency.

It therefore becOmes a fundamental model by

means of which we may learn and .ipgrow, The netwotk -- being

created in support of the Regional Medical Library Program

-- will form the matrix for the evolution of a more

comprehensive Bio-Medical Communication Network in which

r,

the Nation's Medical Libraries will always be important

nodes,' and,the Resource and Regional Medical Libraries

will be critical switching stations.

Let me explain that I am readins from a document

that was written six years ago --'a document which

constituted the basis for the planning and evolution of

the Regional Medical Library Program.

The Regional Medical Library
Program is a program

designed to 'provide a logical basis for extended coopera,-

tion between existing institutions, in support of their

fundamental constituencies

7 4
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t:he Libpary-reaCiurces of the Nation.

In return Oar access to this'invaluable resource,

the .individual-participating institutions are expected to

extend the availability of their 'own resoukces beyond their

prime constituencyfto a mUch wider comMunity: By this

41.*
'means,.a more general access to the system ancl.,its resourCes

_

will be achieVed.
-

-The implementatiOn of this program is to be-

achieved through the National Library of Medicine

support of existing institutions, willing and able to

assume these additional service responsibilities.

It is,.therefore, neither desirable nor necessarSP
0.

td build separate institutions for this purpose.

The program objectives:

The general objective is to develop an,ihter-,

acting cooperating network as a model for study, groWth, an

development of the nation:wide bio-medical comminications

network designed for information transfer to support

Health Service Delivery, Educaelon, and Research.-

The immediate objective is to support the
414.

development and operation of a_network for document delivery

for the Nation's Medical,Libraries. This network should

include -- but not be limited to -- the following

characteristics:

Rapid and efficient delivery of'documents,
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1

2

5

6

8

lr
Optimal costteffectiveness.

gccess to the Nation'Oinformation resources.

A National coordination io deal with that

group of requests which cannot ordinarily be fulfilled by

institutions of prime responsibility; and take into

consideration the broadgvariation and resources and'users

across the Country.

The network shall have the responsibility of

providing accessiin an ordinary fashion n the Nation's

;

Health /Science Resources, in order to supplement -- not

'supplant -= supplement general formal and informal pre: ."

e4sting arrangements, and shall provide for access t - :

the information retrieval system, for Health/Science

practitioners and educatbrs removed from major medical

centers.

r18 hierarchical

19.

20

21

,
4 .

4he operational model:

,The general model is a sygtem designed in a f

nature with each higher level facility acting ae

a babk-up resource to the echelon below.

. .
There are four levels:

(l) The so-called basic unit level, on the

assumption that every community in this Country may be thoug

of as having a fundamental continuing education obligation.

The basic unit is best,considered as, essentiaily, an inde-

pendent, free-standing,educatiopal organization.

6
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This would indlude -- but not be limited to --

' _the followin

Community hospitals;

Colleges and junior colleges with meaningful

Health, Science, Education and Training Programs;

Other heal related schools;

Research organizations of governmental agencies.

- (2) The second level -- the *so-called Resource

Library level: This level will be made up of selected

institutions with meaningful resources that would be

designated as Resource Libraries: In most instances, these,

Oould be the libraries of the Nation's Medical Library.

Library.

(3) The third level is the R egional Medical

(4) The fourth level is the' National Library

of Medicine.

The specific responsibilities:

(a) The National Library of Medicine shall be

responsible for.network management and control;

For national coordination of planning.

I should point out that it says, " * * **national

cooidinativl of planning.* * *1/:, riot the pIllaing of the

National 'system.

Libraries;

Back-up resource for the Regional Medical

ri
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2

- 3

4

5

6

8

9

10

11

Act as a Regional Medical Library for the Mid-

Atlantic States.
That is, as I will show you in a moment,

I

we are not only operating as the back-up for the Regional

Medical Libraries but wp also ard a Regional Medical

Library.

The Regicinal Medical Library shall be a back-up

.
facility for the Resource Libraries in the Region;

,

Shall be responsible for the planning of a

coor4inated system within the Region for the provision of

Library services;

Shall indicate how resource and project grants,

12

13

14

15'

16

17

18

19

20

21

2/

23 .

24

25

which have regional implications,
fit into the Regional

plan. This indication shall not include Vality judgements

V

of proposals for geants, because that is'the prerogative

of the Bio-Medical Library Review
Committeear-whiiCh is our

°study' section,in the NIH sense.

Shall be a back-up for the educational activities,

supplying coordination and expertise in support of Resource

Libraries' education efforts within the geographic area

of theii reaponsibility.

The itesource Library:

The-Resource Library must have the capacity'

to operate aa a meaningful node in the network. I will

return to this poiet a'little bit later.

' Its responsibilities
shall be to support the

'78
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informa ion nee s of the basic units located within

geographic area;

Td join with other Resource Libraries within

the Region, in a coordinated effort to support network
14

development, including coordinated regional acquisitions

with a reccighition of the RML back-up role;

To undertake such coordinate:1 educatiopal activities,

o for the basic units in the geographic areas,as .it

deems necessary for the implementation of its P-lan.

The basic unit shall indicate its willingness to

underwrite the continuing cost of its participation.

These include, but are not limited td, an adequate staff

to supervise and manage the resources within the basicunit,

and tO 'assure effective communication with the Resource

Library; and also includes being responsible for

communication chaiges between the basic unit and the

Resource Library.

That i document.that was writteh six years

/7
ago; and wp proceeded from there.

. (Slide No. 1) Let me just recapitulate for a

As Pdescribed, the structure is*hierarchigal.;

,

the National Library of Medicine being the 'ultimate

// back-up library for eleven Regional Medical Librarie--

of which we are one.



10

11

12

13

14

19

20

There-are, approXimately, 10 plUs major

.Medical Libraries in the Country. The network utilizes

the services of eighty-one. The discrepancy is largely

because there are a number of-major resources in a single,ci

For instance, there are four
Medicaitibries, plus the.

New York Academy of Medicine in New York. There are five-

/ plus the Philadelphia &dlege of)P41;siciarls in Philadelphia.

.- 21 ),
0

i
.., 0

number is 2 ..

.

.. ,.;' 0 22 !

1-.... w .

mob ui
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ir to

.,

program/in the National Library:of Medicine.

?,

...,Xn mlny instances, these hospitals are'too-small

) .

.

There are five plus the JohnCterar TAbrary in Chicago.

.So that the difference between the eightyLone that'are

participating as active members of the Node is the result

of multiple libraries a single Oographic area,- where

/I

one has been designated.
rot!'s

There are potentially approwimately 8,000

so-called-basic units. Of those 8,000 potentially basic

units, proximately 3,000 are direct participants in the

The major reason for.that number, -- which appears

4'

to'be a small fraction -- is that, of the 7,000-plus hospi-
..

tals in this Country, there are only about 2,000 that have

library resources.and,
depending on how you define_

"library resources"; 50(defining it liberally, e

We,haVe expended more than, oi nearly,$10 million

to develop resources at basic unit levels throu11r-grant

y.

p

t

80
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to be able to support a continued Library Resource by

1.

themselves;and so we have urged the development of
A

consortia, where three or four such small hospitals share

the library resources, and we anticipate hat we will

continue to expend at about the same rate that we'havec

in the past -- more than a million dollars a year -- for

the acquisition of hooks and serials books ana journals --

at these localdevels, and the developmeAt of such

consortia'.

Now, the Regional Medicai, Libraries operate

in the eleven Regions.

.The New England Libritry 'Region i1s the ,
Regional Medical Library at Harvard.

At New York, in the northern New Jersey area,

the Regional Medical iibrary iti; the New York Academy of

;Medicine.

In, the P14ladlphia, Delare, and lower New

area; 7
)

Jersey,/the Philadelphia:College of Phyg4cians is the'

Regional Medical Library.

,In the lower Southeastern area -- Washington',

Maryland, Virginia and North Carolina -- it is the

National Librarlif Medicine.

*The Library at Emory is. the Regional Medical.

Library in the Southeabt; the one at Wayne StateAn_ the

Mid West.
8 1 4
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The John Crerar Librarylin Chicago; for Illinoisi

Indiana, Iowa, Wisconsin and Minnesota;

The Medical Libtary at the Southwestern Medical

School of the University of-Texas at Dallas for that

Region.

The Meaical Library,at Omahaifor that Region;

The Medical Library at the University of ,

California at Los Angeles for that Region, which includes ,

the "Z"J ,

\..4fie MeOical Library at the University of Washihgton,

in Seattle,
/ which includes AlaSka, is the Regional'Library ther.

There arit, in addition, as another paft to the

Bio_medical Comm nication Network, approximately 1,000

terminals,which have access to onr outlined bibliographic
.ts .

- systems, which' are
scOered throughout the Country in

approximately 500 instit tione. Each of these institutional

2

agreements inCludes makin the terminal services avai.Iable

to tht community.at-large, nd:outs49 of the constituency,

a

of tent institution itself.
7Nrat

Well, now, we 'have described th structure ,for

,

a Document Delivery SYstem. The next Prbblem wasrthe

.

qu stion of setting certain standardsland describing the

Oimensions with whichwe would be concerned.

Let me interject for a moment that, while

9

I am familiar with the daia, obviously, . that is on these

82.i0
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- view graphs, there is. more data on them than I can keep--
,

accurately.-in my head. So if you will permit me.to
u

approximate the numbers,and.supply fbr the record/the

'

if

- exact numbers later on, understand that I am rounding

*out from memory when I cite numbers from'now on.

The fipit thing that we did was to say that,
-

"We have a probiem which is a philosophic one...between
. ,

librakians' commitment to service and the efficient
.

,

operation of a network - - namely,,that the librarian's-\

'goal is 100% completion. 100%,fulfi1lment. That is, quite

properly, their professional
goal,but the nature of almost

all things being what it rate of expenditure in-

creases astronomically in relati n to th percentage of
,

...increase aji fulfillment-after you reach a cértdialoint.

So that 100% fulfillment -- even if\it were theoretically
,

a possible goal -- is practically an impossible goal to

'achieve.

, .

So, we had to make a different tyPe of approach

-

to.this problem/ and/one of the things we said is that

'the networks shall .a'Ssume the
reslionsibility, not for,

syery serial in the bio-.medical world but it witilNIssume
4

responsibility for 6,009 serials. .

Now, how did we arrive at'6 '0O6 serials?

" Well-, data similar io thht whic4 was preseVeftcli

.
tb you earlier, but even moV dconcentrated in the bio-

#
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medical field, wotld indicate that as few as 1,006

serials would account for 70% of all requests made. Even ,

if that data is 100% in error, it would be.2,000; and,

iy order to deal with theApxieties of librarians and
*

others and in order to allow for any kind of eror that

ou can imagine,-,and because it really, does not make that

, .

much differencer-we said that 6,000 was a nice number

that ought to keep everybod;lappy, because we knew we

,were way beyon4 the meaningful number, which is probably

\ something of the order--depending upon where you want
,

to slt your sights:at 90% fulfillment, or 85% fulfillMent --

at somewhere between 2 and 4 thousand.

*Besides that, as you know, Index Medica covers

approximately_2,300 serials, and Med Line covers. approxi-

_..;
.

mately 3,000 serial, s. So this is, also, twice the number'
,

i i

of serials in Med Line.

do
The second thing we wanted to4was to establish'

standards of performance, Now, these are particularly

important,for a nUmbei of.reaiona:

. .

First of all, the cOst_of,doing business:is

highly related to performance in doing'business\,
,

because the tost'expensive loan is the one you cannot find!

The cheapest one is the one you can pull off your shelf

Without any effOrt at all.

In point of fact, if someone asks for something

r'\
8

*
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that ddes not'exist that .is the most expensive request of

all, because one can search forever,and expend an epOrmous

amount of time, energy, and so on:
,

So we said "We cannot Afford this luxury,of

searching to the exhaustion of all of your-professional,

capabilities in the system."

-We, thereforelsaid; "Anything that you you

must clear -- 85% in.four calendar days, and. 100% in

seen calendar,days. Anything that you cannot fill, must

be 65% Cleared In seven c4lendar.,day.s, and 100% cleared
IN ,

in ten calendar daysL"

Now, what does it.Mean, "Cleared"? .

,

It means sent to the next highest,echelon.
,

Now, we had other standakds. We said, "When,-

we come to the, issue of describing what we will pay or

reimburse pedpIe for doin§ybusinessa.in this field, We are /

-

going to base the reimbursement that prdkride dn .

a "filled/loan basis" and, in calculating that "filled/loan

°

-basis", We will include a consideration for that percentage.

which is unfilled. But 'untesssyou'an Ei11.80% of

theiloans.that cbme to you -- requests that come to you --
,

we are not going to do business With you at ell! Or,!if

you want tO be a part'o-f this network, you .are,goin9 to

_

have to be reimbursed as though you filled 80% of your

8 5
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loans, even if you are only killing 44CAnd, at that Price,

.

Of courseu it Would cost you'more and'more to participate."

So one of our criteria, then, was:to be a

Resource Library, you had ,to be able to fill 75 to 80

percent of all acceptable 'requests that were made to you.

Now, we,thenlexamined a series of -- before I go

-

to that, let me answer the question, "What are we doing

in terms of traffic in this system?"

will just give you the 1976 data,

The 1976 data for the ten Regions of loans

that we have reimbursed theNational Library of.

Medicine has reimbursed -- is 522,000. The National'

Library of Medicine, itself, has provided 206,000. That

206,000 is, in partApproximately 40,000 -- due to its

role as' a Regional Medical Library for this Region. The

remainder of its requests come from the other ten Regions

and its back-up role for the Regional Medical Library.

r

Therefore, there are 700.000 .approximately

725,000 -- loans that have been reimbursed by this network.

Ndwr-hqw many requests have been made? The networik,

as a whole, operates at approximately a 90%, fill rate. So

that there are, roughly, 10% more--using rounded off

numbers -- than -- than 80.0,000 requests to the netwOrk

for loans that are reimbursable. But, if we consider the

_Regional Medical
Libraries and. the Resource Libraries, here)
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where data is not very good, the estimates are that the. re-
is

imbursable loans count/somewhere between 40% and 50%.of tHe

traffic.

So, assuming it is 50.%, there are then,

1-1/2 million requests of the netWork. But even that is an

underestimate, because it does not account for a yljinter-

Library loan traffic between basic units--of which there is

a considerable amount.

//
This is only the inter-library loan traffic at

the resource level -- the' Regional Medical Library --

and at the National level./

So one can say that here is a network which ha;

ereque ediof it, approximate/y 1-1/2 million to 2 million

oans a year; which fulfills 90% of the requests it

acdepts; which does soin terms of its filled loaxls, with

more than 90%, in four calendar days and, as a matter of

fact, more than 50% in 24 hours of through-put. Thati.s,

the through-put of the library that is.filling the loan.

.1 .

That s not user-to-user turn-around time. That is the time
,

it takes to clear the loanr-from the time the request is

received,to t 'time the ,loar leaves, the library.

o I think that is, really, giiite an extraordinary

arik hing else that existsr-in"dealieg with this problem:

Now, What does it!,cost?'

!.
8,7
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Well, there are two separate issuesoto the cost

question,which I;should like to comment on.

The first is that it is perfectly clear that

'there is ho such 'thing as' interlibrary loans for°free':

°There is nO such thing.as"free"information/

There is no such thing as "free"interlibrary loan

There is a cost of providing interlibrary loans;

and then there is a question of who pays the cost.

Now, first, I would like to deal with the question

of: "What is, the cost, as we see iti in this system of

providing an interlibrary loan?"

Then I would like to talk about the question of:

"who 2.4x13 the cost?:

Now, what we have donein terms of reimbursables
7

that we pay ior is: We have examined a series of studies;

one that we didrone that was done by Carol. Spencer at

the -c lklge of Physicians in Philadelphi ; and one that

was donetby Yerne Pings at the Wayne State Medical Library.

From. those, we have extracted d series of

/

items which we consider to be of importance in costing

interlibrary loins. Those items incluas 'the following:*

Labor -- which is the cost of receiving

requests; coding; sorting; lphabetizing; plAling from

the shelves; checking; photocopying; for sending, referring,

r and notifying; for re.-shelving. Admi istrative supervision,

8 8
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including the keeping 'of statistics;

ostage,

..........--..

P supplies, communication, -data

N

processing, and cost of photocopying.

Now,,we have said that we cannot develop a

national single value, lecause the labor costs vary so

tremendoUsly from Regiq4 to Regvn that it woula be unfair

and impracticable to do so.- But we do have a National

Standard for determining what that cost will be.

These are the items that re allowable.

EverY Regional Li}Nry fills in what it

considers...and justifies hat it tonsiders to be its

costillder these same items,and,then, on the baAis of our

experiencq, we e

it is within 10%

er aOcepti or aud4.t their proposal. If

se /

of our own estimates of what it would be,

we accept it. If it0,7"is not, we audit it.

That is,basial y,what it amounts ta.

Now, as a resut Of this activity, in 1971,

the,average reimbursement that we made was $2.28 for an

interlibrary loan, and, in 1976;1-it will be $3.58.

That is the average.

or-minus,,in general,,depending

It will vary about 38%; plu

upon thd labor costs.r

Now, I woula like to make some

to make clear what may appear tq be very

".

between those numbers and data With whic

4. IA the first place, we are
,

8 9

omments,about tha

arked discrepanci s

.

you are familiar.

ing aba?,41t a
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would le if they really did what we said-they should do ---

;*

oc
" 1. iri' terms of reimbursing themr-if the librarians-did it.

system that I have deicribed to your-in which this network

cah fill 90% of'tike requests that axe made to it.

In the second place; what we have .said-is-that

Yihen you examine the proposals of costs for interlibrary

loan, one of the la t elements is professional-librarian

time. This'element exi ts_because, when you cannot puill

the requests off lves, then it begies to get expensive

and somebody n starts,verifying and searching.

We have said, "We don't want you to search. If

, you cannot.pull it off the shelf, send,it to the library

with a better>chance of filling it than you v gOt."

When it gets

will verify tlat, an3we

to us, and a cannot find it, then we

will search-within our judgement--

, what is reasonable to do. So we do not pay for the

search for the nbn-existing item: We will not allow it!

Now, let me make it clear that-T.-in case there is ,

.)
any question in any,of youi minds.,--I am not a librarian,

A

I am not so naive as to believe that this has,markedly

infruenced library practice in this network.- The fact of

the matter islikt I strongly suspect that the same

practices are still going on as though we were paying for it;i

and the costs are being ;ideOrbed by the-institution. It is'

very difficult to be absolutely sure of what, the effeCt
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We have done some preliminary studigs in our uniqu

situation/and
we.have not been able. to demOnstrate,at the

NationalfLibrary of Medicine level/any -significant

difference in fill rate'between verified arid unverified,interlibrary loan requests that come°to us. But you must'

.remnber that they haye all
beeefiltered; all but those

that come from RegiOn 4. They have all been filtel.ed by

ten Regional Medical Libaries. and,61 Resource Libraries

before they get to u ;Ind I stispect that that which is

labeled "unverified" in that group, has been verified or,

at leas*, a certain number of them have been-filtered'throug

some professional library. So I don't knovi what the answer

Is .

Neverthelebs, our costing is predicate on the

assumptian that it does not pay to verify d look for

things in a.syste4where yam h4m6.an 80% raterat the

1/rst' level, ana 90% fill rate at the end,uhtil *you'have,

exhausted the ability,to pull. them off the'shelf, and that

can be done with two referrals.

Now, ifi'you have a system where you have only 40%

fill rate and-it is disper1 sed glI over, then
yod' have a

,different situation entirely; and then'tVe value and cost

e

.
of verification -- whh is art,enormo41, part of.izfter-

t.
S. .

library loan cost - has to be viewed in a different light.

By the's me tokenr-since we pay people-Aori the

9 1
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basis of filled loans --we adjust-this rate to Accomodate

their "r00erring",for unfilledoproportioh.
The actual

'0

figuresi I don't inember, exactly,.in Carol B'pencer's

paperobut let me.,invent somq,to iliiustrate the point,I

want to make.

Let us assume that th cost by this method.

of cost_Accountingrp9r-tran8actiOn
is $1.50. Sinceme will

not aCcept anything less.than :a 75% fill rate, conver4ng
e

that per-filled loan adds 251 to that $1.50,and rakes,it.

3W 20

$2.10, roughly,-or-thereabouts.4
But, in a situation where

zomeone Was filling only 401 or 50% 'to Make the arith-

..

.
Metic easy 1.= then that,conversion would 'make that°Cost-

fbr-filleeloan be $3.00 a loan.

we ,won' t permit Aoody-. to operate 'in this

network who can only fill 50% of the requests that come

to him. We say, now, "You are not effic?t enough

to be a worthwhil

re:pies')."
v,

what"the co

is foundea is based

rt place for, an interlibrary 'loan )

very imporkint considac:Zioivin terms

.

for Interlibrary. loano. :7

%

id, the principle an.which this

at t.he local level-,

1,
provide the user w

, Nbw, how

etwork

on the assumptibn that there ou to be -4-

those° leeou es that are ndgessary to.

r
th the majOr p rtion of hi

t.

do wdefine that?'

9 2 k



Well, we don't re lly define but we use the

L

%.4.. I

_

implications.of the kind of c rves-that you have been

exposero many times. If you plot the number of
_

.

,

f

'requesis'against the number of serials at any level, you

get the same shape curve. It is just displaced one plac
-

1

or another,'depending upon what library you are talking abo

4

./'. . inflection point where it begins to flAtten

4K,
off v. -, -s, d g Upon the level of the library, but

somewhere between 55% -and 75%, that inflection point:has a
. /

13
curire, and° that curvet:ecomes very. flat and it, therefore.-

at'that point c,f,inflectipnf-becomettino
longer profitable

.11P

18

19

20

21r
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°

forthat resource to add resources:because it has.to add

y

an enormous amount of resources tC make any signifiCant

in crease in iis fulfillment of requests.

What weobasically,say is: "That is the point

(t at everir library should b bperating at." -

'Now, of course, ey don't! ' A relatively

*

few operate before they have gotten to tkat inflexible

lpoint,and those are, bas4cally, hospitals without libraries

at all. They have a reading room; but .01ey don't have a

lprary!
-

The ReSource Libraries and the Medical Schools

t d to operat-e way above that inflection iSint. And, q.

se, we operate at A ridiculous level, br.we have a
24 i4 cou

25 Nati naymandate to. an Arirvai fundtión.r-so thatthe-A\,:
4
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National Library of Medicine 'probably has no more than,

would guess, 15% of its resources
being used 85% of

tle time, and 85% of.itseresources are used Only 15% Of

'the time, and I would guess that, maybe,50% of our

resources are used less than 1% tf the time. But.we

hav a National manaate to be an Arch*ve.

id that the netwOrk deals with16,0*serials,A

but the National Library. of Medicine -- which is, of

A

course, at the apex of this network -- actually gets

20,000 serials a year. So, in point c, fact, the 6,000

is only a guidelinelbecause they are identified s to

is in scope for-the network at the resourceplevel.

There is-a great dealef gray area between

Medicine apd other fieidslind the 6 0,0 eatabkished for .

15
t ,

any part' ipating library;whether a journ which is-

an allied are. W4ld brcovered by this,netw16

, . .

18

19

20

I.-. 21'
,,. z

do 22.
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tfr 0.
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oz
23'

rk'activity.

Now, I-said there is another side to th
.

question: namely,the issue, "Who pays"?

problem.

Now,:very early on we started to attack.this.

The first propositionthat was entertaised wis

that,the National LIhr of Medicine shotla 'seek
,

Congressional 'funds to undeOmite ihe cost of all
0

terlibriry loans irAhe.networ
This.proposition was

cussecto'for two years, with a veryllaye group of

'
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people: the Regional dical Library Directors; their.

. ei
/-

adviso5y committcies; oui National. Board of Regents1.-which is

a policy governing Board for the National Library; and.many

A
\4 others. I think it would be erroneous to ,say_that there was

a unanimIty of opinionibut there was a very large gorvensus

%that it would be- ill-,advised to create a system that

was based upon a monolithic funding principle which was

so susceptible to significant fluctuations that could

seriously disrupt it with relatively minor cuts in budget---
.

especially in anlena which was fxpandinT, in terms,of the

cost of deing businescoon a very rapid basis, and at a

12 rate thattwas greater than the expansidn of' the National

Z
14.

03 2
c s

M cc. 15
-.I

C.)

Library of Medicine budget.

So I thin that 4ve?ybody agreed that,for that

...
1 -)

_

.reason -- but also, or othqr r.sons -- it was unwise to seek.

.
4 1

'

cill i10) v- .

to support this. system in a monolithic fashion,thro
w

, '

J
J iali,x

18

19

20

Federal fundins.
f

The problem next became -= sincesthe National
N.., .

raryidf Medicine wasjlot going to pay for it all: "What*,

vas it %ling to-pay for?"
p °

Now, -in\principle .what we said as tAt it

seemed reasonable to.:return tO our. b'asic otidh that those.
4 .

s,up to théi)ointi7-4 ,', c't . , 4.
F.; D W

s

; Ccirj 23 resburces necessary to fi\l/.

, .

those reques

i w5 a
[1,4 z4 .of innecticalm on.this cur

. J
J4'

:45 res+<').1sibility, an4 that we wou
4

1:?e held localry,and be local

, . ,
.).

,e---"`

4 cont-inue thrbügtv our _ t

i
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of 1Iis pdint of 1nflectiam is still under disdussion. tqe

Grant Program -= to help support acquisitions of books and

journals tO bring people up to that level. proVIding they

I.accepted the res nsibility for-the maintenance of those

activitieslonce they we're created.

So we said thati-as a general principle, that

whicb be heAd locally at any level ought to be

the responbibility,-als0 frqm a fiscal point of view.-

locally; and that which(is above the ialehtiOn, point --

roughly 30% of the traffic 4--but depending upon what

you are talking abObt, it should be the responsibility#

oi the National Libra of Mediciner-plus it should be the'

responsibility cif the ational Library, ofiledicine to,

support the administ ive and other costs assoqiated.

,
)

-
-

with th-e maintenanc f the network in der,to be able to
, .

provide the kind of service I have descr,ibed.

So-that gave us ahother leg up. .But the definitiln

z
L3

;.>
u

,211,

ff.

e4 114

° 23la 0 10

e4

25

g

t

have moved'toward the po int of inflection by .the intro-
.

duction of stop liss: fifty serials atthe basic

0'
unit leve4 100 serials -45 varying from Regton to Region.

But now-we have engagede in the last year-ind-a-hal

in a mucp more definitive diStxssion.Aid we are meeting,

cin the middle,(4 next monthitO-legin to finalize our

discussion in\this regard.
#

Now, wAatoqe I re Olearly Ifloving,to is some
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sort of imPlementation,of the notion that/I clescribed - .-

vr
basically on a Regiori-wide or State-wide arrangement.

One,Region has alreaily gone to a.System where the
,

..

Region, itself,-is ieSponsible.,--.- fiscally:resp'onSible -..-

for aril, loan that is delivered by resources that are

held withp the Region. In some sh4pe or form yet to be '

detevined, I think that this is where we will be evolving.

Now, how do you pay, or who pays--even under

those Conslitions?

Well, I think we have all accepted the notion

-

that user cost is not an ana theMa, It should,not be

rejected out-of-hands which, I think, was'a prevalent attitu e

ten years ago.
S.

On the other hand, many people are not willing,

.any means, to accePt the-notion that user ch*ges Should

ynderwrite the total cost of the activity.

The one most disturbing aspect to mef=of the.

introduction of user charges -- and I would like to try to b

As explicit as possible in this statement -- is that

20 1 when that activity begins, and a library starts generqing
-

,

. I

. .

.
, 21 revenue, then,--especially-in times of titcal constraint,

. 1
I

..,

22 '

in the inds-of university Administrators, it is a very.

13 U Cr
N De W

r

7 a" 23 small 1 p.to the aSsumption that libraries should become

.z. a a
) aI Lt. t

,1 Cr 24

r

self-sup ortirig: And this, I think., Would be a ,catastropb1c.

notioniif it were'introduced!

9 7
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Libranies ar ublic institutioris and they....

. ,

basically-should be underwritten-by public e
funds for the

_

good of Society. That however, does,not preclude that

'the libra should charge 'for serviCes. itAges.pfeclude
.

that iti operating dosts should be SuSfained'hyoits own

revenue's. I think that distinction is a terribly important

.'
.,

oone to maintilin, and it is the one thing which I fear most,"
_

.
..4 .,

as a result Of the introduction of' user costsiby.
. .

libraries.

State systeall'have been alluded to,Ind various

other meahs of partially subsidizing the cost Of inter-
.

library loans will undoubtedly be developed.

./at the National Library of. Medicine, is to try to make

sure that there is not a wtdely 'divergent cost to a user(

depending upon his location, hebause we have a mandate to

Our problem,

equalize, access to the bio-medical,infOrMation, independent

,

of geographic location,and, although we do n t believe
,

that that mandate dictatei that if soteonel is giping:tp

charged, he must be charged,exactly the same,,no wher

he is located, we do believe that if there'.is.a charge which
1

is significantly great in some locations,'that difference

becomes an obstruction.-1If that difference is significant 1

-,

r

enough to become an obstruction to access, then'eqUal access

is, indeed; being impeded. A

Vie ve worked very hard with the Reqiona/ medidalH
%.

948
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'Libraries and their advisory groups,. and the Res rcg i.

,

mlibraries, and.they have been Vei'y .coopei'ative. We 'believe

L I

that we will beablel..to agree ai./east upon'a National

-

u rc f
14

n 23. 1/
0

24 '9
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25

maximum charge at any given year

Noid,, that does not mea

'
that the National

maximum charge, will,become a user charge. It will merelx

mean th.at'if user charges .are imposed in any. given'locality,\
A.

the user charge Cannot'exceed 'the National maxigitum c arge.

*
Well, I..am not sure that I mithsed the vieW

1

graphs., This has I think/ shortened my presentation.

You may have missed something that I wish I had told

you, had I seen them,but,/ by shortening the presentation,. .

.

,

I hope that tfiat gives you more opporiunity for discussion,

/

and questions. Mr. Day/and I would bé pleased to.try

'to respond to your questions,

JUDGE FULD: What went wrong with the machine?

DR. HOOLMAN:,The-lights blew out, as I

(

suspected they might, because'we were improvising

*/ ,i1E

JUDGE FULD: Aree
there any

(No questions)

JUDGE FULD: Apiarently, you have satisfied. us all.

Thanks very much.. -4

99

A
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alldISSION DISCUSSION

. I

JUDgE FEJLD3 Mr. Frage will advise us as to a

that was had.in PrincetOn last week.
c

1

MR. FRASE: .We'held almeeting last week in poopera-

.

.tion with the National Inquiry 1,on Scholarly PubliCation
r *

Communication, in which We tried to bring together_a good

many people 'who wqre working on studies of inteest to the

Commission and to each other.

Mr. King was there; Mr. Palmour was there;

Mr. Edwagd E.,Booker; and Dr. McGad of the Study on

'Scholarly Publication 'Communication;'Dr. Fritz Macklup, the

Economist for NYU, who is, doing some ecoipmic studies in-

volving publishing'in libraries; Mr. John Dessaer,* who is

Statistician for the book publishing industry, and a number

f other gro ps, doing annual surveys; Dr. Shick, who is'in

charge 'of th periodic and special Ilbriry surveys of the

National Cen er for Education Statistics.

I. hink it was a profitable two-dai meet,ing,

showing the

I think :it- wi

0

teirelations between these.v4rious activities.

1 lead to better coordination among them,

and I thipk o e specific thing we managed to do was to
a

sort out some ifficulties of overlapping between three types I

%

of library sur eys which are going on, which will help

on the library urvey that Don King is doing6 and the

second-round of

' .

ernard Frye's study, to being up his
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'that we ought to try to ao this'againr-about next summer.:
ge,i- ,3
w w-,_

. ,

* \

'iobody volunteered. 6 put K. the amount. 'there was a

0 ti. 1
4

40 il. 4 \
. -

.

a /
.. irlodesticostihvolvedlbut.it is quite conceivabre, 1 think:,'-

i

Library data tor an additional three year4.
1

There wag some sentiment^expkessed at the. meeting

9

10

.

that it could be done on a "Dtitch treat" basisrthe next

time around.

Commissioner Wilcox.was present,and she may wish

to say a word about it.

COMMISkONER WILCOX: No!
0

JUDGE FUL6: She declines the offer.

M. FRASE: That Conoludes what I wanted.to say..

JUDGE FULD: Mr. Nammer?

z z
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MR. NIMMER: Well, I just wAnted to make a

cwtent aboat tne direction of our hearing today,

I suppose our general topic here under, discussion

-- photocopying -- involves, in a sense, two different

elements:

thereto.

(1) The problems of libraries; and the other,

(2) The question of copyright with. reference
, .

We heard a good deal today about the economics

and other aspects of the library problems in photocopying,

and,certain14 much of it is relevant.But I wonder, perhaps,

if we have heatd more than we need to know.

1 u 1
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In any.event, what it seems tO he that we do

need to knowr.and what we have not 'heard up to now,

What I think of aP the technological pide of Ohotpco ying:

'What is the existing situation with refere ce;

to Xerox, for example?

Here I.use the tekm in its t,echnical 'seh,

The nature'of the rileasing or sale o

machines; how they get paid, and so on.

eir

Then, also,.the technological sideiin terms

"How is it possible to beat the machine?"

logipalJ7y

What can be donet'what cannot le-done techno-

All of which, it seems to me, ipp.'relevant on.the7

question of: If there is going to.belgome kind of

mechanism for royalty
collection, WI have to know about

-

wha't the technological side of the machines 'may be, so that

We know how that can gear with a royalty collection scheme-7

without going,
. \

/at. this point, to the question of: What bhould be the

payment, and for what kind of uses the payment should be.

We have already passed that, to a degiee, in
8

connection with the
if that may be re-

.

opened ih terms of our long range recommendations.

In any, event, it seems to me it is terribly 1

'important that we get .some of this hard data op' themaohine
,

25 .themselves,rather than have very muCh more on theeconomics
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of.the libraries VI photocopying. illat is relevant, but.

A
there ilk limildtion of What we need to know On that.

MR. LEVINE: Jusi in response.to that: We are,

.

I and we have been, in touch with representatives of

Xerox, Inc., an we, in.fact some:Of us, in fact -- had

viewed some_of the operations of ome of the Xerox subsidiar

.

and we hope to haveointother tec ical people from the

large photocopy.ing organizations to give us that,_and that

°typ..2"of/iinforma

There iS, now, some very' interesting work being

done in machinery --.as I think some of you know 2- linking

the photocopying maChines to computersiitfor purposes of

recording photocopying frequey.

We certsr11 17 expect to get that-in. -

S.
.

I think-as this has been our first meeting on

thotocopying (,r t.hink it is important.that we

get into the'recordcSome of the exieriences of the large

research libraries in' their photocopying.

MR. NIMMER: -I just wanted to make a point for

the futUie.

jUDGE FULD: Yes, Professor Miller?

pROFESSOR MILLO: I don't.have a copy of our

.Statute here in front_ f me: In the, use of the ward

_"photocopying":is it limited to photocopying in the

Classic sense of .1iterary material on a machine?

103,
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For.example, is jt clear that it woul not
,

include such operatibns as the Soriy Betamak System?

MR. FRP4E: It says,."Machine Aproductión".

*

PROFESSOR MILLER: It strikes me that, as you

.start to think/about multi-Nedia systems, and the potential

,

linkage between photocopying and computer, that pere are

other audio-visAal techniques with photocopying.aspTs .
,

4
.

to them: I don't know whether they are technically,
,

literally, or philosophically, within,our charge, or not.,

JUDGE FULD: luld not "multile reproduction"

cover it?

MR. NIMMER: What you are,talkIng abou't is video

a. 411.

tape?

PROFESSOR MILLER: Video tape from a broadcast

medium; video tape from a computer medium; video tape,

or any form of reprography from another medium -- or regardleB

of medium -- micyfiche. ; computer; broadcast; digitaY; and

photocoPying,'

MR. NIMMER: Well, there id long dis%ance facsimile.

transmission, too.

PROFESSOR MILLER. Well, we had all of this background informa-

tion on networking, and Vision Of the future, which we got several:months

ago. Part of that vision was a sort of a home entertainment education

center, which was-multi-media in character, and has a wide range of

copyright implications. I don't know haw big the apple is.

104
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JUDGE FUID: You are suggesting that %Ire get into t-hat?

"

PROFESSOR MILLER: 'I am suggegting that we think

about whether we should go into it in detail.

MR. NIMMER: I think that is a good suggestion:

Perhap the members of the Staflt and the Commissioners shoul

1

eadh again at our chart and think about it, and let's

have another session in which we talk about that jurisdic-
1 ,

tional question. It inQblves a loi - 7 such as the

Vanderbilt University problem.

PROFESSOR MILLER: Right:

MR. NIMMER: For myself, I would be interested

in getting into it, if the Commission thinks it is approprila

MR. LACYi. Mr. Chairman., I would .like tn say,

also -- just as I said this,morning it seems to me that

.

Mr. Palmbur's study was accepting he present mode of

publishing.journal aricles and equiv leAt documents
. . .

as given; and trying.to address a system to it.

I think we all, quite consciously -- both the

.COngress in. producing Section.108 of the B' 1,and

this Comissidn Producing"its gwidel nes to interpret

. one subi-sect:ion. of thae-- we are addressing.ourseIkes"

,not only to an existing structure of publishing dissemina-

tion,but to an existing structure ot interlibrary arrange-

'ments, and both of those may be changed radicallyeither

by technology, or by the evolution of -nee structures, such

as, this Center we talked about this morning.

lut5
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I think all of us on both sides, felt that what

came out of the guidelines wes very workable, and Very practical. It

certainly owes a Lot to the tonstructiveatesmaraship of the Libiary

and members of this Cammission.

It wes an interim sort of thing. I:thihk everybody felt that.

In fact, a lot of us felt that the guidelines should be reviewed later.

I was hoping that we couldgive some thoughts to what modes of document

reptoducticn:transmission
May develop in the future, and try to erect

a ooPyright structure that would give incenives for investment,

develorcen, and use of CWM4 amisculdbeeWsAned motto inpEde

develorment:

This is something that I really-think is wide open.

I don't think anybody really thought --
certainly not I, or

other.people I talked to thought through it ve'ry clearly,

yet. It is a coMPlex and difficult subject.

Ten years fram now -- because what ultimately emerges will

likely be the Law for a long time -- tem or twenty years.fram now, what

is likely to be the typical way one goes about getting the total of a

19
journal article, for example?

0

,

Law was to facilitate or impede that?

21 I

That might be a quite different system

be quite differently done. The library

22

23

24

25

. Th whole pOblication of it might

'tstrUcture might be quite different.

MR. NIMMER: It occurs to me that my statement

might be misunderstood by some of those present.

The Main point 1 wanted to make was as to the
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direction our future investigation in photocopying should

take4 tt

I think thffixe are some present, who have lmen

invited'here, and who wilf be making presentations to,us

5 , tottiorroi4,-,perhap along the same lines we heard today.
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.
don't°Mean to suggest that we will not be interested to

, .

hear what,you have to say. We will be!

At the same timil'I hope to the extent thdt
,

that it c4h be dlrected not,only to the existlng

problems bUt, also, to'your view of,the future-7.
economic

'and.what -kind of clonttol 11\echanisms might be appropriate..

°
Mi. WE6GEWORTH: I am not sure tht, there was a

misihterpretation of your .remar]cs, .Dr. Nimmer

1 .

- '

.

it might clarify matters if we recall that a part

but I'think

the diicussions that are taking pla6e today probably

would have taken .place,much earlier in the hi,story of the

Commission had we not made a deliberate decision-that we'wer
A

going to postpone consideration of thi's topic-p-but discoverea

we could not do so. .I think that it does seem 3,ittie

bit (16' vu if we look at it simply as photocopyihi in

libraries. .I t44nk what we might see is thtathis activity

-- as Dan has alluded to on many occasions -- constitutes

a very large percentage of.the Ilse of certain kinds of

works under copyrighteand our view qf it is whether it is

25 .
hard copy, or some. other kinds of devices, it is likely to

1 0-7
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continueetoobe.a significant network for use. And I think

-.

that the' problem is more general is was suggested, and.

2

:I would.like to see uelmove,.to look'at some of. the

technological
considerations as yOu suggested,-so that

s

we can.start talkidg in tome of what are compensible or

non-compensible uses, as came-up in our previous meeting,

,

because I think that that is the issuethat will be facing

us, ana,liOt wheiher we are talking abOut photocopying

in librarces, or the use of the Sony Betamax,-or whatever

.piece of equipment might be inYolved.

JUDGE FULD: Are there any other comments?-

PROFE$SOR.MILLER: Is there any.way to get at the

world of photocopying as it is traditionally yiewed, as

long as tradition is.in this field - outside'of the

library? Industrial photocopying; corpoxaterphotocopying;

.

law office photocopyihg?

A ,
Because.I really have my doubts that'library,

photocopying represents the .inyisible pOrtion oUthe

iceberg that We are dealing'with.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: Very small!

PROFESSOR MILLER: My guess is that ihe scale of

,industrial.photocopying is significantly greater than is

library photocopying, and We have not heard a 'woe& on

:that!

Indeed, there has never been ady public debate
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MR. WEDGEWORTH:' Woulp it be possi11e-to get some

statistics from some sf the tajor manufacturers,whohOem'

remained conspicuoUsly silent in all of these discuisions

ofthisiesue?

that:

/
PERLE: They don't want to knows

MR. FRASE: I would like to make two_comments on

6.

-
.(1) Don Kiin41 study is .pampling industrial

phoiocopying.

As I said he sort"of emphasized and increased
.

the sample on that because, under the Revision Bill, unless

am./those industrial establishments are op o-the.public,-00

'
qualified redearchers -- including, their competitore,

they don't get-any conceseions at all. So we will, for the
re

first time, I'Aink, get some information on that.

The other thing 'it; that we cAn j.nvite some peoPl

to.cope in m that gide and give us their information,
/-

advice and problems. nether those inVitatidns would be:

. . .

Apr ndt, I -don,At know.

1.

acCepted
:

-.MR. LEVINE:: 4ithque appearing.to be heavy-

handed that is not 'the intention Of what I am 4oing

4410y milv'we do

who do'.not,qome

haveL subRoem.powers to get those people

in willingl§..So we do heve something!

jut. HEASE: The4are two other .kinds of phOto-
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copying, too. Students' photocopying outside of the teaching

situationtand pho tocopying,iR copying mil].s. I don't know

whether e4her of these are measurable or controllable, put

they certainly are very much under siege; and I don't .

think we have looked at those.

commiqsioNER wilicox: I am wondering -- as a

point of clarification -- if what Mr. Miller is doing,and

'what Mr. King.is doingtare the same thing because I believe

he is looking at special libraries ln industries, rather,

than industry.

Is that Correct?

that much

Copying.

MR. PRASE: Well, I don't know 4hether there is

distinction. take the Exxon Corporation photo-

They proimbly have two kindi: one that the

library,does, both from existihg material, and through

interlibrary loan.. The other is: In some establishments,

they have photocopying machines around which are not super-
.

vised and which are not charged for.

'PROPESSOR'MILLERft Sixteen years ago, before

I lost, my way in the Academic World, I was practicing law

with -a firm that shail remain nameless, that 'had offices

in. Paris, Brussels and Washington. Thesenior partner asked
4

me, mWhat are the copyright implications? Would you do

some research on the copyright implications of our' Xeroxing

' the Law Week.every Monday, and sending it to oUr tfiree

,110
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other officesr

I said, "I don't have to do a y research to

answer that question!"
.

I gave him 1.ie answer, to which he replied,'
_ .

"Don't write ie.up"!

I think that that kind of copying is differen

from library copying, and I think it'is also different

from the unsupervised machine. It is, an institutional

policy of replication for in-house use which I assume, Ain

a place.like General Motors -- and'I am just using that

in

off the wall -- it may be/* place like the Xerox corpora

tion

-- could achieve rather astronomical proportions

im terms of thousands of engineers.

MR. WEDGEWORTH: You don't even have to go outside

of the educational communities. If you take a majok

university, and if you were to add Up the tr.if-on, say,

the machines ip the Law Schoo,1 Sociology DePartme t,

the Physics Department; the Chemistry Department, and

compare that to what they are looking at in the library,

it is insignificant, and I knowbecause we used to pay

the bills.

DR. D;X: Well, just to put a box aroUnd it, the

111
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problem is to isolate the photocopidng of cbpyright material

in that kind of a situation.

MR; IIDGEWORTH: Yes. Yes.1.
DR. DIX: Most universities; I kn/w, have now

begun to coordinate this kind of copying and it would be

possible to find .out the total volume of,Princeton Universi

for example; but it would be impossible to find out how muc

of that was unauthorized photocopying of copyrighi material.

NIMMER: It would be impossible to find

with

out s&cifically, /.particularity,but.it seems to'me that

what we clearly should do is try tc;) determine how we dpproach

the problem of these entities, an4 then obviously the

relevant inquiry --'or one releva t inqviry -- will be

precisely that:

should not assume tha we cannot ge\some

helpful data,but. it Will have 1

It seems to me this i vry itportant and w or

limitations.

tno Staff, time to determine verir kly how'we go a out

getting that kind Of information; a d I certainly wo ld

not.preclude use of, the subpoena powe

to be necessary:

if that appea s.

DR. DIX: There is one tore issue.

John Hersey mentioned copying
0
mills. I t

you referred to them that way. .

ink

I should think it might be possible to ge some

112
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data there from one or two commercial agencies that cis?, a

vei'y large amountlof copying', and some sampling of what

they actually are doin4 might be useful, I should think.

)

JUDGE FULD: Alice?

mS. WILCOX: We may go back to some of the

things that Ptofeasor NimMer. said. It seems to be

exceedingly important*, in view of-the fact that the
. .

,

Commission is involved with / study to set up possibilities

of a clearing house or a center .for,some

,technological implications -- the future ones -- the,

possibilities not only of the two'that'we talked abou

but als0 the micro-storage, you know. Microfilm and m

fiche impacted so heavily-on that, that it may radio'

shift the basis for having a centralized,versus a _de"

centralited,systepii

So that I think it is very important, if we cold

get some of that testimony to help the people doing the

studies because, :otherwise, they are at'a disadvantage.

I think that is especially appropriate.in

some of the Tilat you may, perhaps, refer, to in the
o

Ann Arbor visit.\

MR. NIMMER: That suggests two different,

separate.,fronts along which we should be proceeding:

The technological side, and the cOmmercial photocopying

side.
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MR. HER Y: Another eiing that we touched on

from time to time aut hive not gone into is reaching the.

stage of deciding w at is compensible, and the need for

some controls.

What sorts:g,devices and controls might be

; possible?

The King st d*:is going in ohe direction btit

there have been at lea t a dozen vatious means of control
.

and electioni and so o that have been put forward

in .the past,and we.od ht to know the range of those

devices as we start th nking about that.

MR. LEVINE: What,do you mean by "deviCes"?

They -arer not machlne devices?

MR. HER6EY: No. No. Plons.

MR. LEVINE:We are in the procesS. of getting

those together.
,

I wonder if I can just go back to the Commercial

photocopying question.

The,question there is: Is ,there photocopying

being.done that constitutes° what we traditionally believe

to /be infringements, .

,now?

Is it the question of voluine that we are

Interested in? .

MR. NIMMER: Clearly, there is a question of ,

r-s

volume.
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What kinds of institutions tend to do more of

ihat sort of thing tlian others, and how does one identify

itoif it cannot be defined in terms of classical

institutions, or whatever?

PROFESSORIMILLER: Knowing the diMension of the

problemiand the lo4tion of the problem, and %he

diiferent quantativ levels.of the problem in different

locations, might pr vide some insighte in thinking about

the point that Johi just made. That is: methoaólOgy of
..t

control, 'and enforicement of the compensation s.cheme.

It might alter your thinking of a clearing house,

versus a machine tax or a machine toll, or an actuarial

sampling of maChine-by-machine or location-by-location.

I don't"see how we could conceivably

a judgement on thatiwithout knowing.where the

are and what they are doing.
.0(1.

even approac

chines

MR. WEDGEWORTH: I thirlk that one of the very.

,sore issues that still' remains with respect tojibraries

and photocopying is that many libr-arians felt that, during

the period'that we went through these, intense discussions,

that librariea were really being held hostage for an .

activity, simply-because they were easy to identify,

when the. bulk of that activity was, taking

place elsewhereland everyone assumed that it simply could

not be contronedjand that we had no way of getting at
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I refuse to believe that;; and I think that, in

-

2

the course of our trying to exert controls over photocopyiug,

we have, in a sense, ighored.some of the basic premlsea
'f

that we have used to establish educational-type organiza-

tions and give them certain kinds.of advantages ,..within

our'Society in order to encoUrage thej operations.

I would strongly recommendgthat we.make some

moves to try to look
/

-of/these educatiopal

at.the copying activities alltaiap..."

. .

inatitutions, to see.if we cannot c

up with a way of loOking at different mechanisms'-other

. than clearing houses.that will take into consideration

these institutional usies.

Ie

me'

MR. NIMMER: One obvious area is'commercial re-

produding companies that do nothing but that:

Certlinly; that should, be easy to identify

and, if necessaryp we should use the subpoeha power.

I don't .know whether it would be necessary.

(- Then there are the major industrial giants

which could be taken almost at random, it deems to me, by

way of sampling, to get some kind,of insight into how they

operate.

It becomes more complex it/hen you get illtd the

middle and small entitiesobut there, too, maybe we can get

some kind, of a sample.
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MR. WEDGEWORTH: Even in that discussion, it seems

inconceivable to me.phat, in considering how to compensate

artigts for the playing of works on juke boxes, that we

would ignore the people who handle the juke boxes, in order

A
to get to the places,in Which the j4e boxes are placed.

What 1,am saying, specifically, is that I1Tink

we need to take a look at the people who,are making the

machines available and get their records, so we can get

some sense of the activity. I think that we have ignored

looking at the pdssibility 'of having them ass me some

responsibility for the infringements of works'ufder copyright

MR. NIMMER: And'they do, I belieke, have records-
.

insofar as their royaltiee are paid by use, or insofar

I am speakin-g in ignorance. Some of you may know more about

it. It seems, as I vaguely understand'it that, in part,

payments are made on a lease basis. I am not sure to

what extent it is geared to use.

'

Then there is the matter of supplies that have to

.be periodically given, which bears some relationship to the

amount o the use of the machine. Anyway, this is an area

where they could supply us with information.

MR. LACY: It would be fairly easy, yes,-to try to

get data on the number of pages copied. But the problem, I

. think, would be that the overwhelming majority of the

copying is donelon Xerox machines/ in typical offices, of
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corresponaence emu

don't use carbon paper any more; they-just type ihe'letter. I

and then go to the Xerox machine and run off as many copies ,as

they want. And.that is, I would guess -- in our company, .at
1

least -- 99.9% of thc use of our'machines So the gross figurieE

would not tell you much about the use vis-a-vis copyrighted

material.

Mg. PERL: If it is not out of/order, has Xero

1Ig

done any.reqearch as to the amount of unauthorized copying,

or infringing copying, there is on the machines which Xerox

manufactures?

MR-EMMYER: (Member of Xerox Corporation) I dorl't

know, ut I don't think so.

MR. PERLE: I would riot.think so.

I would think you would not want to know:

4
(1'

do know that we have some ways of getting at le&sti,

ahead of this, on the level .of the corporation. Some of us

have seen a c6py of h memorandum,from the Librarian of one,

major corp6ration addressed to all Department Heads, saying.,

"Here is a list of the contents of the journals

which we got in this-week.' Please let us know

which of thOse you would like copies of."

That was routed routinely throUgh the corporation.

MR. LACY: I know of.a paragraph saying that, "Tile

.

corporation will not take subscriptions to any of these
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journal.s other than the liibraiy subscription in view of the

availability of this service."

2
MIle'PERLE: It was a fascinating.document. It

'really Was , I ao think that, with.,a little imagination,

we, the. Commission, .could contact a random sample of fifty,

let us say, of.the majok corporations, in terms of the
010

numbof. .employees Ao_are'engaged in tOme soit of an
1.

intellectual-actiVity in America, and find out who is doing

-the purchading of journals, specifical/y, and say to them,

"We are not going,to spank you. We want to know HOw do

, ,

you go about.this?"

I think that takes a little field work, perhaps;

but I think we can g t at some measure of what is going on,

that- way. -I,know that it gOes on in my company, for example

to a shocking eXtent; totally beyond our%contxol! In my

company, there is no centralized purchasing of'the most

frequ t. "pirated" if you,will -- infringed -- if you-

- material. News lettera. Thoe news letters are

- the things that everybodi wants! They axe expedsive, and

they.ar6 copied at an incredible, rate. So. that I.think that

,

thejStaff could'aiy to Time, InC., Exxon, General Motors

-- you name it -- "What news letters do you order? Who

gets them?" Andithen; either by a very structured, simple

questionnaire 'br by interview, get some sort of handle 4--

a ball park figure -- on the sort of-copying that is being. .

done and how, because we 'are in a funny situation w ere we

1.19
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4

5

6

-
,14

-know it is ddne. We just cannot:Auantify it.
.arr

MR. LEVINE: That approach might work because

any other approach through a corporation ends up at the

corporate library, it seems to me, with statistics if they

do.keep them, froM the corporate ribrary as to what their

activities were.

4
What I think that you 43re suggesting,now,is'

6

to find out the nature of the photocopying that is going on

outside Of tile library.

MR. NIMMEIR: You knowi as I think about it, really,

the question of: "Is there photocopying of copyrighted works

by' private industry", is almost a rhetorical question. We k

there ! tt is true, as Gabe says we don't have the hard

data on it, But do we really need that in order to go

further than that?

We do know that it exists.

What I think we want to know isthe pattern of it;

what kinds of institutions engage in it more than other1

kinds; because this may be relevant in terms of a clearing

house kind of system.

r,
HoW do we keep track?

Who do we'iry to police7-

And"so on.

But the basic fact, obviously, is that it does

toast. If.I may call Upon one ok the observers/ Jerry Socar

120,



<
correctly. We had Qbtained a fi ure ocf the amount of the

commercial .which was ,obtainable, strangely enough

total commercial coPying at-that time. I think there we

did a study.in which you made an estimate of how many pages

of copyrighted, protected works wetexeproduced.
-

How did you make that estimate?

MR. SARBiN: We used 66 libraries, if I remember

W
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to
W in
n J
t Z
Z 0
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to measure your work.

>

j 1
44

W O W
Z (C

c ax w
001P 24 Aown between commercial and non-profit?

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19 commercial photocopying done -- all .kinds., Aduanistrative.

19 billion pages.

Then, by having'six libraries keel) records for

one month -- just libraries at the moment -- it was 66 --

it was 66 that gave the year's estimate of the kinds of

photocopying they did. We came up with a figure of.about
4

1 billitrn pages of copyrighted material from periudicals-

being copied per year, at tht. timel

I did not know you were going'to ask me this

question. I am trying to recall these things.
..

Interesti)n ly enough', I hear that Predacast hás

done a study on the total -- you might contact them --'

20 be figure I saw the other day was something like 300 billion

21 pages per year. It might give you some kind of a way

23 MR.. NIMMER: I forgot -- did your stucly do a 'break-

,

25 MR. SARBIN:. We did have sPecial libriride and

/ 1 G 1
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academic braries; dpecial libraries, in this case, being

,profit-ma)ang libraries. Mite wad a breakdown.-

MR. NIMMER: How were you able to get that data?

'MR. SARB1N: By,direötly yoing to them, and aski

them. We had intervieweis go into,the organizations

they were 'surprisingli.cOoperative'at that 0.m.e.

.

"

'open,

and

I don't know if they would be cooperative today.
, 4

We continued along that route. They were.quite

A
jUDGE FULD: As has been observea, there is no

question theh there are these violations, and the important

thing, I would think, is the way we'police them,

to keep a check-on what is being done.

tA
MR. LACY: It might be in eresting to'cali one or.

4

to have contr'c'

more publishers qf news letters
I ,

ments in .,terts of low prices for multi-copy,subscriptions,

in terms of-non-easily copyable colors of paper and ink; and

ho use a variety of experi

jx terms of releaPing in'pressure, investigating. They Itnpvi-
. .1

a good deal about.the isiues of multiple --
4

MR. NIMMER (Interposing) It would Jae worth hearing

from them:

JUDGE FULD: Are there any other comments?

MR. -LEVINE: I wanted to -- since we,may not 'Fit the

end of the day discuss the next meeting.

The next meeting will be November 18 and 19, and I beCLE

1z2
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6

8

9

18

19

20

a
21

22

.23

-J

25

Itligla be U11-.NewiYotkGity. a

We are then scheduled in December for

. 6N

.for a meeting an the 16th and 17th.'
1111. OW&

JUDGE FULD: Thai. is:rgoing to be'where?

1

meetings

MR. LEVINE: At 'a sitg to be determihed,

JUDGE FULD: That sounds like New York!

MR. LEVINE: I would suggest January 20 and 21,

and February 24 and 25.

(OU the record discu4ion)

MR. LACNO-Do we have an agenda for

meeting?

the tiovember

MR. LEVINE: -We are working up an agerida. We

expect_ to have that meetinglon Data Base, again.

MR. NIMMER: Do you think that, by the December
,

meeting, it may be potsible'to get back to the technological

side?

MR. LEVINE: YesL Yes.

° MR. LACY: On Data Bases, what were we trying to

Or will'we be 4s-
do? Hear more testimony about what?

cussing proposals? What stage is it.in?
19

MR. LEVINE: It would be, I think, Bdth Dan.

I think we would find it usefulto discuss some

of the ideas that you put forth privately,.and
data

it might be liseful to have more /base producers

123
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. We have been invited, at the November 18 and

19 meeting, on Friday the 19th, .to the Copyright Luncheon

Circle, which is going to be meeting, and Tom Brennan

of the,Senate Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks

and Copyrights, will be speaking onobservations on the

revised Copyright Law'from the Legislative point of view.

We have all been kindly invited by Chuck Seaton, on

behalf of the Copyright Society. weic-Are to be the guests of the

Copyright Society at that luncheon.

JUDGE FULD: Ts this the Copyright Society?

MR.I.EVINE: It is the Copyright Luncheon iircle.

We will be guests of the Circle. That is on Friday,

November 19. As I say, we will schedule our meetings around

that.

JUDGE FULD: Unless there is something more, we wiflj"

adjourniuntil tomorrowlat 9:00 o'clock.

(Whereupon, at 4:00 o',clock, p.m., the meeting

was adjourned until Friday, October 22, 1976, at 9:00

o'clock, a.m.)

7
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NCLIS REPORTE -PROGRESS OF TASK FORCE

ON A NATIONAL PERIOWICALS SYSTEM

Nalional
Connsission
Oil Libraries

and
11110111lati011
Silence
lftl si SWUM N.W.
SUITS 1.01
WASHINGTON. 04. loon

For Immediate Release-

The NationaI'Coilmisiion on;Libraries and'Information Science has

issued a progreSs'report on plans and recommendations being

developed by the Task Force on a natiOnal Periodicals systelb. This

Task Force.was appointed bY the Commission in January 1976,,and'

the completion date for its assigment is scheduled for early 1977.

Background

The lending of materials by one library to another library, i.e..,

interlibrary loan,,is a traditional. means of increasing patron-

aCcess to items not available at local libraries. :Statistics

Twblished by the AsSociation of Research Libraries (ARL) show that

member libraries made 2,158,000 interlibrary loans during the

year 1974-75. In the same.period; the.se 99 large university and

research libraries borrowed 477,000- items from other libraries..

While interlibrary loan, as viewed by most librarians, was in-

tented to be a reciprocal lending and borrowing operation among

libraries, thesestatistics.indicate that, due to the wide'range

in sizes and collection coverage of the nation's libraries, the

reciprocal concept does not function well.

About half of all interlibrary loans made by academic, libraries

consist of articles in periodical journals. Most often these

reciuests are satisfied by sending photocopies of the articles

in lieu of the original materials. With the increase in the

number of periodical journals published ahd the even more

rapidly increasing subscription prices, it has become impossible

.for librarieg, even the largest, to subscribe to and house all

the periOdicals their users may need.

In order to avoidicutting the number of periodical.subscriptions,

many libraries have reduced their. budgets for books to al&rming

levels. ,This is substantiated by findings of the National

Center for Educatioal Statistics; U.S..Office of Education,
which reported from.its 1974-75 survey of college and university

:libraries that library expenditures for books had increasecionly

2,8 percent.in a two-year period. This was in contrast to an

8 percent increase in the Average book price. Average periodical

prices increased 34 pet-Cent in the two-ycar.period while library

expenditures fOr periodicafs increased 36 percent, indicating a

marked shift in funds from books to periodicals.- This trend

,
cannot continue without injury to library collections ind to the

book publishing industry as a whole.

125
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In April, 1975, the National Commission on Librar/es and Information

.
Science (NCLIS) called a conference 6 addreia the problems of

resource-sharing vis-a-vis its national program. Attendees, rep-

resentatives of all sectors of the library community; agreed on the

urgency of improving access to periodicals. One outcome of this

conference was the creation of a Task Force to prepare a plan for a

national periodicals system.

Task Force activitids have included clarification of problems in !

access to the.periodical literature,
determination of goals and

objectives for a national periodical system, identification of

serYices and products; development of criteria for comparing al-

.

ternative'approaches, and specification of alternatiye structures

of a system.

Two basic premises adopted early in the discussion by the Task Force

members were: (1) the system shall provide effective and timely access-

ibility for all libtary, and information users, not just scholars,

specialists, and students, and (2) the system shall be built upon

existing resources to the greatest extent feasible.

Goals of a National Periodicals System

Within the context of NCLIS's overall goals for a national program for

library ahd information services,the Task Force has identified the

following specific goals for shaping,a national plan for improved

access to periodical resources:

1. /mproved bibliographic and physical accesa_to periodical

materials for all current and potential users.°

2. Improved delivery of periodical materials.

3. Reduced burden on large net lenders of periodical materials.

. More effective use of individual.library funds in the pro-

° vision of periddical materials.

5. Effective awareness and 'promotion to insure wide knowledge

of the availability of the System and its services. These

activities must include training and educational programs

for librarians and users.

6. Improved access.to the contents of periodicals, which implies

seeking means for improving each step iu the preparation,

publishing, abstracting and indexing, bibliographic,identifica-

tion and cOntrol, and distribution of the materials, with

recognition of the various components in the private and

public sectors.

. 126
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The accomplishment of these goals will twit:ire a flexible.syste41

capable of adjusting its,scope, configuration, and operating methodology

1sf indicated by experience, future demand, and available technology.

Services and Products

What servicei and Products are required of .a national periodicals

system to meet the, goals? The Task FOrce has agreed thai the primary

.immediate need is'improved docuMent delivery. Consequently,. themain

service of a national periodicals system will be dependable delivery

of loan Or photocopies of journal articles. This service wilibe

'based on the following design features:

1. The aggregate,CollectiOn Of the systeM should be comprehensive

in aubject coverage to include all worthwhile journals._

2. Heavily;used, moderately used, and little used materials

should be available.

3. Value of content rather than language should be the criterion

for inclusion of a-title..

A. .Initially, materiala acquired for dedicated Collection(s)

.should be built.forward from a specified.start date and back

files developed later.

5. Initially, most requests for materials will:arrive yia mail

and, teletype, and photocopies, and limns dispatched by mail.

In the near fUture, some requests can be expected to be sent

via a Computer-based communications system. Telefacsimile

,should also becOme more favorable cost-wile in ihe future.

6: Other speeial services and prOducts will be'considered for

future options.

The proposed national periodicals system will,operate under the copy,-

right law. An organized system,
with specified lending centers, should

make the problem of accounting, for dopyright purposes, much more

manageable.

Pluralistic System Design

The Task Force, in its work on planning for the system is attempting .

to answer the following questions:

1. 'What kind of national periodical.system is needed to meet

future. demands? >/-

2. What pieces or components of Such a system exist today?

17 /-



3. How,can the transition best be made from.the-existing pieces

. to the desired future system?

4
In addressing.the second question, two'recommendations quickly emerged:

(1) .the majority of routine needs.for periodical literature should be

met by.the existing local, Aate, and regionallibtary systems, and

(2) the strong periodical collectiods of the national, and major research

libtaries should also be part of a national periodicals system. 4.

A number of alternative design structures for a national periodicals

aYstem have been conceptualized and reviewed by tbe Task Force. ..

Alternatiire structures considered have run the gamut from a compre-

hensive union catalog that would identify librakies who would agree

to lend specific.titles, to hierarchical systema.cOntaining several

new national centers with comprehensive dedicated collections.

In light of defined evaluation criteria, the Task Force has concluded

that a three-level system is best suited to meet the anticipated

future needs for periodical materials. The Task Force will now:

d. 1. Consider ways to improve local, state and regionakcapacities

to meet a substantial portion of routine needs for periodical

literature.(i.e., the first level)..

2: Establish the best Course of'action to create,. initiallyi

.a major comprehensive periodical collection with-the sole

purpose of meeting the full range of national needs (the

second level)..

3. Describe appropriate ways to assure a continuing capability

to tap unique resources of national-and ,ottier major research

libraries (third level).

The bulk of loan requests unfilled brthe first level would be met by

a single comprehensive center with a collection dedicated to inter-

library loan. An unresolved question is whether future demand and

delivery of services can be met adequately from a single center,

Experience may show that several such centers are required in the

future. Changes in technology and publishing may also suggest a

more decentralized approach to this second evel tn the system.

The specification for the system will inclu4de a number of requited

operating and performance characteristics, such as:

1. The flexibility required to adjust the scope, configuration,'

and access mechaniSms in each of the three levels as indicated

by experience'and future demand.

r.

1 8
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2. The operating methodology that will permit effective use o

existing and anticipated future computer, communications,

photographic technology, and

3. The ability to monitor performance of the system as a whole

as well as,the individual components.

120-E

In addition to the. furiher specification Of the system, gove ce,.

funding, and implementation are being considered.

For further information, please contact NCLIS, 171? 1C. Street, N.t.,

Washington, D.C. 20036. (202) 653-6252 ,

7 8 November 1976.
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TASK FORCE MEMBERS

Name and InstitutiOn

Richard. BOSS, Librarian
Princeton University Library

Douglas.W. Bryant, Directot
and University Librarian
Harvard University Libraries

Melvin DaY, Deputy Director
'National Library of Medicine

(
Leslie W. Dunlap, Dean
Library Administration
The University of Iowa

Richard Farley, Director
National Agricultural...library

Eugene Garfield, President
Institute for Scientific Information

Warren H. Haas
Vice President and Librarian
Columbia University Library .

Arthur T. Hamlin, Director
Temple University Library

John A% Eumphry, Difector
The New"York State.Library

Stephen A. Nr.cCarthy, Consultant
Council on Library Resources

Robert R. McClarren, Director
North Suburban Library Systems

Russell Shank, Director
Smithsonian Institution-Library

-4

Joseph W. Pfice, Chief
Serials Records Division
Library of Congress

Representing

Large Research Libraries

'ARL/CRL Joint Committee on a
NationaiPeriodicals Lending
Library-

Fational Library of Medicine
r

Large 'Research Libraries

National Agriculturali.ihrary

Institute for pcientific
Information '

Center for Research Libraries

Association of Research Libraries 1

,Statewide Library Networks

council on Library Resources,

130

ublic Library pystems

Universal Serials and Book
Exchange (USBE)

Library of Congress

?



Name and institution

DaVid C. Weber, Director
Stanford University Librarian .

'Alice Wilcox, Director

NINITEX
).

James Wood, Director
Bibliographic SupRort. DiVision
'Chemical Abstracts Service

Andrew.A. Aines
.Division of. Science' Information

National Science Foundtion

NCLIS Commission-andStaffe

Joseph Becker, President
Becker and Hayes

Carlos A. Cuadra N

System Development Corporation

Alphonse F# Trezza, Executive Director
National Commission on Libraries and

Information Science

Vernon E. Palmour, Director
Task Force

131
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Representing

Large Research Libraries

4,

. ad

HatiOnal Federation of
Abstracting ind Indexing.

Services

Former NCLIS Commission
member, January - July,
now erving.as.a technical'
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SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITIES

THE NATIONAL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE

SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR:

1. NETWORK MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL

2. NATIONALCOORDINATION OF PLANNING

3 BACK-UP 'ESOURCE FOR THE' REGIONAL.MEDICAL LIBRARIE:

4. APT AS A REGIONAL MEDICAL LIBRARY FOR THE MID-ATLAt



131

THE REGIONAL-MEDICAL LIBRARY

11 SHALL BE' A BACK-UP FACILITY
FOR THE RESOURCES

LIBRARIES IN THE PEGIONI

2.' SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PLANNING° OF A COORDINATED SYSTEM WITHIN THE REGION

FOR PROVISION OF LIBRARY SERVICES1

3, SHALL INDICATE HOW RESOURCES AND PROJECT GRANTS WHICH HAVE REGIONAL IMPLICATIONS

FIT INTO THE REGIONAL PLAN1 THIS INDICATION SHALL NOT INCLUDE A QUALITY JUDGMENT

OF THE
PROPOSAL,ICH IS THE PREROGATIVE OF THE RESOURCES REVIEW COMMITTEE AND

THE, BOARD'OF REGENTSI

,

135
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t

THE RESOURCE LIOARY

Al REQUIREMENTS RESOURCE LIBRARY MUST HAVE THE CAPACITY TO OPERATE

AS A MEANINGFUL NODE IN THE NETRKI

-11

RESPONSIBILITIES

11 SUPPORT THE INFORMATION'NEEDS OF THE BASIC UNITS LOCATED

4

WITHIN ITS GEOGRAPHIC AREA

, 2 JOIN 11ITH OTHER RESOURE tABRARIES WITHIN THE'REGION IN A 0

COORDINATED EFFORT. TO SUPPORT NETWORK DEVELOPMENT, INCLUDING

COORDINATED.REGIONk ACQUISITIONS WITH RECOGNITION OF T.HE Rks.

BACK-UP ROLE1 SUCH i COORDINATED ACQUISITION PLAN COULD BE A]

,

BASIS OF REQUESTIN,ADDItIONAL NIJI SUPPORT,

, 31 UNDERTAKE SUCH COORDINAT6IDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES FOR THE BASIC

UNITS. IN ITS GEOGRAPHIC AREA AS IT DEEMS NECESSARY fOR THE

IMPLEMENTATION aOHE REGIONAL PLANI

A

0
Cl



THE BASIC UNIT

SHALL INDICATE ITS WILLINGRESS TO
UNDERWRITE THE, CONTINUING COSTS OF ITS

PARTICIPATION1 THESE INCLUDE, BUT ARE, NOT LIMITED TO, (A) ADEQUATE STAFF

TO SUPERVISE AND
MANAGE' THE'RESOURCES WITHIN THE BASIC UNIT, AND TO ASSURE

EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION WITH THE RESOURCE LIBRARY; (B) COMMUNICATION tHIGES

'BETWEEN BASIC UNIT AND RESOURCE LIBRARY1

139
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PRODUCTION' STANDARDS

1. OF THE,Ill REQUESTS FILLED BY THE UBRARYI A MINIMUM OF 85:4 WILL BE

FILLED BY THE FO TH CALEOAR DAY AFTER RECEIPT 100% WILL BE FILLED.-

BY THE TENTH C LENDAR DAY AFTER RECEIPT,

2 OF THE ILL REQUESTS THAT CANNOT BE FILLED, A MINIMUM OF 85% WILL SE

CLEARED FROM THE LIBRARY'iY THE,SEVENTH CALENDAR DAY AFTER RECEIPT;

.
*i

100Z WILL BE CLEARED FROM THE LIBRARY BY THE FOURTEENTH CALENDAR DAY

E

AFTER RECEIPT;

4

'0



900 000

3UO,U00

700,000

609,000

504000

4011,0U0

300 U00, "3,"3

200,000

340 193

't

ILL TRAFFI

(No. OF F1tLED LOANS) 10 REG1O'NS

, 4

'1'

398,004

441,920

502,867 est. 522,776'

146'
o

DE No. of Reimbursable filled loanf

FY 71 72 73
76



IN THOUSANDS

200 -

175 -

150

125

100 -

75

50 -

25

126,00,

121,00

102,00

PESTS:FILLED

19,00

206,00

147 ,
,

FY71 FY72 FY73 FY74 FY75 FY76'
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RM. NETWORK. FY:1976

DOCUMENT DELIVERY PERFORMANCE

40 RtQUESTS % FILLED I FILLED

'REGION AILLED 4 LAYS 10. VAYS

1' 56 606 88/

2 84,337 96

3 51,065 94

4 65,113 \ 81

5 H .25800 .92

6 50,906 - 98

7 56,921 .84

8 29,314 .95

9 . 70,849 .97

10 .26,873

-11 48,627
775

55.4111 MAL 41.0. REQUESTS

AIEM ,FILLED DAYS

9 FILLED 10 1 DAYS

qTIMATES'FROM 3 QUAIH
QUARTER DATA IS 9 7

D
FOR ,D'AYS,.99% FOR 10 DAYS'.

IA

'1114 01W517). T. .q7 FOR 4 nAv
149,

100%.

100

99

100

106

100

97,

99

100

80".

96.



ILC ACTIVITY

FY 1976 '

REELED.

REGION IV RtIL. 83,000 (32%)

NATIOAL 180,000 (RD.

TOTALS 263,000.(10070)

4,.

ACCEE6 FILLED

78,000 65,100

167,009 141,000

245,b00 4 206 100 (84+7)



COST ELEMENTS FOR INTERLIBRARY LOAN

LABOR (SALARY & FRINGE)

'RECEIVING REUIESTS

CODING,..SORTING, ALPHABETIZING'

PULLING, :CHECKING

PHOTOCOPY.
An

SENDING; REFERRINGAOTIFYING

RESHELVING

ADIIINISTRATION4gPERVION
(INCyJDING STA ISTICS)

POSTAGE

SUPPLIES

COMMUNICATIONS TWX

DATA PROCESSING

(EQUIPMENT) TIME)_

PHOTOCOPY
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$2110

$1190

$1,70

$1,50

$2,84

4% 'increase

t. $3,26

$3.58

6% incr,ease

10% increase

Average increase

8% per, ye'ar
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PHOTOCOPIES

120-U

ITEM REGIONAL GRANTSUOORTED SERVICE

to

VERIFYING
$0.150

PAGING
.121

RECORD KEEPING t '.052

PACKAGING & MAILING .039

RESHELVING
.036

COPYING
.204

. SuiToTAL -
.602

'T V!WA TRANSMISSION
,030

.
,.

'ilEFERRAL ROUTLNG
.004.

OPENING MAU..
..002

COFFEE BREAKS
.048

PERSONAL (CALCULATED AT 3Z) (.026)

OTHER
.020

DIRECT LABOR TOTAL .732

MACHINE RENTAL,. PAPER, TONER .24

POSTAGE
.U95

ENVELOPES, LABELS .023

TWX,RENTAL
.037

MATERIALS TOTAL
.399

DIRECT LABOR & MATERIALS ,1.131

fRou BENEFITS (la S&W) .073

0VERHEAD/(45% SaW) .

.330.
,

TOTAG.pER REQUEST.RECEIVED 1.534

TOTAL; PER REQUEST FILLED 1.763

TOTAL, PER REOUEST FILLED, ADJOTED , ,
;FOR 2 WAGE INCREASES, AS OF JULY,' L.u/u

AOURNAL OF THc PERICAN SOCIETY FOR INFORMATION SCIENCE

MAY-JUNE 19/1, CAROL C. SPENCER
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JUDGg FULD: May I call to order the meeting for

WelCome, Mr. Gordon Williams.

Mr. Williams is the Director of the Center for

Research Libraries in Chicago, which is a cooperative Center,

for the collection of little-used research material.

The Center has an extensive collection of journal

-
literature,a d lends only actual materials, not photocopiei.

It also has an affiliation with the British tabrary

Lending Division, which supplies photocopies of material which

th\Center cannot obtain in this Country.'

Wil1iams willdiscüss the Center's' activities.

,
MR. WILLIAMS: 'Thank you, Judge Fuj.d.

.,

The lending and photocopying
activities of the Center for
Research Libraries, including
the'arrangement of securing
.photocopies ofjeriodic1.1 articles
from the British'Library Lending
Division in Boston Spa

'
GORDON WILLIAMSr DIRECTOR

CENTER FOR RESEARCH LIBRARIES
IN CHICAGO

The Center for ReseaCch Libraries was founded,in

1949, by ten major universities as a not-for-profit corporation.

It was founde out of recognition of,a factor

tha't ne ds emphasis --e/and, I think, 're-emphasis -- in "tle

context of interlibrary borrving and photocopying, especially

1.6 1 sk,
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as, this latter is subject to increasing cost because of

royalty payments to publishers.

Th0.8 factor is simply that'no library supported.

o serire same limited clientele. .
a college, or

university campds, a government,or 'an industrial research

establishment, a city, or a county --canspossibly afford
4

to bui, process, ktlep forever on its shelves all.of the
government

publications -- the books,
periodicals,/documents, and so

forth.rthat its, patrons sometimes need V consult.

Interlibrary:borrowing and photocopping -- as .

this latter became easi,eri.faster, and cheaper was ne4er

begun, nor are they now continued, in oraer to save the

library's money at the experise of the publisher--as many of .

them seem to think and, irideed, s the language of the present

J

law seems to imply.

It was begun and is continued.bedause, in the

first pl ce, the individual personal user cannot afford

to buy and house, far his own exoluslve use, all i5f the

publications he finds it useful or necessary to consult from

time to time;

and in the second place because neither can his local-

library afford to buy,and keep. forever, all of the publica-

tions that its patrons need now and will need in the future.

The library's purpose in-such interlibrary borrowiqg

or photocopying i 5(:)t to save money, but rather, it is to

1 6 2
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make whatever funds it can afford, provide access to as much

published literature as pohsible.

The Center for Research Libraries was founded

to help achieve this purpose by-making such access to
!

materials*the libraries could not otherwise afford,as con-

venient and as efficient as possible and, therefore, more

extensive than it would otherWise b

Ihe result is, in no case, a reduction of the -

number of titles,aCquired and available but, in,fact,-an

.increase.
5:

And -- not incidentally --.this is what I

understand to be the basic reason for authorization in the

Constitution of the monopoly of a copyright for a limited

period of time: ntely, to increu".6 the publication and, hence

the aVailability of us l knowledge and, therefore,.tliis is

the.measure against h the effectivenessof specifip-"'

copyrights, I assume should be judged.

The Center for Research tibraries' firai program for improving atcess to
-

Pperiodicals is apropos as an example of this approach. Under this program, an

2
with initial help from the"National Scii.nce Foundation, the, Center ilegan to`-r-

acquire for the joint lite of its members those periodicals important.encagh tc

2 be abstracted in Chemical Abstracts andBiological Abstracts that were not hel

by any member library. There were a surprising nuiiker of these, approximately
2
3,600 periodicals in fact.

I know of no case in which a library has reduced23

24

25

ita expenditures for books or periodicals Beaause somewhere

available to it, on interlibrary loan or through ihe

. 1 ti3
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availability of a phot'oopY of an article from a journal.

Any such reduqtion has been solely because the library
4

budget has been cut by those who provide it.

Wh t some may have done, becaUse of such

availability, is to change,somewhat,the
'selection of what

they bought: That is,, they might have bought Title A rather

than Title-8, betause it is more mseful for their money--:

bought and placed in the system and

and it might nOt beiotherwlse,

me quote some.statistics in illustration.

but Title A6 is still

is still -Adoesisible,

'Let

You have already heard Gene Palmour and others

cite the figure of 50,000 or so journals of research signi-

ficance as currently being published. In comparison with .

this, the best comparable figures I have been able to get

indicate that the average majOr university research library 3F

currently receiving only 14 to 15 thousand titles out of

this -50,000, and that this many is now consumin4 50% or more

of the'current acquisition$bmdget of these libraries.
.

The average number in a college library appears

to be in the range of 300 to 500 titles, only; out of the

universe of some 50,000; and is even less in IN t public *libraries

and in government and indusErial research libraries.

Tt is clear that, unless, there is some alternare

Access availabke whidl'is-Mams economical
than local purchase

the

and perpetual houSing by every library, there cannOt be/full

access to Information thatb is in the NatiOn's researCh-and
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educational interest.

4
The hasic purpOse of the Center for Research

Libraries -- as of the British Library"Lending Division --

and of other networking arrangements, is simply' to try

to assure scholars and researchersthrough their libraries--

of ready access of materials which the library would never,

in any case, be.able to afford to acquire for itself;

It seems to me that the thing to be done -- and

I am.confident this Commission is concerned withdoing is

o assurerwithin the framework of a copyright monopoly and with

ew technologies, the cost of access to some publicatton3 does

ot become so great that it is restrictive and limit.ing

either to access, or publication.

would like to be more specific about a particula

aspect ofmthis. You have already heard, I am surel-something

about the frequency of uie of many publications,or,more to

the point, about the infrequency of use. Let me emphasize here

that infrequent use is not a synonym for "unlm ortant"! Many

factors other, than importance make a given ti be it-a boox,

r- ,

periodical article of "infrequent use:

23

24

One obVious factor is language.w-4 Many

scholars or researchers in the United ,Siate6 amiliar with

Xapanese, Hun4arian, or other exotic languages;and a ticles

in these languages, however important, are not going to

25
frequently used, simply because few people can read them.

165
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Yet many of these are important and 'should be

available when needed; and they are needed, occasionally.

Another reason is specialization.

Science and technology, in particular, are notabl

for increasing ppecializationwhich means"few readers inany

one specialty .

' Several

i publishers, and I think specifically of the American Chemical Society and the

American Psychological Association, have done surveys to discover the nnmber

of readers of the articles in their publications. The American Psychological

Association fonnd ihat the average nuMber of readers was only 7.

.

in their publicat Lns, and the American Chemical Society
found.the average to,

otlbe only 10 pers for articles in their publitations. 1

-,-

Moreover -- and this is important in the case of

a university library, especially -- scholars move from one

institution to'another, taking their special interests and

their special informational needs with them, but not their

library's books and journals that have been acquired for their use.

/These then languish unread

there, but the subscript ons are continued to avoid,a gap in the flle for the

next specialist in that f )d, who mhy not be appointed for years, or ever.

In the meantime, the maintenance of that now unused file precludes.the,library

from providing adequate files for the spec45ilist in a new field who wAs ap-

pointed in the place of-the one who left.

These fhctors are exaggerated and have unique

and peculiar effects,in journals, especially.

Not mail, people use journals except, perhaps,

fora few current general ones such as science or nature.

What they use are articles in journals.

t(j

a
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lection of articles-thst.cOnstitdte the Periodical. In addition, you must
I-

./ < w 0 4 Ambscribe and pay in adyance without knowing what the articles will be about
u id z

. or who their authors will be. In effect, subscribers are being required to

N
O buy ten or twenty articles they are not interested in to get one that they

6 are. i

journals that are most frequently used in

But the peculiar thing About periodicals is that

you cinnot subscribe to articles, but only to the whole miscellaneous col-

7

I V

187

19

20

Jj

25

interlibrary borrowing or photocopying, are also the ones

that appear to be the most widely subscribed to already,by

libraries. There fs a consequent danger, it seems to mel'that
mere 4 ./

these journals also will be the ones that take/of the library's!

money, in any royalty-for-photocopying arrangement.

But, since the library's'funds are finite and

are annually fixed, this additional cos must come through the

counterbalancce. . of reduction elsewie. This is likely

to be at the expense of subscriptions to the least frequently

used.journals thtmsh as I have emphasized; not,

necessarily, the least important ones.

But since these journals are'very infrequently

used, any 'loss in subscription will not be offset by

photocopy royalties, and they will be in even greater,

financial trouble fortheir continuation.

The real competition here .is not between

libraries and publishers but between publishers, for the

library's dollars; and the risk to be guarded against is that ' ,

any imposed system does not simply give more of the limited

167
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funds to those journals that are'already financially

profitable, et the expense of those that are not, but that

it is important tO keep pulAished.

,The Center for Research Librories is now providin

,

access to some joUrnals for its members from t e British

Library Lending Division. We haVe just looked at a sample

of this use in a way that has never, to my kno edge, been

looked at before, although I did hear yesterday -- as you did.

-- that Don King is beginning to look at some of his data

in the same way. ,

Most journaluse samples look at a sample of

all reqUests for journal articles during a relatively short

period of time'. They are, in etisence, samples of requests.

.4
(

We look`et.a simple of all use, by all borrowing

libraries over a 12-month periodvof a random sample of

specific journa1 titles. The result is,interesting, especially
4

in light of the CONTU gVidelines for Section 108(gr(2) of

the nbw: Copyright Bill.

the journals

For example, we found that only about 2% of
.

,

were requested /

requested/six or more times
,

by any one library

during the year -- only about 2%!

If-this sample ii characteristic, this means

title

24
4that only about 1,000/but of the 50,000 or-so titles

25 currently published, are used as frequently as six or more
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times per year, by any one library..

Further -- and although'I have not yet checked

specifically for these titles in this sample -- I have checked

what I think are similar situations in other cases, and

those libraries making these frequent requests -- that is,

.making six or more requests moit ?ally had their own

subscriptions to these journals.

Curiously enough in one of those cases, the libr ry

had subscribed to the journal for three yers, had paid

the publisher annually the subscription fee for that

journal but, in each of those years, it had not received

a single issuefnmnthe publisher: He was now borrowing from

another library, issues that he had paid for from the

publisher, but never received!

JUDGE FULD: He got his money back, though:

rr-

MR. Williamp; Tbat is one of the faults of the

library system.'It should have been claiming that earlier,

as well. But it is a complex matter in the library, obvio

We have also found that multiple use by

a librav -- that is, requests for photocopy,by a library,

of more-than one article from a particular journal --fis most 1

frequently the result of 2211_2119 patron's req st for

-

several articles from that journal. It is not' several

patrons wanting several issueston different occasions.

169
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Most of these requests appear to be for.

one-time'use. You will get two or three requests from,a

library. .You look more closely. These are for one patron,

and that is the only request that the library.dakes during

the year.

Thii point ises, perhaps, sOme conflict between

the guidelines for Section 108(g)(2) and Section 108(d)

whidh, apparently, makes a distinction between borroieings for

individual users, and library borrowing.

In this general,connection, I would like to

comment about the expressed fear of the effect on journal -

subscriptions of a centralized journals library, or other

organized, interlibrary loan arrangementii.
The new-copyright act and

_its guidelines appear to regard disorganized and inefficient methods of access

1' a s o.k., but organized and efficient method, of assuring access as evil'. ,
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The'...fear presumably is that the organized and

efficient ones will make it easier for libraries not to

subscribe to journals ihe.publishers would like to have them

subscribe to. But I return to4rny basic point: Under no

conceivable-economic circumstance can libraries afford to buy

or subscribe to ail of the books and peZiodicals their

readers need, or wantland should have access to. They must

borrow, or photocopy, from elsewhere,if access to these is

to be provided.

The more inefficient that limited,proprietary

access

inteyestsforce. this/to be, the more costly it will be, and

I -1 0
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the less money there will,be available to support publication

of those publications most in nebd of such support....if they

are to continue.

In this connpction, I think it is fairly.obvious

that it is really im'everyone's interest to try to support.

the most efficient and economical svitem.

Let me also pointlput that most studies of journal

use viainterlibrary borrowing or photocopying indicate

that only about 25% of such use is 0)r non-English language

materials. Yet, about 50% of research library jOurnal collec-

tions are in foreign languages. (In the Case of the Center

for Research Librries, about 50% of the reqUests,to us,

are for foreign language materials,but I 'suspect that this

is 1:ecause our users of this journal source at this time,

are primarily major universities, not colleges, or

publid or special libraries")

'Given other eviaence as,well, for the relatilAly

infrequent use-of most foreign language materi,als, the

suggestion is that phis would be a most. fruitful Af0a for

shared use through an efficient, central lending operation,

or other organixed interlil;rary loan .

Yet this ia equally suspect. ..

,I certainly do not mean to suggest.tht-the

United States should not be equally concerned and careful

aboilt the copyrights of 'other 'Nations. But'I do suggest that

171
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their books and jOurnals in their own. languages are not

sigmtficantly dependent upon sale to U.S. librariesiand

that effici-nt access-to these will help, not huTt, U.S.
. (

publications '4nd access to information generally.:

MR. NIMMER: May I get a clarificatidn on that?

1111R. WILLIAMS: Surely.

MR. NIMMER: Aile you suggesting that whateiter

copyright arrangements may exist with respect to domestic

publieher&v those Wodid be inappropriate with respect to

foreign publishers?

MR. WILLIAMS: No. What I am, rather,' suggesting
_-

is that the blanket kind of barrieinterlibrary arrangementh

be modified to some extent with respect to tte foreign

ones.'

sort?

MR. NIMMER: A given number, or something of that

MR". WILLIAMS: Yes. The guidelines might well

be different in the two cases.

MR. LACY: Of Course, the United States is

required by Treaty to treat the copyrighted works of foreign

Countries identically with those'of Nationals.

MR. WILLIAMS; That is right. Indeed they

are. BUt, on the-other hand the CONTP guidelines and the.

24 law itself -- which is, going to require *interpretatior, I,

in sore cases
25.

would gather -- haS.:to'do/with the nature of cooperative,

1 2
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systematic arrangements for these.things, ratheikhan the

,actual photocopying that is involved; and it is this point

to which my remarks are addressed.

MR LACY: The point'is:$ The Treaty provides for

-(

business to treat the copyrighted workswhere the copyright

is.vested'in the national of any dther Member of Ulla. Universal

Copyright Conventionr-in no way differently from the copy- .

righted woik which is vested in the, United States.

MR. WILLIAMS: Finallyr.I would like to comment,

briefly, on the cOncern expressed yesterday afternoon aboAt

coin-operated, user-operated photocopying machines in
I.

libraries, particularly.

The impression I got from the aiscussion was that

this was a thing that should be stopped or slowed down, or

vmed for copyright royalties in some way.

In my own obpervation, use of these

machines, and indeed in my owm use, use in lieu of

any possible purchase is so rare as to be absolutely in-

signiffeant! They are primarily used in lieu of more

and
time consuming, Airfficient note-taking by hand. r would

suppose that most of you would agree that, indeed, this is

most of your own personal use in the use of photocopying

machines for copyrighted materials -- note taking.

This kind of use -- in lieu of note-tAking --
1

But if the operation of these25 I. take tole fair use.
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machines is to be stopped or
hindered, I am confident

that,rtually no mgme book or 'journal sales would result.

t

-ther

Or, if taxed for what is fair use (and without a monitor/to

oversee each operation and forgive each fair use, this would.be the

result of a blanket vharge) either this is Unfair to the user, of it will

;5

4hibit:his use, and.waste his time 4Ed:effortin the legitimaLd develnp

4

ment and use of new technology.

I. don't have anything else to say. I will be(

glad to try-to answer any queStions.

LATIIMGE FULD: Dr. Dix?-
.

DR. DIX: I don't think I heard exactly what

Gordon Williams heard yesterday afternoon,in our discussion.

In other words, I did not think our emphasis, Gordon, was on

coin operated machines so mUch as the kind of.systematie use

of photocopying device for distribution within large

corporatiOns, of multiple copies, and po f,)rth, clearlry in

lieu:of Purchaie.

Aside from .that, Mr. Chairman, I just wan7tto

. -

say that I think'this is the clearest statement we have had

.
of the library issue, asoe see it', at least in tems of tbe

systematic if you ;oill -- am., organized mechanism for

the distribution of journal Literature.

0 (, I hope that we will press Mr. Williams hard to.ge

hiM.to extend his
thoughts oil a variety of things.

I.

The one thing that I would like to ask, is:
A

,

1
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As you look ahead -- you have had mite'

experience, I believe, than anyone else in this Country

with this kind of library's library -- as you look ahead

ten, fifteen years, what rcici you see as po6sibly emerging--

that'we have not yet thdlight about, dordon, in the way of

systems of this sort?

In other words, which direction are we likely.to ,

be 'going?'

MR. WILLIAMS: I ,suspect that'we are likely to

be going more in,the direction of centralized retention and

/1-
acceta-for materials, among/Other reasons, pptause age

is beginning to-catbh up with us. Books and publications

are accumulating. A new one does/not automatically supensede

an old one, and you have got to keep both. Under this system,

libraries have been growing and, in fact are growing, ex-

ponentially ,
in siie.. Yet there is some decay of use,y

by age, and it is clear that it is not possible to have

gro6 like

every library Continuing to / an inverted pyramid, starting

with a few velUmes and going on forever- ,4getting larger and

larger.and largerr-keeping everything that it ever acquired.

'And, yet, a few copies .--- at'least one, ana perhaps more of a few.

of them -- need.t6 be available, for salorarly

J

the

Given what is in general/infrequdnt use of ,

.1

thes materials, I would suppose that there will be more

* 1 5
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centralized

systematic/arrangements
for the collection and preservation

of these materials as time goes on. Much of this will be

older material, but not all of it.

One of the surprising things that happens as time

goes on, is to find a number of publicationscthat were taot
.)

regarded as having "scholarly interest" At the time they

miarepublished; but

- .

'that. acquire -this with the passage of tinle.

One can think bf miteriali that are called

,seholarly):

"popularr" (as opposed tt&,-1 sportsjournals; journals
motercycles, automobiles,

photography, high

.relating to hobbies luch
aiefid41:1x-Y-P-leAPIL.LiritliVd of thing -- that

are irhportant aspects of social history. In general these are not now

collected by libraries. A f eF public libraries marsubscrille to ,

-
them, but they do not retain them-for more than 3 or 4 years, because they.

.

..

are. not ,,
.

.

. re,

/.seen at that momen't ad having schO larly value. Yet, as.time

goes on, they do become'important and they are.not, then, 4

generarly, available.
Sometimes there ate no .copies thap ca

f these thing"'be foun

--Tile way to
assure)their tuture'access is to *

. systematic T

...A
I

assure their current /collection. for permanent retention by a libraty

that will assure ihem future access to scholars everywhere in. the-icouritryi

(-MR. NIMMER: Mr.
Williams, you ove a clear 1

.

. .

1

1:

and forceful statement as to e inabilitulibraries tO

40.

:simplikobtain copies by su criptidn. But I am not clear 7-
,

maybe I missed it -- on'y

the necessity of photoco

opinion, can-live with

ur position with'respect to, given

ying,
whether.libraries, in your

;

ome fbrm of copyrig

I i d

stem, royalty
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paymeEts etc.,,and, if so, what.the shape of that system

may be.

. Do you see the guidelines as acceptable, or

Unacceptable, or(rdO you see any alternatives'?

MR. WI'LLIAMS: Weil, speaking:personally,
it seems

to me_that the present CONTU guidelines make a very good

age

stab -- I think as good, probably, as one coufa expect

atAthis moment, toward icime

the libraries.

as I think

be free

and the

g,that ig acceptable to

need
I think golxlelines/to conti to be examined--

will, in fact, happen.

I am not at all imOyirigthat/all use should
I think-

use, and the right of the copyrsight proprietor-.

autelor is to be completely ignoredsin this.

do(Urge, however based on the usej.of

guidelines and royalties
.these materia s -- is that P not take 'the form of becoming

so restrictive that they
restrict'access.because of the

.inability of libraries and i ividuals to buy everything they

need.

MR. NIMMER: Then I guess the questio is; How

restrictive is too restrictive?

MR. WILLIAMS: Well, "I am going.to give you

a librarian's answer to that one.
,

Too restridtive.is so restridtiVe that'it prohibiLs
(

access to anythinveasonably needed for research, educationior',

.
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restriction:

40

NIMMER: That seems more like a lawyer's
,

1(Laughter) /
MR. LEVINE: It seems there are twQ methods of

. k

One is that there,not be permission, rom the

iFPublishei to reprint.,

The second: that 'the royalty costs are .so high

that there is an'economic restriction.
,r,Assuming tat there-was. some form of --bdirty

% ,
.

.
.

/ordl-- tompulsorylicensing, Where the end" costs of obtaining

.

the photocopy of "the jou nal article are passed ov'td the
, .

requester, this Would mit in any w I.think, interfere

wit4tile 4udgetof the library:

Would that restrict the avallability?.,
A

MR. WILLIAMS: Wbuld it restrist it if this cost

of.
were passed on to the user,\instead of being'paid by .the libraryi

MR. LEVINE: Presumably, *ow, it'is alsodame,

imagtine. Is that not, the case?

*MR. WILTMS: The ImactiCe varies; so it ii not,

raries do pass this coit to the user
consistent. Some/ ,and some do not.

*

DR. DIX: May I give a scimewhat*ifferent'answer

to mr. Nimmer's query, ,at the momdht, as .a librarian.

N-1 -think I would +almost be illing 40 pr dict that

At'



for the foreseeable next couple of decades, the library --

the money wailable to individual libraries for journals --

-

the acquisition and distribution of journal literature --

4
s going to be pretty nearly fixed. Many libraries are

,
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a ready over-extended onthat side, as we learned already --

and have
/Cut. too f#r on° their purchase of monographs.

If thereNt going o be ric mOre money., then any

additional imposition of costs,,in the form.of royalties

,

or whatever,.i. s going to result in some reduction in the

holdings of individual-libraries, I think, as a result

of this.

-Thy

So I think those are the faotorssin the scales,

A

perhaps, when we say, "How muCh is too much?"

'And, again,. that is an unanswerable question,in

a wayibut I would,suspedt sdrhing like that is likely to

happen.

MR. LACY: m
;.he dismgallom\several

times referred

to copyright as "reqtrictive",.or, apparently, s .intending

4

to enfOrce subscription insteaS of.copying;-'or imposing

significant managerial burdeng.

-I think there s a point of view among,some who

.

'would'argue for, so to 'speak, a. pro--copyright side;ancl
1. ,

'particularly if we move toward.a much more extensive systein

of reliance on a central naioriar se'rvicefo\copying.

It is ntendeci 'in this sense, t all!
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If one views it as desirable that the ugers of a

work in a repr ographic form should have the same%opportunity

and obligation of making a contribution to the cost of having

edited it, putting it into reproducible formand disseminatin

it, as those who use it, instead, in a printed form --

whizh,is basically the point in copyright -- you,are not

talking about restrictxon at all.
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I don't khow of any publisher' who has proposed

g.

that'people.should not be allowed:to photocopy.

I take that back,. I don't know of'any organized

group, or' a respoWsible spokesman fox:the industry as a

whóle

(Laughter)

Oh the. contrary, I.personally think that the,

public interest may viell be served by a substantial extension

of re1iance'ônreprography by access to individual material.

But in point of fact if there is to,.be,a gubstantial increase
o

\

in reprography
.

-- if this comes o be not a margial lase of '

rare material it becomes teaily an important factor.

In dissemination'of materials ,;v\then, all the more, it

becomes important,not_as a restrictiVe ;4Zasu;e,but as a

measufe to, Make it posgible that users in that format share

in the tootal'cogt of the original materi6l.
,

4

.SW1 wovld hope.the Librarians do not think'of

L,
copyright, or the requirements, for payment, pari-jcularly if .

1 c5

ft
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we are talking in terms of an ultimate national as well As

central system, as, we discussed yesterday, as a restrictive

17

18

or hOstile measure but, rather, as a possibility df., making

a national system like that work, as a means of channeling'

user contributions to the necessary functions for disseminati

I gon't.thOk there'is.a conflict'of interesti__

on this point.

'JUDGE FULD: An. other u
q

estions?
)7 -

MR. FRASE: 'Mr. Williams, what is your BLLD

volume'now for your members, annually?

MR. WILLIAMS: Currently, it is about 25,000 photo

copies per year.

MR. FRASE: Is this-grow,ing At some rate?
l. -

MR. WILLIAMS: Yes, it is.

MR. FRASE: S11ch as what, annually? Or have

you been operating long enough to estimate?

MR. WILLIAMS: -We havd been operating this iprogram

for only a year, and it is growing, I think, faster now than

19 . .

it was initially. It is

20

2t-

>

- 0 2:3
N D W

La 0 W
f), t LE

24 ,

accelerating
-e

Uhtil it-reaches a kind of leveling off Point. We expect

that it might runiby the end of the year,to the point of bein7

.
at present -

-about 50% more than 1 "tit some.place in.the neighborhood

/ 4.),

f

,' . .

of 35 or 40 thousand.
,

. ,

MRrtRASE:

' 25 material back?

d used in getting the
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libraries?

144

Is it mailed' directly to one of your member

(

MR. WILLIAMS Yes.

MR. FRASE: Rather than channeling back?

MR. WILLIAMS: Yes. That is right. The Center

is just a link in here to make the transmission of,this

requestiand the accountingfsimpler.

MR. FRASE: What kind of service do you get?

.4/11. WILLIAMS: In terms of turn around time, do

you mean?

MR. 4ASE: That is right.

MR. WILLIAMS: The members mostly teletype their

requists to the CeriXer. A few telephone them. We put

to ,1
;

them-dnecomputer link that gets them through/the British

Librhry-Lending Division the next morning.-given the time,

between the U.S. and Great Britain.

differential/ The British Library Lending Division then
, next

ts them off the computer early in thehorning
photocopy

and fills temb normal procedures; airMailst16/

back to the requesting library. The totafj/turn-around time is,

rather surprisingly, variable. In some cases it can be as

short as three days from the time the library makeb its.
4 .f

request untir)it receives the photocopies. In _other cases,- 1

it wiiruout to ten days or so.

MR. FRASE: Is thisimostlyivariatiocm in the

Ar

if*Postal Service? -,

12
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MR. WILLIAMSe Partially that;-Partly, there

-

are variations in BLLD response.

MR. FRASE: Shifting to another queqion, is,the

*kind of certification to be made by the borrowing library,

-

under the guidelines, going to raise any problems for you,

or is it going to be a pretty'straight-forward matter?

MR. LIAMS: I do not anticiPate, at this-

moment, that it is going to raise any really severe problems,

no. It is going to involve some moie record. keeping,

certainly.

MR. FRASE: Am T right in believing that,

so far as your own collections are concerned, you don't

do a great deal of photocopying?

Mg. WILLIAMS: Yes. We do virtually none for memb

libraries. Almost the only photocopying that we d

\arld I am talking now, when I say "photocopying",

about copyright materials, not the kind of photocopying thai we do
A

er

for preserVation Of older 'materials.

V
MR. FRASE: Right.

MR. WILLIAMS: Almost the only

photocopying of.copYright materiAls that we do,is to supply

;some'foreign libr ies--1 the Japanese, for example,

ith journal copies from our

ollection.- This is a miry sma amount.

MR.,FRASK: Coyld you make available to the
31 ,

18,3
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Commissionland also to Mr. King --.or we could do that -- a

sMall statistical, study on a sample basis?

MR. WILLIAMS: I will be glad to.

MR. FRASE: Thank you-very much.

MR. LACY: Mr. Chairman, I have one other

'brief point -- just arypbservation.

Reference has been made,from time to time,to the

fixed level oflibrary appropriatione,and the burden of the

royalty from photocopies mposed on it.'

To be realistic-, I think we ought tb recognize

that any%terms that have ever been discussed about this

royaltii on phot copying would be a trivial charge, aS compared

.to the in ases in:Ipostag ates on mailing Material out,

2
or the cost or film or paper us,,d in the Xerographic-processes,

Or the increases in cost .64 fuel 0.1 PI the libraries, and

-woilld be infini essimal
compared to library salaries of the

22

last decade. It really is not-an important issue.

JUDGE FULD: Sure. I understand.-

MR. LACY: We are all deluding ourselves and,

really, raising a false issue if we are saying that 'this is
A

such a burden in our acguisitign ppticy.

Also, appropriations are not fixed. Libralns

get raised in salariek,-over a period of time. When costs'

go up, funds. are found to meet them,over a period of tile.

DR. DIX: May / r Pond, Mr. Chairman, by siMply,

184
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I.

shying that I want to be sure the record indicates that

there is, though, a cer:tain flexibility here, and that I

agree with*Dan: that I assume that'the kind of royalty

arrangeme ts we are talking about would not add a great deal

to this'totaf Oost. I just would like to be sure that they

l
don't, what er they are; that the amo.unts aite;somehow, of

su a -nature that theS7 won't unset this.

mR. LACY: It is the increase in the cost of 'hard typ

performance in seria3ls that results in increasin4 prodtiction

.6bsts against inflexible circulation.

MR. HERSEY: Mr. Williams-, has the Centet been

considering, for the futuretany new teChnological means of

answering your request that might substitute for'the Postal

System?

Have you been considering tele-reproduction,

and that ihnd.of thing, yet?'

-
MR. WILLIAMS': Only in the most general way:

There has been some inVestigation of.this ,brother libraries

-AllitLby the Center, specifically.

The.problelt With mosf Of these-from the library'

point of view-- s that .their cost is very substantially greater

than the gain in time that they proyide...'So'far, at least,

it has not seemed -- for moqs:scholarly use, thathe gain

.time isF.Worth 'the addition dncost.

The Center, in its own opmations, increasingly,
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utiles United

Post Office

Parcel Service rather than the United States

for the delivery of original books, because.of

'faster servite.and, in some cases, even cheaper.service.

gut the matter of speed A access iSonerin,which ther

, ,

is some uncertainty. The need to have the material within

A matter of ah hour or two appears rarely to be the case

in most scientifie,'scholarly,
educational use. 'It is

important to have.it=within a few days, 'rather than within

a few weeks,and it.is, I think, also particularly important

).

for the-User to be assured that, in,fact, he is going,

to get it, that it is coming within a reasonable tat'

without uncertainty or long delays in having to hunt for it, :,

which are real barriers tp effeccjive work.

MR. LEVINE: Under the CON U guidelines, the

'44

.obligation of certification is n the requesting library,

as. I am4rure you know.

Are you fairly certain,i -your own rrnd, that

you are not a requesting library when a request comes to you

and you then make a further request to BLLD?

I take it you consider yourself in that '
0

situation to be acting merely as an agent for the requesting

library.

Correct.
e

MR. LEVINE: Because.I would think that would

e-

put some severe
restrictions on you.

186 )
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MR. WILLIAMS: Yes\.; That,would be my present

inte retation and, 611 this point, I might mention again o_

that it seems to lie. that somethlng of the same situation-appll

in the case of the library when it requests materials
. .

on interlibrary loa that it is, in fact, an agent -

for the user who watt it and that there may be some conflict

es,

herebetween 108(d) and 108(g)(2) in this respect.

JUDGE FULD: If those fire all the questions,

Mk'. Williams, thank you very muckb..-- .

N.

MR. WILLIA MS:. Thailk y very much.

,

JUDGE FULD: We *ill recess for a short time.

(Brief ir-eCess)

JUDGE D: I.understand, Mr. Wil1iams,.

have _a foot.noteor an addendum7_

MR. WILLIAMS:.Yes. Thank ybu very uch, Jud.g.

It ocCurred to me -- and 1 shjuld* ave thouglit .

.

.19

20
thi

time --. in resPonse to Dr.. Div's question about''
., 4.

ure expansivi,of the Center, its operations, or the

on pf°simi1ar kinds of gerations, that.one of'the
,

that seems' to me very po 'ble, us ful in

21
copyright

the con ext of dissemination of/informatiot

14 0 W
23w 0 w can be normously:helpful to the p4i.sher And io the author

e'Cr 1 24. 'for sp of\these less frequently use materials
-1

, IPY
T 14

J t.
I

25 1

.-. it
0 the nature of the costs an' use Imay not be practica tO.

,

and new telthho1dgie6,/that such4nstituti ns
9

8'7 3t.c
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print .\for distribution in large quantities

1

facilities such"as owle,centralized and orgafized for fast

response time to uiers' need, can be Of helXboth to the

scholar and to the publisher, 34 making this material availabl,e
/1

quickly, on demand, under A-more efficientsand sxiesastenthim is nc

av ilable. -
I think this is both.a very reai Possibility,

one hat is in everyone's interest to explore.

I slimply wanted to get thaton the record.

18

19

2a

JUDGE FULD; Thank you-very mudh.

MR. WILLIAMS: Thank you; Judge.
(

OP, J6DGE FULD: Our next guest:is Mr. Thomas D.

Gillies, who has had twenty years of experience in ),ibrary

1.1

activities. He is a Director o'fi the Linda Hall Library'

in Kansas City, Missouri. This library is a major ceneer

for the dissemination of pireocopies of scientific and

technical informtion.

Mr. Gil?ies will tell us about the operations

.

of the libraryrand the economics of operating the libsc,

lending operation.

25

Mk. GILLIES: Thank you very much.

/

The photocopying
activities of the-

Linda HallfLibrarY for scieniific

apd techiiical.niaterials
By ,c6 - ,

. ,

THOMAS D. GILLIES, DIRECTOR'

MR. .GILLIES:- I sktu like first,,I

11
:;- .

I tO
voli

r-'

thinkF
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define what We are'as a librar .---fer you.

Herbert H was a Kansas City grain broker.

*His wj was Linda Hall. They established a trust which,

.

after their deaths, woeld haveras its sole'purpow the

and maintenance of a public library.

(
The li4ary must be on thelo47acre plot where the

lived,, and it must be open to the üblic. Beyond that, their
7.

establishment

restrictions were not great.

M. Hall's will/did appoint a Boa -Of Trustees.

He died in 1941; she hail pre-de s d hi by

three ,years. .

librarians

-The itrustlAs called upon some well known AmriFan

to survey the arei and recommend to .them the kind

On 11'

,

& library that they felt woul_

the basiS)of those consuaations, th
.

Trustees, ded thst thle
..

. 1

library,would be limited to the fields q Science,*nd Technd=

,

e most appropriate.

logy,
. ,

exclusive of clinical and surgical,medicine.

.
Ail' of the other areas of Science.a d Technology

would be added to our cdtle tion, but not, medicine.

established

They further

(ierence

After some delaye the library wae
a circulating one.

ecided that would be ,

p

and Research collection --

opened in the Spring' c4.1946.
W. v.

In 1947, it acqui_ryd,by purchase,the library ,

-

f the American Academy'of Arts And Sciencesp T at accl..

7

4

not

189
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From 1946 to 19,56, while weistill functioned in-the,.
,

!
1ito

M 4,

W I 13 Hall house, the library spent most c.f its actiVities and/
.

c* .

Z 4
< 14

energies in'col ection,development. As the collection grew

ci g
x 6
D4 .15 and its. reaqh Was maintained, it becate obvious-that.the

0 e f6 collection'shotil be made as widely avai'Aabe as possible..
'

o 0

W
J

'
J 17 Local use did not then, and yould not now, 1.think, really

2- .

. 1
,

_

.
18 justify the king of collectiaaje have.,... 1

tion was strongly delterminatime of the kind of collection and
4

the kind of\ikervice that woul&be developed and mlintained.

Probably the:most potentially determinativ

phenomenon since then for us, wastheTax !Reform

by whose rules,We ire now taxed as a:private foundationand

',,-_t.his,_undoubtedly, will have-some effect on the corpus ot the

trust and, ultimately, on-the kinds-of things that we can

acquire, and the kinds of services thst we can vovide.

Certainly, we already begin to feel this, not

in anpvery definite fashion,but ili.projection of what we

I.

k44

19
-

/
20

We began in a very prititivel way, seemingly now,

by sending out mimmeogr'aphed lists of the serials that) we had

in'the col/ecfidn. Affer the ,coilectph got.to a certain

,skze, the mimmeographed-lists'' ame unWieldlrand,we gave

them up. .

; .

4 . :?. at that time,

We" then sent atout to other libraries mostly,

emic librarte4 -- a rather simple listlApf

190
t
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title-s currently received, so that orders for interlibrary:

X In
O 0
Z

wW
caild be airacted tb us.

-
ul

T X by the mid-1950's,"there sufficient'amount
cri-0z
c -us 0
t.161w z-, f interlibrary loan activity that we found the-recor.d.keepip

.

s, extreme4 cumbersome and, also, having the material out of .

the library was,aufficiently hampering so far as access was

4

concerned,(that we began to respond to all interlibrdry loan

requests by sedding A strip of microfilm.

I. should not say "ill% That is limited

14

15

17

18

14

20'

23

24

25

to serial

0

d journal materials. Books, we codtinued to lend

44{as most l braries do.

Subsequently, of'coursei we added_the option
1 3

of phot pying to the microfilm and,'foic these copies, wa,
,

began o levy 'fees.

Our fee structurp. .has changed only' once,,a,d.

that was laatyear, we do charge 40 ceritsa* page for

photocopies, with a minimum charge-of $2.00 for an order

,n t for.an article, but for an order.

-
Microfilm we Promide at fivd cents a page,

with' a d o k1 charge ancy, agaila, a minimum of $2.00.anl"rc;b,1
2

ordei.

Subseqüent1, afterlmid71950 we_ did' arriVe at.'

aAother system forviblish'ihg,on an annual,basis,. a-"hOldinga-

1....

list!, of-our serials collection. This'we. continue ,to do, .1t]
. ,

0.

ig/a manuall .produced list,-but it is.rio a horrendoustaeics.

YY
. ,-, " 1

L

J , ,
. 1. Ni,/

, 191,
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9

10.

for uS to do It7-nnce a, year. This is di, ributed fairly

'Widely, both nationally
ind-internationalli, and, with t

use, and with :the increasing size'of the collection, we have

become, to some extent, a national and even an international

.y
resource.

We have approximately 30,700 tles in the

/ .

colleikion. About 15,00p-of those are)eurrent. That

. ,

roughly half.-- not quite, but. almost.

Early on, late in the 1940's, we had begun to

serve as a retource library for an abstract service called

W xn
i,

VI -J

O
1 1 1' Applied' Mechanics Reviews.-

/-We

12 allowed the..editorial staff of Applied Mechanics Reviews
0 4-
a, 0

114 13 1

m
. 0Z2 I p , k -

El 14, d would provide, for our usual fees, copies of any articles

x cs
.

D Er 15

to pUt a note in the front of each issue that the Linda Hall Lihr;',y

O 0.
w i

cc -16,
it should have been. We Were not always able to get all of

17
j the articles abstract ed.

which had been abstracted.: This waS more optimistic than

19

20

We had many of.them already in the collection

because they were pertinent, In any case, we added all

that:we knew that the editors were .adding .to their abstracting

21
! service.

?2 of the

23FOW
t cr

4
t. 7 24

25

They 4ad agreed 'that they would send to us all

ournals,that they abstracted from'whIch we did not have

in our c Ilection. It sounded ideal from our'point of view.-

/
Unfortunately, theyregularly cut out the

articles they were going to abstract to send to their review,-:

ti L.
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17

18

19

,20

and sent us what was left

not need!

which.is precisely what we did

;

However; it took us a 1.,iittle while to discover

this. Once w4 did, we b gan to us*e these 4usas methods of

acquisition. 1f-we got a mutilated issue.lge knew there

wfs something ahtut it 'that we needed.

And it was a Way.of .trying to,expand our own

library.holdings.

cite this exampNe _to you because 7- not the

mutilatiOn, but the idea,of an/a.b.ktrac't service backed up

by a library collection -- because it seems to me a very-

significant'form of information.transfer-if it can be madd.:.
't

to work.

We still serve as a Resource Library for AMR.

Me do not have everything that is abstracted in it) but we have

virtually everything,-or we can make appropriete referrals to

other sources for those things which we do not have -- usually

government-report literature of one soft or. another.

We had.also, Irom early stages'of the:librar'y,

).- 21
N 0I. reported our holdings, regularly; to the editors of Chemical

. .

N i
22

% t.--,

o

Abstract so that the journals and other serial materia whicl-C
, ..

,-,

C.1 3
0 a

'.1 -

W 0 23 we have and which was being abstracted by Chemical:Abs#act °

0

O a

ELM
J

.24 I were. available through the codings whiCh_they use-.in- their list's..

J
4 i

25
1

This again, has been a useful. means:ofcqui.sitin:.

I

,

1 31 .9
i ..,

i
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( 19

25

for us.

'We do hot/ by any mdans, have'everything that

.

abstrafted and bein$, Abstracted:either from books or jourriale,

. .

_,
:

bdt those things within our subject areA that we have '

-
/

da. /

repeated requests for that are in Chemic, al Abstract, we/
.,

. . .

'

find .
appropriate 'toadd to our cbllection. So thege,have

acql.Asitionls devices ih* response'to majorabstractin

services.
. _ ,-

The use of-our
colleCtion which I pan oite most

easily,.-based on some detalled statistics for Ole.year 1974--

is pretty much in contrast to what Mr. Williams toIii you

this morning about the-use of the Center for itesearch

Libraries, and'what I.think Mr. Line tell you about.

the'use of BLLD thie afternoon.

Before citing these :statistics however/ I should

point out that they are incomplete-for the p'urposes of thiz

.#

'Commission. Their. were compiled for quiteother purposes;

mainly,Whether we would retire some materials to less

accessible stack aKeas, Ana whether -- if cancellatiorls

became necessary we wodld be'able to tell which jo'urnAls

could'most.eiskly do without.
/

,

Eowever,,i'hey are complete sets of statistics

on ill of the ,journal
litieli-ra given yea'r.,,ThAt was na

sample. We have sampIed,since,'for.:191,6,,but
the'.6tatistics

are .

for l974,/based'ion the'auktdete collection; arid:. oui copying .

,

.
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19

20

21'
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22

23

24

25

.volumeincreased
blfabout 7% in 1975 over 1974, but has

subseTaenily dropped back to jtist.about the level of 1974.

/

,
r thihk, reflects the fact that.we

.

raised our service fees in eptember of 1975,and it has been
-a'

justenough to.make that differ.ence.

.Indications arethat our totai coipying for:1976
!

will substantiate pretty much !the,patterns of 1974,-even tas t

/

titles which We have specific statistiCs for'. There will

be variations,.Of course; b t I think they will not be great.

In 19746 we copied.j.dst over 56,000 articlesL:-

from.both jura11s and books. To do it we.used 6 500

serial titles roughly a fifth of the collection -- and

2,700-some books.

DfAhe books used, at least 15% were conference

proceedingS. I'5aY. "At reast" beGausetthese statiStics

were coMpiled after the fact, and it Was pot aways possible

for the compilers to identify a "Proceedinge volume if it wta,

-distinctvely titled. But of the monograph use for

copying purposes, the conference or symposia proceedings

whiah are Most comparable to journal articles, so far

a5 form of puiplication is concerned -- are by all odds, the

1

most frequently used.

copyi

The other forms that make up the rest of our

i
,

,4thtittics are from patehts, engineering specifica-
,

tions, b'eder'all dOcuMents and things of that sort.

195 t"
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\.

. There are some-spedifics that we do.knoW akout

general use of the Collection in 1974...

.

29-1/0 of the :items'used were used only
1

dnce.

yes.

53% Were used three times or less.

Almost 80% were used ten times or.less.

76 MR. LEVINE: How do yOu:define item!?\'

IS that serial title?

MR. GILLIES: It.is serial title in this case,

I should hot have said "items",

When I say "item"

as a matter of.raot.

I am merely talking apout

copy of an article, and this is.a title that is used only

, once. The title is not forany given year, which is.not cl

in our statistics.

Now, these usks, it seems to mel substantiate

some of the things that wersaid here yesterday, and which

Mir. Williams said about\the ssibility of an informal kind

of publishing through
abstract\forlater copying use. I wou3d

call to the Commission's attent n
.A

all-union Institute of Scientific

(VINITI)

/in Moscow, which aoes just this so

major abstracting.service.

It abstracti journals .34

here, device uSed by the

nd TeChnical Information

of thing through its

books, just as,ours

dd, but it:includes, in those abstrac A also, what it calls

q.
deposited manuscripts": thesethingSt t have some peer
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review- or referee-ing. -They are Acceptable to at le st some

-'measure of the sanie degree that A refereed article o

scientific journal would-be. They are not printed., They are

abStracted in Referativnyi zhurnaf, and are avail4le from

In4TI in response to direct kequests - /pot easily

for most American'libraries, think.They would'igTliore most

.requeSts from this Couhtry. But, within their:own Country,

these articles deposited as'manuscripts are' available*

1

and have been made..known brou4h the abstracting service.:-

-which is a very large and comprehensive abstracting sezvice,

Now, back to oUr own use for a moment.

6f the most heavily-used titles in,our. collection
I

10.
there were 923 serial-titles ftoil whi,chwe copied more than

fifteen times in 1974. We have nb! list of those 923 titles--

TiOr Of the various uses'of them .specifidall7y, brit we did wantl

to know which titles were most frequently used, and so we

more or less arbitrarily took the figure of 80 and the

-titles from which we-had copied 80 times or more in 1974,

P

we compifed frequencyIt_would

be easier for me and I think, perhaps, for you, if I simplly

distribute.to 'you-a,set of those titleb which are of 'not
N0 CC I ..1?i; .-

.

.

',1; 6 2 22 i inconsiderable Intereit.
>
cc

N W- 0 VI 23wowz cr
O a
O. CC

X W '
24.,

25

S.

The- colun on the riglA indicates totad

copying use.in 1974.

of that column indicates the.number of uSet for.lidles

The parenthetical figure j-ust to the left.
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dated berore
. .

)

.

By'sheer chance, our statistica_wer7.e divided

-
- ,

. _ .

from:1970 on, so it doe covet the five-year period, althiough

,z.

.

.

'we did not know .af tha time that the five yeart.would be

. i
.

..e. .
4 ,

. 0

' .

such,,a magical number s
it.'Xurned'out to be.

r

Now, obvfoutly, to us, the plaices of publication

,of theN se titles are of considerable sig Moan**,

Twelve of theAtitles out o the thirty-nine

are published in the%United hates; ten ire published ln

Jaghn;_ filfe,in Great Bkitain;and five in the Soviet Union;

three in Germany;and
three in the Netherlands; and one'in,

FkanCe. t,

carried this through the whole 923. I fee/

European

reasonably Certain that a nuher oe'Eastern/Countries woulM
d

4

have Ahown up in this list as well.
-

Now, obviously, some of the. )4t1es on the list

,reflect use peculiar to the year for which the statistics1

w

,

ere compiled."

For 4Wample,
Plating' rates a high usage on

aSt----1-istl_th_11_..irct.his can
be'credited almost solely to

atd fact that during 1974 we were doing a high volume of

copyidg for the Centet f9r Scientific Documentatidnia

the Argentine National .Council.. Their program.has ceased,

or they tired of,our services,, or something. They could

not pay their bills .-0 another problem that they had!
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.

Well., after they mo'unted- up ofor tweAve months,

we decided that we should do something! 1

So that usage has dropped off in 1975 and 19761

(1.. e . , PIA t ing)

Actually, I checked for 1976,and it/has ---rrUM-a

sample -- dropped clear down, so that it would not even be'

on the list.

However,.from the same sample that %,-;have done

for 1976 use,' the two titles at the top would remain in, that

place; the first oné being Soviet and the second one being

,Japanese. . The only.competitor for the Chemi,tirify tetters

-- which is a Japanese publicati,on --7...twould be Nihon kligaku

zasshi,

'

3 which is also a Japanese publication. So theit

situdtion did not much alter:

Now, of the copies that we supplied j.n 1974,

they Were sent to 1,701 requesters. The distribution of

those eequester to.type of institution, and this distri-

'bution is without regard to whether they are in domestic or.

foreign locations: Sixty-six were from miscollaneous

-

agencieswhewit1no.ttry Ito identify.-but tjhey include

public libraries; private research institutes an stracting

servioes;\iand other-kinds of institutions.

Ninety were from individuals.

One hundred and seventy-two were from governmentdl

agencies.

Three hundred and eightyone were from academic

199
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institutions, and 992 Were,from industrialagencies

-usually an industrial libtarlr.

,Unfortunately, I do nbt have figures for

numbeKs,of copies as/related tothe number of institutions

or type of inst tron. If I feel reasoAably'ure

that the use of our collection by governmental agencies

is considerably Abre, so far as copies are concerned, \

than that of academic institutions. .101e get occasional

requests from academic-institutions -- usually for specia1i4ed

kinds of materials not widely held.. But we have some real

vtllume users in governmentallagencies and, in connection

with your discussion yesterday, of surveying--or the,

possibility of surveying non-library use of photocopying-;-

would strongly urge you to Consider the governmental

agency as well. As I say, they are,1 in'a number of

cases, volume users of dur Collection di&pying Services.

Our 1976 sample of use indicates that about

18% of.our copying is from 1976 issued. Roughly63% is

'

from issueS,dated '72 through '76. The remainder, ohvioUsly,;
a

-areOomore thanAtive years old.

Of all of the copies we have made within the._ .

gamplie -- which is a 7% sample and 1, think a reasonably

valid one for this year --i5% weregOf Soyiet publications

and 7-1/2% were of Japanese publications. 'So that the

j :

25 pattern, in this sense, continues to, obtain, and I think

200
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w-

-it will. \--
/.

Now, dechanicallyA.:our oplflation is

relatively simple.
Biblibgrapbically, it is not so.

We feel it is our responsibility
pa-rtly ad a beans

of exploiting the colleCtion; as I say, if we did not

exploit it in response to long diitance use, we would

be hard put to justify the collection in its nlocati

)
on the basis of lo6l'use.- c.

We verify referenceS to the total extent

of our bibliographic resciurces and of ourqpersonnel,

resources'-- which are considerable --ihlong these lines,

This the expensive pAtt 011if the operation. It is also-
.

tone which we feel an obligation to do, in'part, beceuie-

our users of these services frequently do mot have the .

,
resoUrces to do them, themselves;

e'd6 not for example; try to verify

o the sathe degree a request from a major research
J

li4raryuniversity.library, if it has come to us and

obviously, erroneous, as-we do fO2ita sMall institu-

tional librar/y which simply does not have the biblio-

'graphic resources to support a search through national-

Or specialized bibliographies,

la service.

But,.in part, -we do this, as I.say,
-

as-

If we don't'have the thing -- once me have
4

'verified it we tr;Ao refer the user to another libratIr
.!,
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1
2
4 ,

,hat we knot/ doesT-or thit we can ide0ify as holding the

6 jouihal.. We do it in part fo our own acqufsition purposes)

becatisel)puch of what we /ire asked for that we do 'not have
, -

has recently been stracted in the scientific abstracting
.

;'servi.cef. and wealrnost certainly will be asked fdr it ag4in.

6. ,:Zt is.cheaver-for us to 'hive Setrched for the item and

7 orderedii -and-, At least,- have a'recO'rd in the order file,

,

a request for
than it ks to searth for it each 'time/the work comes in. .

.

'

,,,,

,

.9 It is simply a mattei of aquisition. There are A great deal

'of.errors im scientific bibliography -- not throUgii any

malfeasance oh Ole-part of the'compilers-oi abstracts or
. k

indkcesi simply t4at there are errors in'aitations. These

citations are PerpetuatetVin future citations. 4 'This is much

.4c. 14 more virulent now than it.wat before the COMputer,

15
o

the computer takes a citation. - as it sees it,'without

o
.

16' any editing7- an abstracting'service
freguentli, does not --

17. 'SO it IS perpetuated fOrever.

18

19 ,

1

20 1

21 1

=
e.
c C

z0 ° 22
W; >

0" U C
3 W

. 23 I

w.0 w
fix

bi 24 torm they are issiled or 'published. - - some consideration

*.
25- mUst.be given to the kidds of things.that we do copy in *

A '

For theseThreasons, again, we,do make ap effort

nto(identify citations if a citation does%not.seem
clear to 45,

1 Ai

/or is one tha we cannot find easily in our owrilirecords.
.

Now, that is essentialli what .,,Lhave to tell

ge*

you about our services. I think that if there is a National

.1\

system for reproduction of articles or papers -- in whatever

2 02
(
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21 se.nd' out an

volume', an .to the kinds of agencies we 'service which', as

. 4

Said, are largely industrial. and I think, im spite

'of the stAtistics, the second group would be

governmental rather than academic--and, also, to the kind
.%'

.of,bibliographic support which we tidy to give that copying

.service, which we do provide.

0
- Now, may I answer any questiOns?r . . ,Alp

:"\ MR. NIMMER: Out memorandum, ftom.Mr.Nrase

discussion with you, Mr. Gillies, indicates that you said,

if you were required' to pay royalties you could not stay

An.busiinessi because ofadMinistrative inconvenience.

Is that acCurate?

, If so' 'Would you exPand on that?

MR. GILLIES: Its isaccurate, I am sure.

Perhaps I shoukd mOdify it slightly, raOler tha

expand on it,-if I may.

We have been pretty much dedicated,'sirice tkie

start-of oar copyin- g services, tp keeping them a simple as

we.po.ssibly could. We do not accept.deposit aCcounts.,

1

,We do nA'do boo kkeee.ing for other agencies. We simply

invoice.with the item covering'our.service

'4

z
charges rnd, because we have kept it at simple as fwe can,

22

a 23 4161

3 u
N 7 W
la 0 I"'
Z CC 'r(on

cr

25

0
I think we have maintaisned a certain 'effectiveness

- .

Might not do if we coMplicated our own Rrocedures.

If a.system for royalty 'colaection were

23

\
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sufficiently IsaePto administer, thep I see nosteason why-
!:

- 2 we could not.liVe with it; but this is,,really,-the crux

3 of the matter. This /111What I intended to convey and did not
MI
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19 keeping might or might

20

21.

Ii

.

I am 'lure. H w It would work for the volume of foreign

I.
i ........

"11.,e copies that we make.is not at alI clear to meland this

is one ot the reasons why I wonder' how easy it woulg be to
. .1

mhnage.
4

MR. NIMMER:.Is your_concern with record keep-.
a

ing,vor the neceslity of getting consents, or difficulty

in findingthecorrect persons to whom to send the money,
,

.

or°what is it?

44* f MR. GILLIES: No. T think our reserVation would

be about the record keeping:

MR. NIMMER:, In other'WOrds,. you are assumingt

a compulsory.license. It would not be necessary to get

consent in.. advance, or,necesiarilx.e.to seek out the proper

parties who might.be entitled.'to monies-but those sort cif.

problems, Presumably, Would not arilae if there.were

compulsory licensing. But record

not be neceasary.,'

MR. GILLIES:,Yes. Of course, the compulsory

licensing system, / assume -- again, I don't know, would

involve a fee paid by *us at the time we subscribed to a

journal. If it worked bp that fashion, it would not be much

different from what we do now when we pay an institutional '

20 1
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fee fdr many journals, which is five times, or 'even seven

times what ..the individual is charged. If it were done in

that fashion,.it wOuld be simple enouqh 'for us -- so long as

we could continue to afford to pay a fee.
\ )

If we had to divide up the collection into

those which we have paid the fee for, and those we have not

paid the fee for, then I think we would have some complexities
4

which would be very difficult to deal with. And I think

we would almost certainly have to say that we could not do

that. We would have to drop subscriptions rather than have

,them available for local iuse,but unavailable for copying

use.

' JUDGE FULD: Mr. Perle?

/ MR. PERLE: Has anyone every questioned ybur

right to liake these copies or abstracts?

L.. MR. GILLIES: Not directly to us.

MR. PEALE: If this is not an embarrassing_

question: Have you, within your own organization,

considered"-theOppyright aspect
of what,ybu are doing?

MR.'('GILLIES: Yes.

MR. PERLE: What conclusions
did.you come to on

that?. You can take the "Fifth" if you want to!.

MR.,GILLIES: No. No, That is all right.

.

We have become increasingly careful'over the

-

,years about how we responded to some kinds of requests.

2 0 5
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At tbe outset, 'this was a simple'ddvice and it .

looked like an easy answer to our problems, and we copied

in response to almost anything.. Then, as We looked more care-

fully at what "fair use" might or might not' mean, we have

stopped .responding to multiple requests from the.same

issue;.for example.- We never have copied whole books aP6o4h

we Save,sometimesocopied substintial parts of books. So

that we have assumed that we were operating within the frame

work of:fair useaand, in the past year, we.have even begun

s
to limit our copying services along the lines that we

. thought the guidelines would take when. ultimately written.

MR. PERLE: When you turned down a request of

someone because you felt that you should not fill it, what

sort of response'did you make?

MR. GILLIES: Either that.we could not coPy

this under what we understood to be the terms of "fair use ,

or, in another case, if it were for two copies from the

same journal issue, that we did not feel it was appropriate

for .us to copy two articles in response to this request,-

or from a given request.

MR. PERLE: You used the term,"fair use":

Is there any frame of reference in copyright

in making a response?

MR. GILLIES: I would say "Yes". I think we

would have said -- I don't remember exactly what the little .

2 0 (i
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form that we use says, but it does refer both to copyright

and fair use. In just what juxtaposition, I am not sure.

ME PERLE: Thank you.
1

JUDGE FULD: Are there any other questions?

MR. g'RASE: Mr. Gillies, I am sorry Commissioner

Wedgeworh,:is.not here this morning.because he is going to

MOsCow abOut the Middle of next month with a small group of

librarians... I think he would be interested in your remarks

.about the all-union,Institute of Scientific and Technical,

Information in Moscow. I .will bring it to hfs attentidn
-(

When I have the oPportuniy to)f so.

What are your costs per transactio ?

'MR. GILLIES: I cannot tell you what our total costs

are,)Decause there are certain parts ofthem7 hat wekave

never considered. We have not ever considered what our
\

bibliog;r4phth search time is; or how many diff rent people,

ay have been involired in the search.

'Often, it is not just the libraria in charge

of iritr1ibpry loan, but it is Niarious peopl vith either

subject.or language specialitieS that may have been.drawn

in; and sometimes these are fairly expensive.

Just the mechanical, charges of clerica jhelp, in

procesSing requests;of' the entire photo lab personnel, and

Xerox rental charges,,and supplies and postage, nd so on,

muount to about 97 cents per arl,:icle. Around that. Up to a' do 11 ar,

207
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if that is easier, because our 'statistics on this score are ,

f"

not that ,precise.

1-

N (f
21

MR. FRASE: You must use a low postage rate!

A library rate.-

MR. GILLIES: We use library rates, unless
. ,

we are specif:ically asked for First Class, in which case,
.

we chtrge for First Class postage, except for over-seas

lorders,* which go b Air mail4aeour expense;

'MR. FRASE: I gather, if you use library.

rates must get a reasonable service on it, as compared

with.First Class.

MR. GILLIES: So far as we can.measure it, our

experience is there,is not much difference between it and

First Class!

'MR. FRASE: What kind of delivery tiMe is.ther:e

to your, say, East and West Coast'clients?

.MR. GILLIES: About one week.

MR. FRASE: From tile time you dispatch it?

.MR: GILLIES: From the time we get the request.

Now, if the item:was off the shelf at'the time

22 -- and tha haPpens frequently, because a lot'of our requests

are in resonse to recent issues of abstracts -- Or if

24" the citation is in error in some measure, it would taKe

25 longer than that.

20 t$
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MR. FRASE: bo you see any difficulty in Srour

operation with the certification arrangements which are
a

'set up in the guidelines?

GILLIES4- The onlY one that has.occurked

to melso fakiis that which will obtain in connection with

telephone requests.

It is not-clear to me whether a representation

in this ituation can bs Verbal or not. If it cannot,

then'the telephone
reciUests'-- of. which We get. On an'average

.

.

of 12 to 15 a day -- will be.somewhat inconvenienced.

MR: yRASE:" Would you have any impression as to'

how the guidelines might affect YoUr businpss? That is,

how many.of your custoterS4would run tnto the Eioint wheX
/ a

they would not be able,to order More copies?

MR. GILLIES: I'have.nothing but subjective

evidence here. My guess is that a few of the industiial

.and governmental agencylueers willoalso,be inconvenienced.

It may be more.than an inconvenience!
"'Perhaps that is'too

modest a term. But there are'some, I f 1 Sure ,. who order

from us regularly morp than five copies in a given year.

We have never monitored this, sO I cannot actually .say

that that is'the caser-but I have that impression.

MR. LACY: You menti9ned/earlieri.Xhat a

" -

great many of the peop/e -- I guess it was not you; it was

Mr. Williams -- a great many pepple who already,subscribed\
209
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to the journal but, for one reason or another, oidere46
/

-.1t3

,

_reproductimi from a central Source. Do you have any

p , 1
.

I. .

impression.whether industriand government users who o er

them frequently are doing so because they don't have the

.journaf or, perhaps; it is:just that a researcher in the

institution, 'using the abiltracts has found it convenient

.,

.
.,

.

to check off' a whole bunch of .abstraced articAs, "and

,
.

, .4

orderhel in one batch from you.-4ven ihougii the journals

may be'in the institution'ss'Llibrary?

,.agencies,

Do you have any notion on that?

MR. GILLIES: From the ind tria,1 and governmental A

would sayigenerallyithat te i do not have stib-

scriptions to the materialt-given the kind of thing we are

most frbequentlyasiced for. I am sure there hive been
.

.

instances of,the reverse, also, tut I would think, in

our case,,that that.is not likely.

MR.. LEVINE: Do You now carry Multiple

subscriptions tb-the.more heavily requesteI serial titles,
nly

or is it usually youi pdlicy to h e/one ubscription?

MR.-GILLIES: It s our firm olicy to have only

one subscription, or, one copylof anythigwe buy. There

are two exceptions to that: p.

1

One is Science, and one is Scientific American, ,

simply because they ire heavily used on the premises and,

for preserva0.on purposes, we have a second subscription..

2 1 0
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ExceEit -- I should modify that,
.

because the record

. N. ...

'should show we do have multiple subscriptions. We'berve as

a kind,of acqdisitton agent for our.exchange partnerd, mostfy
l

.

. ,p

in the ,Soviet Union, Japan, and Eastern Europe, and, there,

we do order multiple subsd'riptions to send to'other libraries

(on)

But in thil case, we simply send,/the subscription;,we do not

retain it ourselves.

MR.-LEVINE: Is-it.your.practice.

su4pect know the answer to this -- to put a copyright-notfCt
,on the reproduction of the Article that you distribute,

or do you merely copy the article and send it as is?'

MR. GILLIES: We do not put it on the art,icle

itself -las I understand we will need to dolunder.the.terms

of the guidelineth. It is so stated on the invoice that

we Supply with the.copy,

MR. PERLE: What is so stated?

4MR. =LIES: That the article May'be

protected by copyright.

.MR. PERLE: Without'indication of the name

iand the Copyright notice? .

MR. GILLIES: That is right.

MR. PERLE: Do you copyright, or put a copy-
'

right notice.on any of the material that you generate

yourseli, such as-an abstract?

MR. GILLIES: We ddn't generate any materi,a1

2 11 .
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.'except the serials holding list._

M. PERLE: When you abstrAst sOmething for

-
generating something --

MR. GILLIES: I don't think I understaRd you.

We don't abstract-anything.

MR. PERLE: You doet do any abstracting

yourself?

MR. .GILLIES: No.

MR. PERLE: I thought you 04:
,

JUDGE FULD: Mr. Prase? SI

MR: FRASE: Mr. Gillies, what would the impatt

be on your operation-if.a Natipnal PeriodicalsBranclp similai
/

to the BLLD -- which Mr. Palmour and his group are.studying

ehould come into this?

MR. GILLIES: It would depend on a great many

things, 'I suspect: What the fee Schedule for such a

service from a National Periodical Center would be.

If it were less than we could operate on, I

suspeCt our customers woUld go there'-- quite properly.

It would probablY effect our acquisitions

policy, simply be6ause many of the journals We now subscribe!

,to --" which are .not,used at all Within our.own local area --i

'would not be used,either,for copying purposes. I think we

would find it_difficult to justify tht* expenditure.'

.,S0 that it would hive that effect on us. '4
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For the kind of thing.that we copy frequently

,and which is rarely held -- some 'obscure institute transac-
.

. .

tion, and thii.nge of that sort -- I suspect it would not have

a great effect, but that is not i large volume--as compare&

with the whole.

MR. FRASE: What is the.relationship between

youF total operating cgst, including acquisitions,'for a

year,-and the amounta.you recover in charges for photo-,

prints?
, .

MR. gILLIES: .1WACrecover iL the phdtocopy

,

.

cliarTes, once we have taken out that 97 cents, about eight

2 , *
.

:E.
.

d

or nipe percent ofour annual budget. That is an off-the-4,
,

;cuff fisare, but I think it is close, too.

MR. FRASE: 'So, using your figures, if an

operation were set up eo supply photocopies, and to b

a full dost recovery, this wduld make the charge prett

4 s

high, would it hot?
'V.

MR. GILLIES: Yes. A

MR. FRASE: Alone?

GILLIES: Yes. If we tried to cover

the cost of acquisition, it would be .piohibitimly high, I

would think, for most' institutes.

MR. FRASE: Something in the order of $10..00,

on this basis.

MR. GILLIES: At least,--given the cost of some of

21,3
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,DR: DIX: I was really pur-6uing the same thing..

Let me put it another icky.

Do I understand your poffoy,, or, even, your
,

4

philosophY is that yo4 are operating" free public-library

supported by endo t?

.1 -can walk in from the street.'

.

You seek to recover fh these transaction& of

---

_yhotocOpiese,mepreily
the added cost of'sdpplying that service

. .
.w .

'at a distancC in general terms.
.

.
MR4 GILLIES: Yes.

4
DR:17".ux:

For-example, I. think you said there was 9%

left over after some'ninety cents, but-that does not rea ly

coVer yoUr service charge. You are-not really tecovering

ill that you mightolegitimately,underthat
philosophy.

MR. GILLIES: No. I think that is accurate.

DR. DIX: Those can be very heavy costs.

MR. GILLIES: Yes. They can be very heavy cos.ts.

MR. MILLER: Do you have any feel for the

impact on your user community of an added charge for

royalty compensation?

MR. IiLLIES: My general guess is that, on

the major users of our collection -- industry and goVernment

-- it would have very little impact. The only thing that

I have to judge by is that when we raised the fees'last

211
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year, in order to try to circumvent what had,becOme some-

thing of an iAconvenience for us -' namely, the telephone

request -- we put in a charge Tor each copy provided in

response to a telephone call and, apparently., that'has had

no. effect at all. That is a dollar charge per copy.

MR. MILLER:, Does ydur responSe indicate

that there would be some members of the Vuser community

w1.6 would be affected in
their habits by a fifty_cent or

a,dollar increase, 'gbin(g_ti royaltieg?

MR. GILLIES: I think some of the small public

libraries that use us might be, but .this is negligible

part of.oUr service.
4

MR. MILLER: The academic, do you meap?

MR. GILLtES: Again-, while we 'have supplied

copies to'a good many academic institutions, I think (
that it a relatively small number of copies. This is surmised.

I'd n't kno*this. I think most of those are for items

Apretty raiely held, and the academic community would

probably pay the charge without much difficulty.

P
0r. VULL: As al possible user, how many

organizations can I go to that will provide your service

in the United States?

MR.-GILLIES: I cannot answer your question.

I don't know. I would think a great many.

MR. MILLER: Does the fact that you do not kn(9Aif

215
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suggest that there-is not the quality of information in terms

*
,df who is stipplying,these services?

In other xords, the market_place doesn't even

k ow where it can get ylis serviceperformed at this time.

- MR..aILLIES: -I do not know how many libraries--

'which have a.

libraly, for

btiilt in clientele,
-

example?-would qo to-

stAph ss a univeisity

the lengths, or 'could

afford to go to the leng hs that 'w do for bibliographic

verification.

"I don t khow".

A
either.

o the a swer to your q4estion,there, is,

I don't think the'mkrket place knoWs,

.There are other
libraries which do the same

kind of thing that we do. I think, perhaps, you can pursue
'211'

it a little further.

MR.. MILLER : And commercial setvices, too?

MR. GILLIES: Yes. There are some commercial

services that do this, 'oo, some of Which Use us, in turn.

JUDGE FUL : Are there any other questions?

MR. LEVINE: Just one question.

20 When you say "academielnstitutions that request

21 material4, do you mean libraries -- university libraries

or

or is that directly.from a department?

MR. GILLIES: It happens both ways, both from

departments, ahd from libraries, but we have thrown-NU .of

these into the academic institution figures.

, 216
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departments in univeriities.thaiore-not nece9ari1y,c16se.to

us -- but are not far. We find.that they either send

people-in-to do thecdpying themselves on coin operated
..-

.
.

machines, or they request from the department, ,becab,Ae they

r

say it is faster than it would be tO channel it thrbugh

library.

M. LEVINE: What I Wlat wondering about:

I think the figure was -AAlthing like 990 out.of
* H..

institutiwthamulikced were private, profit-making

corporations, and that .figure fct, be highei,

because some of the requests are%funneled through, perhaks,

academic li)Draries -- information brokers aA Arthur

Suggested. -So that the 990^mighi net be the answer.

-/7-1

-.MR. GILLIES: Yes. That oould be true. If we

\

would have identified them as information brokers, they
. ..._

.
-

.would have gone into t t count. .
But if it looked more

1
like the ur'llrsity, I'ae"sure that is where they went.

,

Lnyourclues.tiontr.
. .1

did you Mean to suggeSt that the royal* charge of a single

MR. HERSE11:

artiCle might be a dollar?

M. MILLER: Oh,.nol rjust picked a figure

out of the air; John. I guess, given.inflatOn, I don't.-

think in terms of dimes and quarters. My lowest unit is a

dollar!
, .

If somettking.like gLLD were developea in.the

217
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United States, yould there stipill be a service that could be

performed by institutions such' hs yours"or information

btokora? Or would we see the obao1eacence of thin sort

of .sub-strata of serVices whidh, I gather Itom your

response, is not even fully knoWn by the user-client at this

point?

MR. GILLIEB: I suspect that if there were a

BLLD available in this Country, we would not become totality

obsoiescent. Some parts of our collection.would be less

used than they are now. But.I thr that there wauld.be ,(some)

4

things, still. We would have things that the BLLD of this

Country did not have, Or we might, for certain kinds of thin

be able to pursue the bibliographic identification further,

and would be willing to do this as perhaps the BLLD could

not hfford to do.

MR. MILLER: When you say "could not afford",
-

are you saying that in an economictor a qualitative sensc7
p.

,MR. GILLIES: Economic.

JUDGE FULD: Any other questions?

(blone)

JUDGE FULD: If not, we will recess until 1:15.

The-Commission will go into Mecutive Session

for a Wiort time.

(Whereupon, at 12:05 o'clock, p.m., the public

meeting was recessed until 1:15 o'clock, p.m., on tho samc day.)
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AFTERN006 SESSION

JUDGE FULD: Our final speaker in Mr,. Maurion

Line. He ii the Director of 'the British LihrAry'LonXno

Division, located in Boston Spa, Yorkshire, Engleuld.

This institution was created in 1973. It is the

central souice for dissemination of library material through-

out England. It has a sophisticated system for disseminating

photocopi43siand collecting payments with provision of the

copies.

Mr. Line will discuss his experience as .

Directbr of the BLLD.

We welcome ou, Mr. Line, and we appreciate your

presence here.

The activiities and future plans of the

British Library Lending Division

(
By

MAURICE LINE, DIRECTOR OF

BRITISH LIBRARY LENDING,DIVISION
BOSTON SPA, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND

MR. IJNE: Thank you. I am glad to be.here.

I originally prepared some very brief notes,but

in the light of what I have heard in the last two days, I

thought I might expand on one of the aspects I thought would

be especially interesting to the Commission. I hope my guess

is all right in this-respect.

..Alay I just correct your introduction in

219
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one respect, sir?
.

You said we give a service to England. We

do also give a Service to Scotland, Wales, and Northern Luaand.

This is a fairly sensitive point in Great Britain, and I

would..not want it to be missed.

JUDGE FULD) We will correct the recor0:

MR. LINE: The origin and growth of the British Library

Lending Division is really very recent. The National Lending

Library started in Boston Spa in 1961. The had alkind of

short,pre-history in London. 'It began Almost exclusively

with science and technology serials and Russian literature,

and was aimed mainly,at British industry which was supposed,
c:

at that time, not to be reading mdch of this, and not to e

getting hold Iczhat it did want to read.

The development sidice,then has been largely

empirical. Some research was done before the place was

established, but I think we would regard it as a piece of

action research, rather than a series-of feasibility studies.1

be
I would not like it, however, to/believed that we are not

delighted to see annual visits from Americans with feasibility

studies on the American situation..

We have a regular research team of five,

24 which evaluates vhat is done, And we.are able to evaluate

2r. :actual activities and develop accordinglywhich I think

2 z 0
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is much easier than trying to determine things in the

abstratt and asking people whit they want. I think this may

have some kind of model for the American.situation.

AlthOugh bur development has been tmpiricl,

it has been the decision to set up the Lending Division,,

. -

and its development into a service covering all categories

f material in all subjects and lahguages.
-

These developments have been tested/and verified

4

by objective studies. One of ehese I dig myself.r-before

was involved in the National Library situation, myself.

This was a study of the automation as applied.

to the 'National\LibrarY System in 1971 and 1972 and, as part'

of this, We did a detailed analysis of various patents --

models of interlending -- and the conclusion We came to

was that a central service was -- at leasi in Britain -- a

highly cost-effective.system, judged by three ci4eria thr

criteria which we still Use and refer to regularly:

Speed;

Satisfaction ieve ;

Cost. 4

the nature of our operation is as a'support

system to support the libraries of the Country with.

materials they cannot
obtain/themselves, to serve the

requirements of serious study. It is not our job to

supply childreh's books, popular gardening, fiction, or
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things of that nature. But we o consider it our job to

p..,
ilk

serve all serioui needs of.stil Y

We trY to provide this support system by

collecting,for our own stock thqpe categories of material

.

most in demand, so that we can provide a high percentage

ofrequests from our own stock.

We do this mainly by_buyin4 periodicals

all languages ancksubjects - rather, irrespective,o

language and subject. There are eome languages, ho doubt,
A

in which no sales have yet appearda.

Aft

We currently subscribe to 47-1/2 thousand curren

serials, and we have about 60 thousand dead ones as well.

We buy all English language monographs over a

certain level.

We try to. obkain all conference proceedin s;

r
all report .. literature; printegr-music; and 'some British .

government publications; and various other categories of

material.

Now, as a result.of this, and haVing built up

back stocks.in some areai a best we can, we satisfy,now,

. 21
.

'between 84% and 85% of demand from our own central stock.

N 0 ,
N - 17 '* 5 a 22 This' varies between subjecisland it varies between types of
r- v

O

.

,
14 3 hia . material. Serials in which the Commission .is especially
to o bi 3z z g
O a.
I T 24 interested, I know. For these, we satisfy 89% from our own

stockraut the percentage becomes very much higher for

2z2
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4

recent seiials. For 1975 issues, for example, we can

satisfy 97% from our own stock. We deal with half ot the

"requests we receive the same day'as-we receive them and 75%

have been dealt with by the day after.

After%this, we do have quite a.long delay

because we get requests which need a lot-of detailed checking

We get requests for things that have,not-yet been- published.

We get requests.for things that look as though they ought to

exist .and perhaps never have, a. d never will.

I/think we can be Orgiven'for not supplying
,

these very quickly!

The total demand,now,is around 2,650,,000 request

a year, which is bet1.4een ten an& eleven thousand,on average,

per working day. Our biggpst day was one, I think, in March

of this year, when we received 18,000 requests; but we expect

to exceed this in'November,-which happens to be another peak

month.

t
'We do only-satisfy e4% or 85% in stock, which,

means we have to'call'on other)resources for the rest of

the material; and we satisfy a further 10% by calling.on.

qther swirces.

Aere are twq main categories of these.

The first is a conventional meansi.of Uftion

Catalogues. *We keep Union, Catalogues of major cbllections
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' in the Country, and we can provide requesting libraries with

locations obtained from these cataloguese and then they

pursue it,themselves.

Alternatively- -- and about.an equal number- --

we send directly on.to special back-up librari These are ,

mostly private.libraries; or libraries that do_ ot nOrmally ,

lend. They ,are either very large, or very special -- small

special libraries. They include the other copyright

libriries. -Well, the.British Library Reference Division,

itself, and the other copyright libraries; the London

Library, and libraries of this kind.

.
We woild prefer a back-up library for a serial

reqUest.

We would prefer a Uniofi Catalogue location

for a monograph rerest, because the back-up librarids do,

for

not lend except as a last resort, whereas/serial requests

,they.can and do supply' photo copies. One of the

18 'advantages of being,part of the British Library, and being

19 linked with the Reference Division, ie that they have,

20 of course, a very comprehensive stock of old HumanitieS-.

21 and Social Sciencesserials that wecan never.obthin

22

23

ourselves, now.

Something like 80% to 85% of satksfied requests

24 are provided in the form of photo copies. We do not, of

course, ,photo copy anything from monographs, at all. 'We

2 2, I
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would b0 in our aegal rights in copying portions of

monographs, but we do not normally get asked for portions o

mohdsraphs.
,

We do get requests for conference proceedings,

and we would copy these, but most of our Oloto copying is fr m

journals,,or journal articles.

Initially, the library started as a _lending

flibrarycand photocopying was not envisaged, but it was

disdOvered that, many of the tems We lent were coming back

the day after We zent them. It was,fairly obVious that

theytere being.copied And sent back iMmediately..:

It seemed to my predecessor rather absurd.that

thia.should be happening. ft was rather simpler for us to

make the hoto copy and'send it ouraelves.

,It also meant, of course, that, the journal

had.a higher availability, and was'less likely tOthe on demand

and so, from that date on, photo copying has steadily gaine

ground at the Impense of lending.

The demand on the library has increased at a

quite dramatic rate. In its first year of operabion, I think:

I am right in.saying that we rec ived around 100,000 requests

So in 15 years, it has gohe from 100,000 to 2.65 million-7-

which is an enormous increase. This is due, I think, to

24 three main factors.

The first is an obvious one: The growth.o

2 2 5
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publications, and the growth of bigher education and research

in industry.

The Second is that a lot'of transferilso occurred

from other interlending systems in the Country to ourselves,

because'we have been able to give a rather"better service with

0

a high satisfaction rate. I will come badk to this in a.moment

There are nine Regional Systems in the Britiq6,
-117

Isles., and the.demand on them has remained almost stable 41the

last ten years.- SO the increase they would have coped with,

otherwise, has undoubtedly come to uslinstead.

I am sure, also, that a lot of direct lending

between libraries ho longer takes placeibut is channeled

in our dirfAction, instead.

The thirdtfactor is that the good service has

generted demand--which would not otherwise have occurred.

A researcher if he feels he is going to have to wait, maybe,

for weeke for an itm.and-maybe:-not_et_it=&-t all, or if. it.

/ .

is for a Very obscure journal, will just not bother. about

19
and the library will mot bther to apply for the form.

20 If you havp a good comprehensive serviceiit

21

22

23

generates demand, and I think there is a moral herd, also, for

. .

the Si/ates, which I know has been taken account of in planning

that, if you did have a central supply service, the demand on

i

24 !this mtght grow at a very unexpected rats.

25 ,My predecessor who develowed this system will

401,

- 2 6
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admit to making only one mistake. He grossly under-

estimated the growth Of demand. British demand has been

increasing'very fast in the past butorecently, it has slowed

down.. The increase at the moment the demand at the

moment -- is only 2% higher than at the same time %Lst 'year,

whereas last year;. it was 11% higher than the same time the

previous year,
-

'This is- quite'ari important point;

The reason for ithis is clearl. econOmic.

U2 to a cerrtain point, as liprary budgets are

constrained, they borrow more from other places,because

they.pannot buy themselves. Beyond.a certain,pont, inter-
,

library lending, too, becbmep eXpensive, and they begin

.
to cut back on this, and we 4o knOw that many libraries

especially academic libraries 7- are now rationing
,

. interlibrary borrowing.

:

40Uld expect that the united Ringdom increase

will be very slow for the next, few years, at least.

I would expect it, indeed, to stabilize in

maybe three or four years.

The overseas demand, on the other han4,' is noW'

35% higher than it was lait year. And that is increasing :V

at quite a stupendous rate. It now constitutes 15W of our

total demand. This will'be,in the'current fisdal year,

2 5 something like 400,000 articles su2plied,and about.23,000

2:27
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loans of books.

I will say a litle more.about the overseas d,dema

1

because I believe it wIll be of particular interes)

#

mainly. Western Europe -- and 47% comes from beyond Europe.

,JUst over half of this comes from Europe -

Our largest overseas
requester, is now the

United States of America. Ten percent of all overseas

demand comes.from the United States.

The pecking order is.rather interesting:

Unied States, 10%;

Spain, 9%;.

France, 8-1/2%;

,
Belgium 64;.

Italy 5-3/44i

South Africa 5-1/2%;

8

,
And so on.

a rather strange pecking order which I

,

won',7t bother to
interpret' at the moment. I 119.ve my own

, P.

ideas as to why there should be -- Spain, for example, should' ,

be, so *very high; higher than Germany, for example.'

Of our demand from the U.S.A., two-thirds

now comes through the Center for Research Libraries; a

a

quhrter from he NatiOnsal atiary'of Medicine; and the

remainder comes either.through the N.T.I.S. or direct from

24 ,

.
other libraries -- individual libraries.

25

22,8
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24 First o all, it you are g±ng to have
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I would life to mention,gereithat the British

Library Lending
Divisionji not merely concerned with other

Countries because of its own service. Through-the

International Federation of L.1.brary Associations, we have

a heavy involvement in the development of improved inter-

national lending. It established,at Boston Spa, last year,

an office for international lending7and the aim of this.

is to promote and develop international lending by. whatever

means are possible.

Since then, 'the othAlpin0 have happened,

within it. They have htlIfor two or three years, a program

6
of universal bibliographic control.
4

My predecessor and myself felt there was nO

point in having bibliographic
control unless you can get

at the documents which are being controlled bibliograPhica4v.

Inother words, you want a program of document Ncess, as wel

So we really got Iffler to develop a program of

Universal Availability of'Publications
-- and

it now seems quite likely Art Iffler will want us to tut'',

our Of.fice, for International Lending-i

IL
U.A.P.

nto an Office for

e Now, the relevance of this to this Commission

lies in several aspec , I think.

gi7

25 Alniversal availability of publications, a cardinal principle

2 9
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of this must be that every Country must be able to supply .

to any other Country,' on .request, copies of its own

,pUblications.. If you cannot get Br.itish documents from

Britain, where can you get them from?

If you cannot get U.S. documents from the U.S.A.,

I %

wher can you get them from?

BUt the fact remains'that a lot of Countries

are very inefficient in supplying their own documents. I

would not wish to be too invidious, but it is a lot quicker

mit

il

to get French publitions from Sweden,than from France.T

And some American libraries apparently find it quicker to get

American documents from the British Library Lending Division

13 1

i
than from the United States.

14

15

17

18

19
I

is because, with the current ttends in Copyright Legislation,j

J
20 :

1
I think there is a erioui danger that international trans-

21

4 a,

This does suggest that if you did have a

mar

central supply system it wourd at least be able to give

efficient service to other Countries a faster service --

than can be given at the moment.

A secOnd reason why I wanted to mention this

0

mission of documents will be seriously hampered, even if the

44 ! aw-within individual Countries is-individually-Sensible.

Unless.these laws
'adsomehow framed ith international

" ' transMission somewhere in the back of the drafter's mind,

25.

we
there is a great danger thatiewill get into national chos.

230
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because it may, for example, be impossible to get copies

for on Country because of itt particular legislatigm While,

on'the other hand, it will be possible to by-pass local

National CopYright lawt bir.applying toanother Country

which does not have similar restrictions--depending on

whether the onus is. on the copying-lor the requesting, .

library.

So you see the possibility-of quite serious

hindrance to the international communication of vdluable

informafion if Copyright Legislation does go as some European

legislation at least appears to be going at the moment:

It also,seemed to me there were some considerab

absurdities aikQut some Countries' Copyright Legislation.

Again, I.would not wish to point to. any particular. Country,

here,but I would like to suggest that a. page charge is not

sensible. It penaliz,es the publisher that has large pages

and it profit's the:,publisher, in theory, 'Who has

only tO publish the work with three words on each- page, to

get far more royalties than the .publisher who has treble

columns and large folio pages.

It does seem b me that Pages are an absurd meas

for any royalty that must be paid--if one needs to pay

roYalties.

I would like now to toubh on the economics of

cntralized service because these are relevant to United

231
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States planning and, also, to some extent to the fUrther-
,

copying issue:

The British Library Lending Division is not

intended to save-costs of local acquisition. I think this

cannot be too often stressed. We are not a substitute for

local purchase. We are a suplAement to it.

d(\'t Our aim is not to compete forJocal purchase,

but to ge more cost-effective than other systems of inter-

library lending and there is no:question_at all that we'

are far more cost effective than the system of interlending

that existed befoe the National Lending Library zame into

being.

The systemfthen,was not inefficient--

by most Countries' standards, ItAlas based.ork-,the National

Central Library, which was.anational clearing house, and

the Regional Systems that.I have already mentioned.

The Regional Systems still exist. They. are

losing traffiC to us. One Regional System recently asked us

to do a studh, of what would happenif all its requests were

passed to us. So they Made extra copies of all of their

requests and passed them to us .And we treated them-like

actual requests, except that we did not satisfy them. We

a
4

26 The Upshot offthis was that ,we -could supply more

. 232
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items much,faster, and much more cheaply.

What the Regional System will now do about this

up to the Regional System. They aiked us to undertake

the study;and we merely provided them with.the infOrmatiori.

They are.still deciding whether to folloia thii through-

logically,,or not.

I merely mentioned this to show thatstudies

are still being made of the comparisons of net-worth systems

involving cooperation between libraries, and dependence on

a centralized service.

I said that we are not meant to save cost of

local acquisition. Some studies have been done

-- quite small scale studies -- of the journal subscriptions

that libraries have cancelled in the last year or two. It

might be supposed -- and, indeed, I think it was suggested,

here by someone yesterday -- that they might all tend'to

cancel the same low-use titles."' This, in fact, has not

happened, because low-use titles are,almost by definition,

only
0
taken by very few libraries, and the scatterof

cancelled journals is very great, indeed. Very few items

appeared more than two or three times on quite a long

list of libraries. In fact, most of the journals that were

cancelled I never knew existed. I was surprised that they

.were'beipg graded! They certainly showed a very wide

variety. 2 43
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I don't think any library has cancelled a

journal because the BLLD exists. They have, in fact, spent

an increasing ploportion of their budget on journals as

opposed to monographs and, if anyone should be complaining,

I think it should be monogiaph publishers, who have been

very much squeezed.out of their market -- the library

market -- by journal publishers over the last few years.

We have done various studies,some of which I 4

.know the Commission is aware of.

We have produced rank lists of journals and

these rank lists have shown quite a high correlation between

journals. Journals with high subscriptions and high

circulations tend to be those that are most heavily used. The-

most commonly held journals are those not requested.

This may seem surprising. I think it is partly

because a lot of our demand comes from industrial,libraries

which either don't take what is to be an academic library

standard journal, or they do take it and,say, throw it .

\

20
.awayounbound,after a yeak"or two.

-

21

3;0 22
PI

ri
g 23w 0 wz a0

w
24

What we have found through studies in the

last few months have high correlation between oui

rank list,and that of two academic libraries in England--

One polytechnic and two university libraries. Our rank oider

is very, very clods to those.

.1
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'I wou],d like to suggest several reasons that

favor a centralized system provided it i'S well designed and

planned. I do emphasize this because some plans. I have

heard of -- not in the United States but in some European

Countries' more centralized systems -- seem o me to be

the worst of all worlds. It is quite possible to design

a central system which is more inefficient than.exiXing

systems. One has to try, pretty hard, but one Country seems

to be making quite rapid progress along these lines:

I think the great strength of the BLLD is

that it is a single-function library. OUr.function is

lending. It is not reference. It is not bibliographic

sea*ching. It is not lots of other things that mosAbther

libraries do.

We can, therefore, organize.the whole collection

and all of our proceduresto serve the purpose of lending.

We do not have to classify it. We do not need complicated

catalogues. We don't need standard binding routines, and

so on. And if you do design a building for one specific

function, you can design Lt pretty efficiently through

rapid retrieval.

j1kSecondly, one' has to h; very simple procedures

We do not keep records of loans other than the actual

request,which is plA on the shelf in the place ç the issue.

We do not send out invoices.

23o :"
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We require pre-paymenymd
will not accept requestil

except On our pre-paid forms.

A third principle which we adopt is that of a
ta

90% system. Most libraries seem to be designed on the

assumption that the most difficult of all requests has to be

satisfied all the time. We work on the principle Of satieify-

ing 90% very quickly, and the other 10% are dealt with

as exceptions. That may make the 10% a littleislowe4but it

makes the 90% a great deal quicker. I think this could apply

to other libraries as well,but it certainlycapplies to s.

Our system is not desig o deal with 'a ve difficult

request

system

-or exceptions.
,These.are deal h but the basic

is designed around the 90%.

.What about the future of the Lending Division?

I have already suggested.that the demand will

probably level Out,as far as the United Kingdom is concerned,

and, obviously, the ovetseas demand cannot keep growing at

35% per annumrforever.
There will,

undoubtealy, be some

leveling out Of that,graduallY,
although theke is no sign

of that yet. But the slowinq down.in gioss British demand doe

mean we have less need to plan fop rapid growth than i thought

a year or two ago,and this, quite frankly, I welcome,because

1

a growth rate oE 15% or 20% overall - which we were having

a year or two ago -- was raising quite serious prbblems

of staff recruitment.

236
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Yorkshire is quite.a large county, but-there

is some doubt whether the breeding capacity of'the county

was Sufficient to keep pace with our staff needsl.

It is also a rathe-r slow procedure.

We have.given some thought to alternative's to,

the Postal System. The British Postal System is not an

ideal system. I don't know of any Postal System in the

world that is., But we have given thought to alternatives.

We have had a feasibility study, undertaken of an alterna-

tive system which would be by rail to a series.of nodes--

and by van, from there.

Well, the ipaRibility study was done hutlin ours

typically 'empirical. way, we were not very'pleased with it.

We decided that the only way to find.out whether this was

true or not was to try it out in practice.

So,.at the beginning of this month, we have-

started an experimental scheme with one region in the

Northwest, where. we are act011y trying this out.
lot

The estimate of the feasibility study is

that it would save about a million pounds a year, in National

.terms, and,compete for siaeed with the Post OfEice. This

remains to be seen. I merely mention tis to indicate that

if,the Postal System did, by any chance, reak down, or its

237
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costs exceeded anybody s capacity to pay them, there are

alternatives at least in a Country the size of Britain.

We have given thought to facsimile transmission

not as a regular means of transmission, but as a special

foe

service. We did some studies on this a year or two ago

OM MEP every small scale study. -The results of this show that

very few libraries had access to facsimile transmission

machines; very few Ot those that have, have cdmpatible

machinery, and very few of thOse that do have coMpatible

machinery are willing to pay the extra money.

'The conclusion I drew.from this was that the

demand for facsimile transmission will be so small as to

not justify-it.

There .is some request for this, for some

'libraries. They do claim that the ocdisional request is

wanted very urgently, indeed. And so we may well be trying

out a facsiMile transmission service for which they would

pay extra a lot extra -- probiibly around five times as

much as our standard service, and we would see whether, they

are really Willing to pay this for the extremely fast

request. But I am sure it would never become routine.

Facsimile transmission has improved dramatically in

the last two or three years. They now ilaye yea fast machinee4

I am sure they will, now, come down in cost. But I am

pretty sure, also, that they will never compete with the

4
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traditional service.

One function we already haveT-which has been

brought into Providence by a recent repoFt ofiethe University

Grant Committee-is that of National Depository.

1

We already act as a 'depositorT.fsor libraries

wishing to, or needing to dispose of'material they can no

longer hold. With a great shortageof funds fOr

capital building, libraries are becoming Ancreasingly pressed

for space. This is not, of course, just a British

phenomena. I have, read several articles in the American

. 1

Library Press which,suggest it is happening infAmerica, also

But we havev over several years-, been taking in material

1- .*
. .

that libraries .do-not need. It is not inconceivabie,that

we 'shall.be recognized, not only de facto but in principle

as well, as a National Depository.
f.

This also seems .to bear"Some relevance to:the

United States situatibn,because I think there are great

advantages'in linking a National Loan CentaF with a

National Depository. It means that any l brary can deposit

any material in the British Library Lending Division

with a guarantee that, if we do.not already have it, we will

retain.it, and make it available.

This means that any library can dispose of

material and know that th y can borrow Lt,

.two, three or four days..

--
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This is quit!kdifferent from the old situation

where they, might be destroying the last copy in the Country,

4

and so od, but it also, not only be:lentil that library

because of saving space, it benefits other libriries because

it ls building up our etc:salt of older,material, and making it

more widelylavailable.

SO I do think there are great'advantages in

:making the e loans. ".

At the moment, requesting is by mail or telex,

Or, occasionally, by computer. I .think 'we shall probably see

a great developMent of the computer requesting. This will

be noi off-l'iner-es it is,atthe,Amment, from es Center for

Research Litiraries and tile N.L.Wor-but

With the British library's bibliogriphic

data base developing, it should be possible -- well,it

will be possible to make this available on,-line, so the

library will be able to call up its.refe ence on-line from

th e Bibliographic Data Base. It will che k its reference
. .

--which will cut out all of these problems of bibliographic

-
'checking that were mentioned this morning and before --

and it will, if it wishes to, be able to 'translate this

inta-interlibrary loan requests.

This gives one a very powerful system indeed!

I am pre ty sure that, within a,few years, 'fie will see

the development of an on-line requesting system.
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To be ideal, I think this will require us to
,

put our own catalogues on-line and, also, our Union Catalogue

as well. We are, at the moment, conducLng some internal

studies on the costing problems of this. But I am re

this will be the biggest development over the next five

-years or go/

One thing that was mentioned,herevwas he reacti

of central lending libraries to new.forms of journal publica-

tion. We have given considerable thought to this. It is all

speculative. The demise of the scientific journil-has

been forecast for a very long time, now. In the 1930's,

it was forecast fhat microformi would take over any. moment--

and they still have not done so. One regard6 prophesies

of this kind with a lot of reservations.
-

My own personal feeling is that the,scientific,

kjournal -- the aeademic journal, as we know,it-t ay_

will continue to be the normal form of.comffignication for.

material,that is going to be used to s4 extent.
P.

New, as Gordon Williams pointed out ttiis morning

'mostarticlei in most journals are not used to aily extent. :

'1 think it is very much a question wileth'er the journals

Will be able to'afford, in the future, po make available
-

'in published form,
materi"al which is only read by four or

five people. A publicati6n in blac1and:white after all,

is a very expensive way of,reaching four peop e including,

4
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6

Possibly, .the author.

2u4

I think, therefore, we shall probably.see

some deposit of articles in the Center which could

be Boston Spa, or it could be a commercial ,center, or

whatever, by contract with JuDurnal publishers -" or

-journal agencies, rather 7-1 .deposits of articles. which

.are made available on deman4. Su one has a central

-supply resource Which acts as a reservoir and disiributor

9 ol sem4-published material..
w
u td I think thiCeould, in itself; change the

./
.

W ,
U1 .1
< 11 pattern o jodrnal publication. At'the moment; the decision
z -

z o
f =

EE 12 whether to* include material in a journtl. is made almost

O Li'a. 0
laM 13 ' solely in tirms'of quality. The referee'is asked, "Is this

ZZ
'm 0'

4 .

51 14 article considered tO be valid dncl:of sufhcient quality

19

20

tri.
21

r
. 29 I

I

in your specialist area?"

. The AUthorand-the referee may be the only.

specialisterin the area, for all:anyone knows!

What'the referee is rld. asked is2Whether ybodr\--

,

but himself is ever going to red this!

SO journal articlei can get pulAished in a

way that.,no mon6graph article can be ptiblished. A monograph

-ktio 22
publi sher has to ask: "lb Anybody gping to buy this?"

7-4
1

4

Not juit: "Is this a good monograph", but, "Is
,

25

.

anyone else interested in thislbesides the tuthor and the

referee?"
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I think if referees were asked this question,

it could well change the pattern. But, if one had a

ocentral reservoir, one could build the likely demand

into the systeL In other words, once the demand for a

particular article reach ed a certain level, then it would-be

publishable..

In other words you cannot always anticipate

demand) but.you can tgst it impirically. If it remains

in its reservoir unused well, the'reservoir wasithe right

place to put it. If it is used heavily, you publish it

and make it more widely available. This is just a personal

idealbut / think the concept of journals with high-use

articles -- rather than the comprehensivt journals we have

4
now, which are a mixture of highly-used, little-used, and

totally-unused vticles -- I-think this pattern may well)be

changing in the future. But I dd stress that these are just

.my personal views. I think there are a number of ways of

approachinghis problem;

It may interest the Commission to.know that the

British.Library sponsored,in July,a work shop on trends

in Scholarly publishing. The papers 'from which -- the

proceedings of. which -- will be published, I believe, in a

cotiple of months time, and I think these may well be of

some interest to the Commission,

They bandy about quite a few ideas of this kind--
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as well as'other ideasT-but.the general 'conciusion of this

meeting was that the sdientific journal is not at an'end;

that the electronic
alternative existsibut is not the policy,'

immediately; that micmform will never be very popular

with the (u sera; and that the future will be so very dif-

ferent from-the,present;that, within the present patrn.,

there will be shifts, But the basic'pattern will not change

very greatly.

Well, these were just the conclusions of one

seminar at whiCh a'number of
authors, and

book sellers and librarians met.' I have no 'doubt that'other

. .

seminars could well come to quite different conclusions.

el.01 *12

Et I.ought, in conclusion, to say a little on ,

seti! 13

*. Copyright.
14 .

11J 15

I hesitate to say much about this, because there

o u
(

,

Wu is a government-appointed
committee setting up, at the moment4- I

AI
a .

17
It is due to report at any moment. Until it reports 'one

a
2

cannot really say iricr things will develdp in the United

t

11 - 22 I

4,

' u-al 23 I

'0! tions,. but we also had' correspondence with

1

4 ,
the form of declration we require from libraries was

25

18 ,

!I Kingdom.

1 At present, what we do is entirely within either,

20
1

I one or the other of two sections of the British Act; one of,

Which deals with.library.
copying, and one with fair uSe.

We are not only happy with legal interpreta-

blishers, an4
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'checked with the-publishers. And so we are quite happy with

the present situation but this may, of Course, change-At we

t a new Act.

A report, of course, does not mean a new Act.

Itwill be a report, first of all 'which we will open for

discussion;and I have no doubt there will be Continued

discussions for quite a long Period of time before any decisio

is made on drafting a new B'll.

The Briti Library has a r ing,party with the

S.T.M. group'of publishers Thie is an'international group

of Scientific, Technical and edical publishers. This r

has, so far, had two Meetings. it is just having its

third at Amsterdam at the moment, but m here, instead.

One of-the things it is doing is: It is

trying to find out whether photocopying does have any effect

on journal sales, and it should be lookk at the possible

design of a survey, tO find.out why libraries cancel journals.
. .

.q cannot tell you any more than that."-other than

that there may be a survey which will take place in the United

1(ingdoM fairly soon& as to why libraries have cancelled

journals.

One feeling is they cancel because they have

no money to buy themibut this.is, perhaps, toosimplistic

a conclusion.

The visibility of libraries was mentioned

245 4.
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2gt 15J enligh ening and inteessting survey.

o m
16

III

2j8

' yesterday by Robert Wedgeworth. He made the point that

libraries were in danger of );)ing penalized because they

are visibleforgetting
thiPhuge iceberg that is `rt visible.

The British Library Lending Division is not only visible
.

but over-conspicuous, perhaps' and so pUblishers have been

particularly interested in our activities. I think that is,

teason'why so much interes has been shown

activities. They appear enormous. In the .

really, the only

in our copyright

total Ictixt of further copying, I don't:think they are.

visible.But they are very
4

Well have covered some of the things you
4 V.

may wish to hear about.. I- willebe very
pleased, indeed, to

take up any further points you wish me to.

MR. CARY: Mr. Line, thank you for your very

things.

18

would like to inquire, really, about two

(1), This last statement you mentioned about

19 the pubili3hers: Have they indicated,in any comments to you, or

20 in any way, what they feel about your operation?

21 '.
X

"i

a 0 22
>

. 0. -- Association -- the British Publishers trciation

1 a 1

a 1* 23w o evi
g

x0. c

7 4

MR. LINE: I have_seen the Publishers

24

ence to the Whitford commission on Copyright. This

was ex
4

25 any serious threat.

emely moderecce. .It did not suggest there was

246
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The STM group of publishers, I know, is concern d,,

and this is the reason this joint working party bn thf

British Library and the STM group was set up.

I do have individual publishers
writing to me,

'

occasionally. Perhapo I can cite one examOle of this, which

happened about twe/ve months ago. This was a British

publisher, who publishes five educational journals. He

:wrote to me and said,

"Dear Mr. Line:
>

It has been brought to my attention that

you may be copying journals. I 'Cannot,

believe that the British government would

support an

photocopies

-scribing to

institution'that actuallyA.

journals. Since you are Sub-

five of my journals, I wou d

like to be reassured that this is not so."

What I did was to investigate the use maple of

his journals in Boston Spa. And I replied:

"Dear Mr..X:

I am'very glad to be able to reassure you.

I am afraid we do, indeed, photocopy your

jour but the total use of all five

last year seems to be three-copies of

all of them, together."

He replied:
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"Dear Mr. Line:

I do not accept your views, but I will

continUe to send our journals to you."

MR. CARY: The second question I'had in mind

-- this may be an unfair guilstiln. If it is, you don't hdve

to answer it.

YOu indicated that your lending operations

in Great Britain seemed to work out very well. That is

the impression I get.

Do you think that such an operation would be

an< 11

i 1 .

successful in this Country?
.11

II: $ 12.).
.

Ce Ili 4' Have yo:Pdone any thinking about .i.t, or

ow
a.2
bin 13so 'would nu care to comment about that?

z z
< If 14 MR. LINt: Well, I have done 'quite a lot of

z
1

.

z 15

.

..i oou i

fthinkingibecause. I have had t2. I mentiOned,at the ,keginning,

("I la :

w 1
that we expect and enjoy annual visits from American feasibilty

J 1.

J.
i

17 !

1 study conductors, and they come and ask us for our opinion

,

i

18
1

on this. So I follow the-progress of American thinking on I

,

19 1
this with very great interett.

,
,

.
.

10 ii

4

My own view!is that a Central Lending Service

.21
'

would, indeed, be effective. I think the factors oiH a
gr 2tv a
" .".

LI 511 ° 22 !

0 o

ir.

:-, sd

" ! in inter-lending are not in transmission. They are in the

x w
!0 i

9A ' libraries that process them. They are in the borrowing

25 libraries; They may spend several days sitting on the

1

distance have been grossly exaggerated. _Most of the delays

2 4 8
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request jrfort they send it out. Whem the order

they may spend two or three days-b4fore the requester has'it.

arrives,

So long as you have an efficient supply system, the trans-

mission time ii'only a relatively small problem.

My own feeling is that if you did have a

rea'lly serious need for very fas requests, these could be

dealt with in the same way we are thinkihg of dealing
4

with themr-by facsimile transmission. If Oilly.one percent,

for example, were yen; urgent, you could deal with thege

with'facsimile tr'ansmisSioniwithout undue cost, leaving the

rest to take their course.

It has been shown that a Week's delay is quite

satisfactory,for most users, for most purposes.

I wOpld add a word of caution here. Users

get-spoiled! If they are used to receiving things in three

days, they feel upheld if they get them in four!

DR. DiX: One of our lawers should probibly

be asking thiSNuestion. But let me phrase it as a layman.

Has 'the Counsel of the British-Library given

any thought to the possible legal implications of your
2

supplying copies. of material under'Copyr'ght in'Countries

other than Britain and; presumably, con olled Sy the

Copyright LaWs of those countries as to whether those laws

are.binding upon you by virtue of various International'

Copyright Agreements?
249
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In other-words, when you copy an American.

,publication, do you feel bound by the American Copyright-Law

in whatever.form it iakes?

MR. LINE: The Bri4sh Library Board has not

r

discussed this. Dr.-Hookwel4.the Chief Executive,and:,

myself, have consulted a Coilyrigfit lawyer on this point,

and we hive been reassured that what we Are doing is

,not.beyond International Agreements.

,e
MR. NIMMER: May I 41,61 a word of clarification

I

on that?

04

.

Under International Copyright Treaties, each

12 dountry's,commitment under'the Treaty is'simply to treat

18

19

20

foreign nationals in the same way-they treat their own

people. In other words, within Britain, the'British Copyright

Law is applicable either to American or any other foreign

;publication.
.1.

4U 0
.2 7'
0 O.
C. 7 24

.

Here, the'American CopyrightLaw'is applicable

to British publications.°

DR. DIX: Suppose then, this is copied for an

Ame'rican consumer throtigh the Central Research Libraryfor

exarple.

Mi. NIMMER: If the act of Aopying occurs in

Britain, the Brit.tsh Copyright Law applies.

DR, DIX: °I am glad it is that way, because

siMplifies things.

0.7.
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MR. LINE: One of my concerns about the

b

effect on international trinsmission of inconsistent Copyright

laws is that the Dutch law, as I understand it, could well

put the onus on the copying li1?rary7-not the requesting

library. We would not be bound by this;and so the Dutch

library CoLd, in theory, obtain from us, without paying

royalties for the publisher, items which they could'not get-

a

from any other Dutch library.

This is clearly wrong! We clearly do not wish

to do this. But, legaaly, we would nOt be prevented from

doing this. It is this kind of thing I can see happening,

unless there is some coordination of,deveiopments.

FRASE: .=Following up on this saMe question

AS you probably know', h6t only are there guidglinds for inter-

library loarm,but there is another provision in the

Copyright Act which limits the impirtation of copies

if it would conflict with the *provisions in Section 108.

So, reading the two together, it seems to me that' an American

library, in obtaining materials from the BLLD, would be

limited the same way as if they were getting copies by inter-

library loan from an American library.

Would you agree with this?

MR. NIMMER: I am sorry', Bob. I did not quite

get the question.

MR. FRASE: There is a provisi6 in the back
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on the section on Importation that saye:

If the general provision of importing

live copies for non-profit purposes is

limited by the liiitations in Section 108(g) (2)

*

It seems to me that the American library

borrowing from the-BLLD would be'subject tOsthe eame limitatio s

unaer l06(g)(2) And the guidelines, as it would be when

borrowing from an American library.

NIMMER:. I think that is right.

MR. LINE: I took this as being so. I must confes

tread this partiCular section, which I think is 602(a)(3).

I read this several times without quite understanding it.

I may not be the only one who has done this,put

I took it the intention was to maks Sure there wAs not a loop-

hole by which they could obLip,from Britainl-material which

they could not obtain from America.

MR. FRASE: Yes. That was the implication.'

DR. DIX: This is your Dutch eicample"of a

21
moment ago.

3 z 0 22m 0 w
>a

MR. FRASE: Do you have any impression as

O 11
w

G. w 24
J. to Whether, in any significant way this Would cut down on

MR. L/NE: Yes. Yes! Yes.

25 your.present business with the United States?
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Are there many people goin(4 over six copies

of. artiCles in a year?
4

MR. LINE: I do not have enough data on this'.

Gordon Williams has done more analyses of the requests than

I. have. I found bnly ne particular item which did over-

step tifis markT-which.Gordon Williams did,mentiên this morning

,This was a particular jou al which had eight or.ten requests

-- I cannot remember whic - which came from the same researc

at the same time, and thi ournal to which this library

was currently subscrl ing.

I think, in ,fact, this is a point worth follow-'

ing up a littlebit,becaufie it-does seem to me that e Library

is in a difficult position if a researcher should suddenly

want eight articles from issues twO or three.years old, say,

of a particula r journal. That may be all hewacts.

Now, I know the guidelines, or the Act,°provide

that if the journal takes out a current subscription,

mediately, they are allowed to do the copying. But the librar

/-
may not want to; or may not need to. He may be the only pergo

doing research on this topic. It may be his only need, even.;

To require that the library should take 6ut a cur ent sub-
.

scription of t his.before the resear cher can get-hold of

these ten articles he needs for research does seem-to me

to bbiunreasonable.

MR. LEVINE: That is not the only alternative,

253
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,though,..that the library or the scholar has.

The ability to write agd ask for permission is

always still there in an unusual situation'like that.

MR. LINE: It takes.time.

MRIEVINE: Yes.

MR. LINE: If he needi them urgently --- you

see, I was laying the dtress on urgency.

MR. NIMMER: Idn't it poasible to simply place

this subscription? You don't have to start receiving it.

MR. LINE: Yea. Hut it may not belkeasonable

for a library to place a subscription which Vily one researcher
;

happens to want ten articles from. .

MR. NIMMER: I thought,later, ,you were saying tha

it was a question of urgency.

feaSibility?

Are you simply relating ime to economic

MR. LINE: Yes. He may want those ten articles

quickly. That is why it may not 'be reasonable to g

through the normal p ocedures

MR. LACY:
Another-alternative is to go to a

library-that has it and get-tfiem to make a copy. If that is

not"systematic"copying, it istall right. elf

MR. FRASE: If you were starting,from scratch

having your existit,system, would you give any thought to

operatihg from a microform base?-
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MR. LINE: NO. We have given very serious

thought to this,because we have gur accomodation problems,

too, and it has been suggested to us that it might be cheaper

to microfilm stock than to build new buildings So we coated

this. We are pub 'shing the results of this study, and there

may be some interest in e course. But the dditIlialon we

came to was that it was b tween ten and .fifteen times as

expensive to microfilm th= ollection -- or parts of. it --

as it would be -to build ext a hard copy storage.

Bear in min that some of our factors are local.

Space in our particula area of the Country is cheap. That

fact would not be nea ly so great jthe middle of a city.

But I doubt whether any d'fference in any of the factors

/would eliminate this,dif erence, entirely.

One of the reasons why I would not want to

a

operate from/micr6film base is that a lot of requests we

receive are, by no means, perfect--to put it moderately.

They have to be checked against the actual items. Often,

the page numbers are wrong; the volume number does not fit

the ye -whatever.

Checking from microfilm takes twice as long.

We would need about twice our stock retrieving--to get the

items off the shelves. The actual copying process need not be

any more expensive, but it w uld not be any cheaper, either.

If we provided the artic in microform, of course, woad

2'5 5
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0 0.
24 I should have thought that the library uld want it in hard
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25 copydr-if it can get it. Now, a libra y may not have

218

'.save a little bit 'On that but, then, all that woUld happen

as sooh.as the user got it if he were the tyPical user

is that.he would immediately get it blown up.into hard copy

so that he could read it properly.

Sop'for these reasons, we have not.thought of

this very seriously. If, of course, material is published

ohly in-microform, we would get it in that form. We

would supply it in that form.

MR. PRASE: Was this costin4 based on your

microform? Putting it in microform from hard copy

rather thin purchasing it from somebody who might sell you

the microform to start with?.

MR. LINE: This is, really, Catch 22, you see.

Because of the high cost of retrieval for microform, the

only thfrhgs we want to microfilm are very little used

else

jour als which nobody/would be interested in buying in micro-

foril. The milk ones that are microfilmed are the things

that everyone wants to keep lz hard:copies becauie they

want to read them.'

,MR. FRASE: Well, I may be wrong,but it 'seems

to me they are available in this country:: Microform..,,popies

2 56
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MR. CARY: The old material that you have

o a
7 Lel

O. (C 24 in your library -- say, material that is more than five years i

the choice. The only chance it has of getting a back set

is in microform. So I think it would buy the microform copy.

Therb,. again I think you,need, very carefully,to consider

whether it is cheaper to buy this microform and supply the

user .With h.:hard copy from that microform, or whether it

would be cheaper to get the item by interlibrary Zoan, instead.

Mg. FRASE: As you probably know, the CNRS

Photocopying Center in. Paris, uses microform to a Very large, extent.

What are their costs attached to that?

MR.eLINE: They are much higher. For instance,

*7

indust1ial libraries Use this in.preferehce to CLRS bbcause

it is faster and cheaper.

. FRASE: One last question.

I have had :=

)

some recent correspondence with'tsa colleaguej

in London. She said that she expeCted the W1itford

Committee Report to be extremely late.

You indicated that it might be out soon.

4#
MR. tINh: Yoktihave more recent information

than I have sir.

JUDGE FULD: Thank you,

r
MR. CARY: Mr. Chairman?

25, old -- do you liave any-statistics indicating the frequency of

2-5 7
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use of that material?

)0.
L

LINE;

,with me. You happened to ask me for the one I do not, have-,

fm.

We have -- I'have a lot of figures

With me -- the distribution-of demand over time.

I think I have it. 2f you think you can.

bear to Wait a moment, I think I can providethis one,

I have the figures-but.not-in.a form.that makes

-it easy to interpret. In fact, they are not in perdentages.

I am sorry. I cannot give you these figures in a form that .

would be useful to ybu. But it is about 50%:within the last

five years and' 50% :, older than that.

One has to be very careful in interpreting

13 these figures. TheY do not, :laces a ily, indicate rapid

Is

19

20

24

4
25

obsolescence. The fact that 501 of the use of a journal is

4

made in the last fiveyears of existence may mean no more

than that 5 % of that journal was published in the last

five years, because the average SIze of a volume grew very

rapidly-between 1960 and 1970. And the only-reason that

'the 1970 volume is used twice ai much is, maybe, bedhUie it

is twice as thick.:

So, if you allow for this factor, obsolescenCe

rates are very, very much slower than commonly supposed.

MR..CARY: Do you have any policy whereby you

out old material, o'r dl$ you retain everything?

MR. LINE: No. I think it is very important.--

268
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even if it is unusedT-with us, it is more important to have

the .unused stuff in one place rather than scattered around

a lot of places.

Perhaps I can mentionone other point here.

I think it was suggested-iri someone's presenta

tion yesterday-that if you did set up a Central Service, it

would'not be much good for old material, for some time..

This is not our-.experience. We have hadirpret
,

good success-in obtaining backgrounds of journals that we

really needed and, in fact, out success rate for even pre-1900

journais is Well ovee-80%. It is not, in fact, difficult,

provided that you have -reasonable financial resources to

build up back one6,.as wen' as your current qnes.

COMMISSIONER WILCOX: Thisguestion may have,alre dy,

been answereeOr Covered. I apologize for being late.

This morning, Mr. Gillies made some mention
of, VINITI

of the All Union Catalogue/ in Moscow, and,I believe you have17

18

19

20°

21I.

S2 22
>
a

23'
o m u-

waz

24

25

access to that..

Is that-correct?

MR. LINE:' We have accessr-not directly-to

the All Union Catalogue of VINITI. We have access to.Russian libraries

for library lending:

COMMISSIONER WILCOX: In your.experience,

t

do you ffnd the VINITI manuscript depository valuable? And are

you able to have Access to it? 269
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MR.,INE: Yes. it is not a large portion.

It is valuable insofar as it goes, yes.

One has to bear,in mind that once one' gets

through a certain level of satisfaction, every additional

bit you build on would only satisfy a tiny fraction more.
4114

Satisfaction right from the start as I said,-it between

84% and 85%. I cannot see it *getting'very much higher, in

fact, partly because we can never go back in time very

much. But,the better yod are, the more difficult requests

people place on you.

CMORSSIONER WILCOX: If there were,some deposit

of manuscripts some place that you could have access to, on

a Country's policy, would that make it easier for you to

Operate?

MR. LINE: Somewhat, yes: Yet it would no

make'a dramatic difference, I ruld not think.

DR. DIX: Would you say a word about your

funding?

From page 4 of the figures you Nve generOusly

given us here., it looks to me as if you receivelfrom

the.sale of services, if one,will, Something less th'an'a third,

of your total expenditures. The remainder comes from annual

government subventions.

I amjust trying to go all the'way back and,
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find any relationship whatsoever between

this funding/ and the Universities Grants Committee.

I say "relationahip". I mean, does one

inftuence ,the other? Has the Universities Grants Committee

decided to cut back on university appropriations because

your availability?

MR. LINE: Certainly not to my knowledge.

--.,
I don't think any collusion could possibly

be seen here. In fact, libraries have slightly increased

their proportion of university budgets 'over the last few

years,. They have been having a difficult timelso that

any evidence that libraries suffered because of us, I think,

.muSt be really completely ruled out.

We do, as you say, xeciover about a third of

our cost. It must be remembered that something like a

million Pounds of our six million Pound expenditure this year

is not lending. I mentioned that we.are a single-function

library. I will qualify that. We are the U.S. base for

. MEDLAR services. .We do publish some journals i
.

translation.

That is one of the services that we give, well, which

accounts for some of our budget. So the total budget

devoted to lending, including accothodation or ahything else,

is about 5 million Pounds.

DR. DIX: And the part that you do not.recove

ic)
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then, from sale of services, comes from which branch of

the government?

Science.

MR. LINE: The Department of Education and

The British Library Board puts. in estiMatesi

and. the funds are allocated by the British Library Board:
,

all within the British Library. We are not part of Civil

Service. We are a government agencyT-a fringe body with

the same kind of status aethe Post Office and th National

Coal Board, and other bodies of this kind.

. JUDGE FULD: Are,there any other questiond?

(None)

JUDGE FULD: Thank you very much, Mr. Line.

You have been mu instructive!

or discussion'

MR. LINE: Thank you.

JUDGE FULD: If 44 1.6 no other business .

HERSEY: I think Mr. Line. said, on the

subject of'obsolescence, that if the experience.of American

copying is similar, ioes suggest that our guidelines --

ha;,ing leftifor future interpretation or developments the

issue of materials more than five years old -- may be a seriou

deficiendi.

I wonder whether at some point we shoUld consid

25 : /laying to take that up ind work' ( it out.
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JUDGE FULD: . The Staff could give.attention

2 to that,*yes.

MR. FRASE:, We can get some of our-own figurea

4 on that.--

JUDGE FULD: Yes.

6 DR; DIX: I assume, Bob, that they will take

7 account of this factor that Mr. Line mentioned -- this growth

8 in size -- in pages - in more recent years. This is a

9 fact that we have overlooked in the past.

MR. FRASE: That is right!

11 JUDGE FULD: There being nothing else --

12
MR. LACY: gave we reached any conclusions

13 about the agendaland.the purpose of our November meeting?

14
JUDGE FULD: I thought we Ad, yesterday,

15 comsidered having someone from the photocopying industry

16 appear before us.

17 MR. LEVINE: I thinIc.iperhaps,we will do that

18 in December.

19 MR. LACY: Specifically, what charge do

20 the sub-committees feel they have between now and then?

21 JUbGE FULD: The Committee is going to try

22
to have some report in November.

23
MR. CARY: I believe the Data Base Sub-

24
committee ought to do the.,,same thing.

25
MR. NIMMER:' As one Member of the Photocopyin
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SubcommitteerI may very well be outvoted -- I feel it may be

a little 'bit-laremature to produce something.

MR. PERLE: You can certainly tell us.what you

haire been doing.

MR. NIMMER: I cannot:

MR. LACY: I think the-situat on is a little

bit different:in the sense'that that subcommittee has achieired

-

one major, thing, which is all that we have devoted our

attention to. Only now have we begun to look towards

any longer range.;

MR. NIMMER: We had one meeting when we, were

in Los Angeles, where we explored rather widely, possible

4,

-

approaches to take. But I don't think we are ready to rIport

on that, yet. Perhaps in conjunction with our next meeting,

we can have a subcommittee meeting at that point and then,

during the following meeting, we would be in a position to

report. .

,

MR. LACY: Not necessarily report recommenda-

tions as to language, but, perhaps, as to lines of inquiry'.

urther witnesses.

MR. NIMMER: As to further witnesses,

22 I made a statement yesterday about that. I think that

23 will be helpfUl in terms of our further report.

24 DR,. DIX: The Committee:on Computer Created

, with

25 1 Works has not met.; I think/a little nudging from the Staif

, .

.
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it could meet next month and prepare its report, which

I think will be that it finds no action necessafy. I °think

° we ought to at least make a forMal statement to that effect.

MR. LACY: We are concerned with one sector.

- Time in the Novemberaneeting will be held available

for reports by subcommittees?

JUDGE FULD: Hopefully, yes.

MR. LEVINE: I would expect that a 'substantial

portion of'it will be.

JUDGE FULD:

(Whereupon,

meeting was concluded.)

We canothentstand adjourred.

at 345 o'clock, p.m., the

o0o
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